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PART 1

NO. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE PAGE

In the High Court

VOLUME 1

1.

5.

Generally indorsed Writ of 
Summons and Statement of 
Claim

Request for Further and 
Better Particulars of 
Atatement of Claim

Defence and Counterclaim by 
3rd Defendant

Reply and Defence to 
Counterclaim

Further and Better Particulars 
of Statement of Claim

30th August 1979

8th January 1981 

17th January 1981 

2Hh January 1981 

21st February 1981

1 - 20

21

31

52

30

51

53



NO. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE PAGE

6. Further and Better Particulars 
of Defence and Counterclaim 
directed by Order of 
10th February 1981

7. Proceedings

22nd February 1981 

12th August 1981

65 - 67 

68 - 73

Plaintiff's Evidence

8. Tara Rajaratnam 
Examination

Cross-Examination

9. Agreed Facts

10. Tara Rajaratnam:
Cross-Examination Continued

Proceedings

Tara Rajaratnam: ) 
Cross-Examination continued )

Re-Examination

11. Dr. K.S. Dass 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

Re-Examination

12. Md. Kepol bin Bidin 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

13- M. Coomaraswamy 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

1^. David Foo Yong 
Examination 
Cross-Examination 
Re-Examination

15- Chong Ah Kin 
Examination 
Cross-Examination 
Re-Examination

12th & 13th August
1981
13th, 15th & 16th
August and

13th September 19?1

September

September 1981
1981

73 - 

79 - 

38 -

92
95

1V5/16th September 
1981 97 
16th September 1981 111

16th September 1981 113 -
16th, 17th and 19th
September 1981 122-
19th September 1981 132 -

79

87

91

95
97

111
113

121

132

19th September 1°81 132 - - 
19th September 1981 133 - 139

19th September 1981 139 -
19th and 20th
September 1981 1^3 - 150

20th September 1981 150 - 152
20th September 1981 152
20th September 1981 15^

21st September 1981 15^ - 155
21st September 1981 155 - 159
21st September 1981 160 - 161
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NO. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE PAGE

16. Lim Seng Bock 
Examination

Cross-Examination

17. Dato Haji Abdul Kadir 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

18. Mohd Rashidi 
Examination

Cross-Examination 
Re-Examination

19. Dato Haji Abdul Kadir (Recalled) 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

20. Manapally Anandan 
Examination 
Cross-Examination
Re-Examination

21. David Foo long Siah (Re-called) 
Examination 
Cross-Examination

22. Proceedings

21st and 22nd 
September 198 1 
22nd September 1981

22nd September 1981 
22nd September 1981

22nd and 23rd 
September 1981 
23rd September 1981 
23rd September 1981

23rd September 1981 
23rd September 1981

23rd September 1981 
23rd September 1981 
23rd September 1981

23rd September 1981 
23rd September 1981

161
165

167
168

169 
173 
17*f

17^ 
175

176
177
178

178
179

- 165

- 168

- 173

175
176

177 
1?8

- 179

23rd and 
September 1981 179 - 185
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In the High Court 

Defendants' Evidence
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23.

2k.

25.

26.

Jagindar Singh 
Examination

Cross-Examination

Amended Defence and Counter 
Claim of 3rd Defendant

Proceedings

Jagindar Singh 
Cross-Examination (continued)

He-Examination

27. Dato P. Suppiah 
Examination

Cross-Examination 

Re-Examination

28. Arul Chandran 
Examination

Cross-Examination

29. K. Parampathy 
Examination 
Cross-Examination 
Re-Examination

30.

31-

32.

33-

Sivanandan
Examination
Cross-Examination

Selvarajah Arasu 
Examination

Proceedings

Arul Chandran 
Cross-Examination (continued)

Proceedings

2Vth September and
17th October 1981 185A - 197
17th October 1981 197 - 208

17th October 1981 209 - 213 

18th October 1981 21k - 215

18th, 19th and 20th
October 1981 215 - 251
20th and 21st October
1981 251 - 256

21st and 22nd
October 1981 256 - 270
22nd, 2*fth, 25th
& 27th October 1981 270 - 326
27th October 1981 326 - 327

27th and 28th
October 1981 327 - 336
28th October 1981 337 - 351

31st October 1981
31st October 1981
31st October 1981

351
353
359 -

353
359
360

31st October 1981 360 - 361 
31st October 1981 361 - 365

31st October 1981 365 - - 

31st October 1981 365 - 366

1st November 1981 366 - 377

1st November 1981
& 17th July 1982 377 - 330

- k -



NO. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE PAGE

In the High Court 

VOLUME 3

35. Judgment of Razak J. (Liability) 1?th July 1982 381 - 521

36. Order 1?th July 1982 522 - 523

37- Appendix to Judgment of
Razak J. 29th July 1982 52^ - 525

*> 

In the Federal Court

38. Notice of Appeal of 3rd Defdt 12th August 1982 526 - 52?

39. Notice of Appeal of 1st &  2nd
Defdts 1^th August 1982 528 - 529

VO. Memorandum of Appeal 1st & 2nd
Defdts 21st September 1982 530 - 5^

VI. Memorandum of Appeal 3rd Defdt 21st September 1982 5^5 - 558

In the High Court

V2. Proceedings 21st November 1982 559 - 562 

V3. Judgment of Razak J. (damages) 21st November 1982 563 - 589 

Mt. Order (Damages) 21st November 1982 590 - 591

In the Federal Court

Vj. Notice of Appeal
1st & 2nd Defdts (Damages) 21st November 1982 592 - 593

k6. Notice of Appeal 3rd Defdt
(Damages) 21st November 1982 59^ - 595

47. Further Memo of Appeal (Damages)
1st & 2nd Defdts 12th December 1982 596 - 600

^8. Further Memo of Appeal (Damages)
3rd Defdt 12th December 1982 601 - 605

V9. Notes of Lee Hun Hoe C.J.
(Borneo) 10th to 20th

January 1983 606 - 659

50. Notes recorded by
Abdoolcader, F.J. 10th to 20th

January 1983 660 - 677
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NO. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE PAGE

51. Judgment

52. Order

53. Order granting Final Leave 
to Appeal

16th May 1983 

16th May 1983

15th August 1983

6?8 - 713

71k - 716

717 - 718
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PART II

VOLUMES 1+ and 5

EXHIBIT 
MARK DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

DATE VOLUME PAGE

P1-6

P7-12

P25 

P26

P27 

P23 

P29 

F3C-3"1

P32

P33

P35 

P36 

P37 

P38

Legal Charge, Tara 

Rajaratnam. to Chuag Khiaw 

Bank Ltd

Legal Charge, Tara 

Rajaratnara to Chung Khiaw 

3ank Ltd

Legal Charge, Tara 

Rajaratnam to Chung Khiaw 

3ank Ltd

Particulars of Directors 

etc. Regional Hedidata 

Centre (Pte) Ltd.

Particulars of Charge by 

Regional Medidata Centre 

(Pte) Ltd.

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Chuns Khiaw 3ank

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Suppiah i Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank

Memorandum and Undertaking 

Tara Rajaratnam and 

P. Suppiah

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah 3c Singh

Letter, Suppiah i Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank, Kulai

Letter, Suppiah i Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank, Kulai

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah Sc Singh

28th June 196? 

9th October 196? 

6th November 1972 

1st October 1973

30th October 1973 

12th March 197^ 

1*+th March 

16th March

30th March 

1Gth June 

13th June 

2Cth July 

12th November 

3rd December 

l^th December 197*+ 

9th December

723 - 728 

729 - 

737 - 

750 - -

752 - -

351 - -

352 - -

853 - -

753 - 

35^ - 

855 - 

857 - 

863 -

365 - -

366 -.-
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EXHIBIT
MARK DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT DATE VOLUME PAGE

P39

pifO

pifl

Pif2

pi*3

F¥t

P**5

?^6

F<f7

pifS

P^9

?5Q

P51

?52

P53

P5*f

P55A

?56

P57

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank 

to Suppiah 3c Singh

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank, Kulai

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank to 

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Suppiah 8c Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Sank

Letter, Suppiah. Sc Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd 

to Suppiah 3c Singh

Letter, Pengarah Tanah i 

Galian to Yeow Sc Chin

Letter, Suppiah 3e Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank 

Ltd to Yeow & Chin

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Yeow & Chin

Letter, Yeow & Chin to 

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Suppiah i Singh to 

Yeow 2c Chin

Letter, Yeow & Chin to 

K.V. Devan

Letter, Yeow & Chin to 

Suppiah & Singh

Bank Stateaent, K.V. Devan

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Yeow 8e Chin

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Yeow Sc Chin

Confirmation by Tara 
Rajaratnara

Transfer, Tara Rajaratnain 

to P. Supciah

26th December 197^

29 t h December 197^

21st January 1975

30th January 1975

2nd February 1975

3rd February 1975

20th March 1975

22nd June 1975

26th June 1975

23th June 1975

28th June 1975

29tn June 1975

30th June 1975

1st July 1975

9th July 1975

2nd July 1975

5th July 1975

5th July 1975

5th July 1975

k 867

k 3.63

'+ 869

k 870

k 871

^ 372

if 380

^ 383

k 88if

^ 885

k 386

V 887

if 888

k 890

^ 768

^ 892

k 893

if 769

if 770

   

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- 771

- 8 -



EXHIBIT 
MARK

P58

P59A

F60

P61A

PS2

P63

F6^

P65

?66-o?

963-69

F70-71

P72

P?3

P?6

P77

P80

P81

P82

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

Letter, Yeow &= Chin to

Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Receipt, Yeow i Chin to

K.V. Devan

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank

Ltd to Yeow & Chin

Record of Transfer; Tara

Rajaratnam to P. Suppiah

Transfer from P. Suppiah
 to

A. C hand ran

Letter, Inland Revenue to

Tara Rajaratnam

Record of Transfer; Suppiah

to Arul

Letter, Suppiah & Singh 
to

K.V. Devan +  Tara

Rajaratnara

Application by Tara

Rajaratnam for entry of

Private Caveat

Statutory Declaration b
y

Tara Rajaratnam

Application of Tara

Rajaratnan for entry of

Private Caveat

Statutory Declaration of

Tara Rajaratnam

Letter Subra Maicker & C
o.

to A.D.O. Kulai

Letter A.D.O. Kulai to

Subra Naicker & Co.

Valuation Report of

Hohd Kepol

Letter, Chung Khiaw 3ank
 to

Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank
 Ltd

to K.V. Devan

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank
 Ltd

to K.V. Devan

DATE

8th July 1975

8th July 1975

9th July 1975

26th July 1975

31st July 1975

31st July 1975

1Cth August 1975

4th March 1976

15th May 1976

15th May 1976

2nd February 1977

2nd February 1977

5th October 1977

10th October 1977

5th July 1975

21st June 197*+

19th August 197^

16th September 1971*-

VOLUME PAGE

<+ 89^ -

^ 786 -

k 895 -

k 789 -

^ 790 -

«t 792 -

^ 793 -

U 897 -

5 1102 -

5 1104 -

5 1118 -

5 1121 -

k 906 -

k 907 -

-

-

-

"

791

-

-

-

1103

1105

1120

 

-

~

^ 781 - 785

k 856 -

k 858 -

k 859 -

-

 

-

- 9 -



EXHIBIT
MARK DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

DATE VOLUME PAGE

P33

m

P85

P36

F87

P38

F39

F90

F91

?92

?93

Letter, K.V. Devan to 

Chung Khiaw Sank Ltd

Latter, Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd 

to Suppiah & Singh

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank 

Ltd to Yeow & Chin

Letter, Yeow i Chin to 

Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Letter, Chung Khiaw Sank 

Ltd to Yeow & Chin

Letter, Yeow it Chin to 
Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank 

Ltd to K.V. Devan

Letter, Suppiah & Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Letter, Chung Khiaw Bank 

Ltd to Yeow Sc Chin

Valuation Report of 

Chong Kirn 3eng 2c Co,

Letter, Yeow & Chin to

20th September 197^ '•+

25th October 197^ ^

obh February 1975 ^

1st March 1975 ^

^th March 1975 ^

10th March 1975 k

8th May 1975 *+

30th June 1975 *+

2nd July 1975 *+

19th October 1979  '+

360

861

373

375

876

378

381

889

891

331

_ _

- -

  -

_ -

- -

   

- -

- -

_ _

- 336

F95

P97

F9S

P99

P1GO

K.V. Devan

Letter, Yeow & Chin to 

K.V. Devan

Letter, Yeow i Chin to 

Pengarah Tanah dan Galian

Official Search Heport by 

Land & Mines Department

Letter, Land & Mines Dept. 

to Collector of Land Revenue

Letter, Lands « Mines 

Department to Tara 
Rajaratnara

Caveat and Statutory 

Declaration of P. Suppiah

Letter, Suppiah Sc Singh 

to Land Department 
Johore Bahru

19th February 1975 

10th March 1975 

13th March 1975 

10th August 1931 

22nd March 1977

2*+th May 1977 

2nd February 1975

31st January 1977

17<+ - -

877 - -

879 - -

838 - 8^2 

902 - -

905 - -

1096 - 1100

393



EXHIBIT 
MARK

P101

P102

P103

P105

P1C6 

PI 07

DE3CHIPTION OF DOCUMENT

Letter of Confirmation 
of P. Suppiah

Letter, Subra Haicker & Co. 
to Kulai District Council

Letter, Kulai Disctrict 
Council to Subra Haicker 
3c Co.

A receipt written by 
Mr. Anandan

Sank Statements of 
K.V. Devan

Letter, Inland Revenue to 
Suppiah i Singh

Letter P. Suppiah & Co. to 
R.3. 3alan & Co.

DATE

31st July 1975 

1?th October 1977

30th October 1977 

28th May 1975

January 1973 to 
October 1975

13th February 1931

19th May 1975

VOLUME PAGE

90S - 909

910 - - 

767 - -

803 - 816 

837 - - 

882 - -

P108 Copy of 'dirit of Summons in 
Singapore High Court Civil 
Suit 122V975 w:i- th Summons, 
affidavit and Judgment 
(Suppiah v Das) 
Writ and Statement of Claim 
Summons
Affidavit of Suppiah 
Judgment

PI 1C Draft Agreed Fact

P112 Letter, and Report Param 
& Associates to Subra 
Naicker & Co.

P113 Caveat (Caveat Proceedings) 
Statutory Declaration of 
Tara Rajaratnam 
Affidavit of Arul 
Notice of Originating Motion 
Originating Motion 
Affidavit of Tara Rajaratnam 
Affidavit of Arul 
Judgment 
Order
Notice of Appeal 
Judges Notes 
Memorandum of Appeal by 
Tara Rajaratnam

16th April 1975 
28th April 1975 
28th April 1975 
5th May 1975

(13th September 1981)

11th August 1981 

10th October 1977

1Gth October 1977 
21st December 1977 
22nd December 1977 
22nd December 1977 
19th January 1978 
23rd January 1978 
17th April 1978 
17th April 1978 
17th April 1978 
15th May 1978

6th June 1978

5
5
5
5

1169
1173

1175 - 

850 -

3^3 - 

1122 - 1125

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1126
1128
1133
1135
1137
1151
1153
1157
1159
1161

--1127
- 1132
-113^
- 1136
- 1150
- 1152
- 1156
- 1158
- 1160
- 116U

1165 - 1168

- 11 -



EXHI3IT 
MASK DESCRIFTIGN OF DOCUMEN DATE VOLUME PAGE

D1

03 ) 

05 

D5 

D6

DQ

D10

D11

D12

13

D15

D16 

D17

Valuation Report 

Chong Kirn Seng & Co.

3 copies of Discharge of 

Charge by Chung Khiaw 

3ank

Affidavit of K.V. Devan 

(Caveat Proceedings)

Notice of intended removal 

of Caveat

Notification of disposal of 

a Chargeable Asset by 

Tara Rajaratnam

jctice of ths Entry of a 

Caveat

Amended Statement of Claim 

Suit Ho. 261 of 1977 

(Tara v Arul)

Affidavit of Tara Rajaratnaai 

(Main Proceedings)

Defence in Action
llo. 1*4-6 of 1976 (Arul v Tara)

Statutory Declaration of 

Tara Rajaratnam (disciplinary
 

proceedings)

Statutory Declaration of 

Tara Rajaratnam (ditto)

Statutory Declaration of 

K.S. Das (ditto)

Statutory Declaration of 

K.V. Devan (ditto)

Affidavit of Jagindar Singh 

(Main Proceedings)

Letter Judicial Department 

to 3ubra ^aicker & Co.

26th February 1972

5th July 1975 

26th July 1976 

30th June 1976

2*+th September 1975

Complaint by Tara Rajaratnam 

to 3ar Council

Transfer of land, Tang :ion 

Loong to Tara Rajaratnam

Transfer of land, K.V. Devan 

to Tang Hon Loong

JCth April 1977

3th October 1979

3th May 1976

25th January 197

2nd February 1977

25th January 1977

25th January 1977

12th May 1981

5th January 1979

August 1979

29th December 1965

1st March 1965

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

735 - 736

772 - 780 

1112 - 1113 

1106 - -

799 - 3 02

3th February 1975 5 1101 - -

911 - 920

9^3 - 9^9 

1032 - 103^

1180 - 118*4- 

1195 _ 1197

1185 - 1189

1190 - 119*4-

1009 - 1025

935 - 936

1227 - 1231

721 - 722

719 - 720

- 12 -



EXHIBIT 
MA2K

D18

D19

D19A

D20

D21

D22

D23

D26

D27

D28

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

Bank Statement , K.V. Das

Plain of Subject Land

Schedule of Comparisons
Mukim Senai-Kulai

Requisition for Stocks/
Shares, K.V. Devan

Charge, Tar a Rajaratnam to
Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd

Details of Share Certificate
deposited by K.V. Devan

Letter, Chung Khiaw Sank
Ltd. to K.V. Devan

Affidavit of Tara Sajaratnam
Exhibits:

Summons
Summons
Affidavit of Suppiah
Summons
Affidavit of Suppiah
Summons
Order
Orders (3)
Summons
Order
Summons
Order
Application to strike out
Order
Order (Federal Court)
Order (Federal Court)
Order (Federal Court)
Judgment (Estoppel issue)
Order
Order

Memorandum of Retainer of
Solicitors in Civil Action
No. T+6 of 1976 (Arul v Tara)

Affidavit of 5, P. Naicker
(Main Froceedings)
Exhibits:

Letter Subra Naicker & Co.
to High Court
Statutory Declaration of
Govinda
Statutory Declaration of
Yilangovan

_

DATE

31st December 1973
Tfth April 197^

-

Undat ed

21st July 1975

10th March 1975

April 1973

31st October 197^

3rd February 1981

21st May 1977
26th May 1977
2nd June 1977
2nd June 1977
10th July 1977
10th July 1977
5th June 1978
26th November 1978
27th January 1979
19th March 1979
23th March 1979
25th April 1979
2nd October 1979
10th October 1979
9th July 1980
9th July 1980
27th October 1980
18th December 1980
18th December 1980
7th January 1981

20th April 1976

18th December 1979

10th October 1979

12th December 1979

12th December 1979

13 -

VOLUME

k

If

^

k

k

k

k

5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5-
5
5
-

5

5

5

5

5

PAGE

755 -

795 -

796 -

787 -

756 -

7^9 -

862 -

999 -

921 -
922 -
92<+ -
926 -
927 -
929 -
930 -
931 -
937 -
933 -
9^0 -
9M -
9^2 -
951 -
977 -
980 -
983 -
985 -
995 -
997 -

1031 -

953 -

950 -

953 -

955 -

-

-

798

788

766

-

-

1008

_

923
925
_

928
-
_

93^
-

939
_
_
-

952
979
982
984
99^
996
993

  -

976

-

95^

957



EXHIBIT 
MASK

D30

D31

332

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT

Valuation Report of 
X. Parampathy

Inland Revenue Enquiry 
to Tar a Hajaratnara

Notes of Evidence, Civil

DATE VOLUME

12th September 1931 ^

  30tii October 1975 '+

PAGE

3^6 -

896 -

8^9

-

D32

D32 

D32

D32

Action No. 1^6 of 1976 
(Arul v Tara)

Application and Affidavit 
of Tara Rajaratnam, Civil 
Action No. 1^6 of 1976 
(Arul v Tara)

Affidavit of M.2, Majeed 

(Arul v Tara)

Written Submissions (3) by 

Counsel for the Plaintiff 
Civil Action No. 1^6 of 1976 

(Arul v Tara)

Reference to the Law Society 

and Reply by C. Arul 
(Disciplinary Proceedings)

Notice of Summons and 
Statement of Claim 
(Arul v Tara)

Affidavit of P. Suppiah 
(ditto)

Application (ditto)

Subpoena to ?. Suppiah 
(ditto)

Affidavit of P. Suppiah 
(ditto)

Application (ditto) 

Grounds of Judgment (ditto) 

Notice of Motion (ditto) 

Proceedings (ditto)

Order (ditto)

Memorandum of Retainer 
(Plaintiff)

Order

9th August 1976

13th September 1976 5

29th August 1976

Undated

2Cth March 1976

1Cth May 1976 

9th May 1976

18th May 1976

11th June 1976 

5th June 1976 

30th August 1976 

30th August 1976

8th & 9th 
September 1976

9th September 1976

20th March 1976 

9th August 1976

1060 - 1062

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1090

1C65

1039 
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No. 1

GENERALLY INDORSED WRIT OF SUMMONS 
AND STATEMENT OF CLAIM

generally indorsed writ of summons In the High

IN THE'HIGH COURT IN MALAYA AT JCHORE 3AHRU Court______
G.S NO.284 OF 19^9'No . 1

Between Writ.of
Summons and

TARA RAJARATNAM (m.wl ..Plaintiff Statement
of Claim 

And 30th
August

1.Datuk Jagindar Singh 1Q7Q
2.Datuk P. Suppiah 7 7
3.Arul Chandran ' ., Defendants

THE HONOURABLE JUSTICE RAJA TAN SRI AZLAN SHAH, D.K; 
PSfl; SPMP; CHIEF JUSTICE OP THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA 
IN MALAYA IN THE NAME AND ON BEHALF OP HIS MAJESTY 
THE YANG DI PERTUAN AGONG.

To; l.Datuk Jagindar Singh 2.Datuk P.Suppiah 
3.Ami Chandran
.. to his or/their solicitors M/s. Suppiah ft 

Singh No.2D, Jalan Ah Fook, Johore Bahru.

WE COMMAND you, that within seven (7) days after the 
20 service of this Writ on you, inclusive of ttie day of

such service, you do cause an appearance to he entered 
for you in an action at the suit of Tara Rajaratnam (m.w) 
No.184, Khet Loong Garden, Kulai, Johore.

AND TAKE NOTICE that in default, of your so doing the 
Plaintiff may proceed therein and judgment may be given 
in^ your absence.

WITNESS Tuan Abdul Kadir bin Musa Sr.Asst. Registrar of 
the High Court in Malaya the 10th day of September,1979.

Sgd.Subra Naicker & Co; sgd.Tuan Abdul Kadir b.Musa 
JO Solicitors for the glaintiff Sr. Assistant Registrar,

High Court, Johore Bahru. 
L.S

N.B-This Writ is to be served within twelve months from 
the date thereof, or, if renewed, within six months from 
the date of the last renewal, including the day of such 
date and not afterwards.
The Defendant may appear hereto by entering an appearance 
either personally or by Solicitor, at the Registry of 
the High Court at Johore Bahru.A Defendant appearing 

J^Q personally may, if he desres, enter his appearance by
post, and the appropriate froms may be obtained by sending 
a Postal order of 83/- with an address envelope to the 
Senior Assistant Registrar of the High Court at Johor Bahru.



In the High 
Court______
No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

The Plaintiff's claim against the Defendants, or anyone 

or more of them jointly or severally is for :

1. A Declaration that the transfers to and registration 

of the said property in the name of the Second 

Defendant subsequently in the name of the Third 

Defendant as beneficial owners thereof are 

unlawful, nulla«d void.

2. A Declaration that the Second Defendant and the 

Third Defendant as such successive registered 

owners of the said property, held and dealt the 

same as trustees and foi the benefit of the 

Plaintiff.

3. An Order for an Inquiry into and Accounts of the 

sale and proceeds of the sale of the said 

property (in sub-divided building lots) in the 

hands of the Defendants, one or more of them, 

or their agents, servants or nominees, including 

the manner, mode and relevant dates in which 

the same were sold, monies received, applied 

or held.

4« ADeclaration that such sum or sums as may be

revealed and determined by the aforesaid Inquiry 

and Accounts are monies properly belonging and 

due to the Plaintiff, and as such the same are 

being held by the Defendants, one or more of 

them, or their agents, servants or nominees 

in trust for the Plaintiff.

5. An Order that such sum or sums, as are determined 

as aforesaid, be paid out by the Defendants,

10

20

2.-
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one or more of them, jointly or severally, 

to the Plaintiff with interest thereon 

from such dates and or such rates as may 

be ordered herein.

6. An Order, where apnlicable, that such

portion or part of the property (in sub 

divided buildings ^ots) which have not 

been sold to third parties yet be re- 

transferred to the Plaintiff by the Third 

10 Defendant, his agen(s) or nominee(s] 

forthwith*

7. Further or in the alternative, dansges against 

all the Defendants or any one or more of 

them, for all loss and damage to the Plaintiff 

resulting from the said breach of agreement/ 

trust and/or fraud.

8. further or other Inquiries, Directions, 

Declarations, Orders and Relief as the 

Court deems fit and just.

20 9. Costs of and incidental to this suit. 

Dated this 30th day of August, 1979.

sgd. Subra Naicker & Co; 

Solicitors for the Plaintiff.

In-the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

To:

the abovenamed Defendants.

3.



In the -O.gh This Writ was issued "by Messrs Subra Naicker ft Co; whose 
Court_______

address for service is lTo.45, 1st floor, Jalan Ibrahim, 
No. 1
Writ of Johore Bahru, Solicitors for the said Plaintiff who

_. , n . resides at No.184.Khet Loong Gardens, Kulai, Johor. 
Statement B '
of Claim
30th
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

This Writ was served by me at

on the day of 19 

at the hour of

Indorsed this day of 19

(Signed)

(address) 10
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STATEMENT OP CLAIM

1. At all material timea, prior to the 22nd day of 
July,1975, the Plaintiff, a housewife, was the 
registered proprietress in possession of a piece 
of land held under Certificate of Title No.13817 
Lot No.6025 situate in the Mukim of Senai-Kulai, 
District of Johore Bahru, State of Johore, 
containing an area of 5A.OR.OOP or thereabouts 
with a bungalow dwelling house erected thereon 
and known as No.681, Kulai Besar, Kulai, Johore 
(hereinafter to be referred to as the said 
property). At all material times, the property 
was worth over MSI,200,000/-.

2. The First and Second Defendants are Advocates ft 
Solicitors practising in partnership under the 
firm name of 'Suppiah ft Singh' at No.2D, Jalan 
Ah Fook, Johore Bahru (hereinafter to be referred 
to,as the said firm). The Third Defendant is 
also an Advocate & Solicitor and practices in 
the Republic of Singapore.

3. On or about the 30th day of March,1974, the
Plaintiff on the advice, request and persuation 
of the First and Second Defendants, agreed to 
enter into an arrangement with the Second 
Defendant to transfer into the name of the 
Second Defendant the said property by way 
of security for a advance or loan of M.^220,000/- 
to be made by the Second Defendant to the 
Plaintiff or to her account.

...2

In the High' 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)



In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

STATEMENT OP CLAIM

4. In agreeing to transfer the said property to 

the Second Defendant, the oral arrangement 

between the Plaintiff ad the First and 

Second Defendant were that :

(a) the Plaintiff would execute a

written memorandum acknowledging 

that she is selling the said 

property to the Second Defendant 

for a sum of M?!;220,000/-;

(b) that, the Plaintiff would also at 

the same time execute some blank 

and undated land transfer and other 

related forms and entrust the sane 

to the Second Defendant;

(c) that, upon executing the memorandum 

and the transfer and related forms 

entrusting the latter to the Second 

Defendant as aforesaid, the Second 

Defendant would forthwith or so 

soon thereafter advance or cause to 

be advanced to the Plaintiff or to 

her account the sum of $M220,000/- 

in the manner and for the purposes as 

set out in the said raenorandum;

(d) that, upon payment of the sum of

S220,000/- in the manner and for the 

purposes as stated in the said 

memorandum the Second Defendant, using

10

20
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- 3 - STATEMENT OF CLAIM

10

20 5.

the eaid blank arid undated transfor forms, 

would register himself as the proprietor 

of 1iie said property as security for 

repayment of the sum so advanced;

(e) that, at any time, upon the repayment

of the sum so advanced the said property 

would be re-transferred and restored to 

the Plaintiff notwithstanding that 

the period for repayment and redemption 

is being initially and nominally limited 

to one year;

(f) that, even if the Plaintiff becomes 

unable to repay the sum so advanced 

and there arises a need to sell the 

said property in order to discharge 

the debt owing to the Second Defendant, 

the Second Defendant will not sell the 

said property to any third party without 

the consent of the Plaintiff;

In addition, the First and Second Defendants also 

repeatedly promised and assured the Plaintiff 

orally that :

(a) the memorandum and transfer forms to be 

executed by the Plaintiff would take 

effect and come into force only if and 

when the sum of M3220,000/- is advanced 

and paid out in the manner and for the

In. the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August 
1979 
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of. Claim 
JOth 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

purposes as set out in the s.aid memorandum 

and not otherwise, and

(b) that, despite the alleged sale and transfer 

of the property in favour of the Second 

Defendant, the transaction in effect 

would always be and remain a security 

transaction.

6. Based and relying upon the arrangement and the 

several promises and assurances as aforesaid, 

the Plaintiff on the said 30th day of March,1974 

executed the written memorandum prepared by the 

said firm (hereinafter to be referred to as the 

said Memorandum). At the same time and occasion 

too the Plaintiff executed some blank and 

undated transfer and other related forms (herein 

after to be referred to as the said undated 

transfer froms) and entrusted the same to the 

Second Defendant.

7. Following the execution of the said Memorandum 

and the transfer forms, or even within a 

reasonable time thereafter, neither the First
IS

nor the Second Defendant advanced or caused 

to be advanced the promised sum of $220,OOO/- 

or any part thereof or in the manner and»for 

the purposes as set out in the said Memorandum. 

In fact, despite the passage of more than a year 

since the execution of the said Memorandum and 

the transfer forms, no consideration whatsoever

10

20



STATEMENT CLAIM

10

20
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passed from the First and/or the Second 

Defendant to the Plaintiff or to her account. 

Instead, the First and the Second Defendants 
conducted themselves in such a way as to 
lead tho Plaintiff into the belief that 

the arrangement entered into on the said 

30th day of March, 1974 is not to he acted 

upon or given effect to at all.

On the 22nd day of July, 197 5 however, without 
the knowledge or consent of the Plaintiff and 
in breach of the basic and fundamental terms 
and conditions of the said arrangement and in 
disregard of and contrary to the several 

promises and assurances, the First and Second 
Defendants, in collusion with each other, 

and by using the said blank and undated transfer 
forms unlawfully caused and procured the Second 
Defendant to be registered as the proprietor of 
tne said property. And shortly, on the 31st 
day of July 1975 the First and Second Defendants, 
in collusion with the Third Defendant, unlawfully 
and inequitably caused the Third Defendant to be 
registered as the new proprietor of the said 
property.

Having unlawfully or inequitably become the 

new registered proprietor of the said property, 
the Third Defendant, acting through the said firm 
ejected the Plaintiff and her family from the 
said property and shortly, with the help of

In the High 
Court____

No. -t 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim" 
30th 
August 
1979 
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
'Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Comt'd)

- 6 -

or in conjunction with the First and Second 

Defendant succeeded in sub-dividing and 
converting the same into a housing estate 
for sale to Members of the public.

10. By reason of matters and conduct complained 
of above, the transfer of the said property 
into the name of Second Defendant and later 
into the name of the Third Defendant constitutes 
a breach of agreement committed against the 
Plaintiff by the First and the Second Defendants,

11. Further or in" the alternative, the transfer
and registration of the said property into the 
name of the Second Defendant which in- turn 
facilitated its transfer into the name of the 
Third Defendant wa a procured by or tainted 

with undue influence and/or breach of trust.

Particulars of Undue Influence

At all material times, the First and the 
Second Defendant?, practising under the 
firm name of 'Suppiah & Singh 1 were the 
Solicitors and legal advisers for the 
Plaintiff in matters relating to the said 
property; and aa such solicitors and legal 
advisers, advised and persuaded the Plaintiff 
to enter into the said transaction and 
arrangement affecting the said property :-

10

20
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(a) With knowledge that there exists a

solicitor-client relationship between 

the First and Second Defendants on 

the one hand and the Plaintiff on 

the other;

(b) with knowledge that there is a conflict 

of interest under the circumstances;

(c) with knowledge that in view of the 

said solicitor-client relationship, 

the plaintiff was comparatively 

in a weaker, inferior or subordinate 

nosition and that she is not in a 

position to deal with the First and 

Second Defendants on a footing of 

equality;

(d) with knowledge that the Plaintiff in 

her position as a client will rely and 

in fact relied on the First and 

Second Defendants to guide her and 

advise her on the best cause of 

action under the circumstances;

(e) without advising the Plaintiff to 

seek and obtain independent legal 

advice or option from elsewhere or 

arranging for the Plaintiff to 

obtain and secure the same;

In the High 
Court .

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Conf'd)

11.



In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979
(Cont'd)

STATEMENT 0? CLAIM

- 8 - 

(f) by expressly promising and assuring the

Plaintiff that 1he transaction and arrange 

ment in question would be in her interest 

and most beneficial to her under the 

circumstances;

Particulars of Breach of Trust

The i'irst and Second Defendants as such solicitors, 

legal advisers for the Plaintiff,

(a) are, visa vis the Plaintiff, in the 

position of trustees;

(b) persuaded and procured the Plaintiff to 

execute the said Memorandum and the 

said blank transfer forms and got the 

latter to be entrusted to them on the 

promises and assurances that they will 

not be used or utilised until and unless 

payments were made in the manner and 

for the purposes as stated in the said 

Memorandum;

(c) caused the said property to be transferred 

and registered into the name of the 

Second Defendant and later into that 

of the Third Defendant with knowledge that 

they had no right to do that and that it 

was inequitable and unconscionable to do so.

10

20
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12. Further or in the alternative, the

transfers and registration of the said 

property into the name of the Second 

Defendant and later into the name of 

the Third Defendant were procured and 

effected fraudulently by all the 3 

Defendants.

Particulars of Fraud of the First and 
Second Defendants;

(a) Advising, persuading and inducing 

the Plaintiff to execute the said 

memorandum and to execute, part 

with and entrust the said blank 

forms to the Second Defendant, 

(i) With knowledge that there was 

no personal need or necessity 

for the Plaintiff to do- that 

and that doing such would in 

no way benefit or be in the 

interest of the Plaintiff.

(ii)with knowledge or intention that 

they would not or need not act 

upon or give effect to the said 

arrangement and advance the 

promised sum of E<*220 ,000.00.

(iii)by misleading the Plaintiff into 

the belief that it was absolutely

In the High 
Court____r

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August 
1979 
(Cont'd)

- 10 -

necessary and urgent that the 

Memorandum and the forms must 

be executed to facilitate an 

immediate loan arrangement.

(iv)by misleading the Plaintiff into 

the belief that the executed blank 

and undated transfer forms will 

only be used in favour of the 

Second Defendant if and when the 

sum of M3220,000/- is advanced 

and paid out in the manner and for 

the purposes as set out in the said 

Memorandum;

(v) by their several promises and assurances, 

misleading the Plaintiff into belief 

that even after advancing the sum 

of Mi$220,000/- and transfering the 

pronerty into the name of the Second 

Defendant, the Plaintiff's right 

to repay the sum so advanced and 

redeem the said property will never 

be lost;

(vi)by misleading the Plaintiff into 

the belief that even where she is 

unable to repay the loan but there 

arises a necessity to sell the said 

property to recover the loan, the 

said property will not be sold

10

20
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without the consent of the Plaintiff.

(b) Having so obtained possession of the said 

blank and undated transfer forms, using 

dishonestly the same to cause the Second 

Defendant to be registered as the owner 

thereof.

(i) knowing fully well that the sum of 

M$220,000/- was not advanced or naid 

to the Plaintiff or to her account 

at such time and in the manner as 

promised which in fact was a condition 

precedent for the nominal transfer 

of the said property into the name 

of the Second Defendant;

(ii)without the knowledge of the Plaintiff; 

and

(iij with knowledge that such a transfer 

was improper, unconscionable and 

inequitable under the circumstances 

of the case .

(c) having transferred the said property into

the name of the Second Defendant, subsequently, 

transferring the same into the name of the 

Third Defendant without receiving any 

consideration,

(i) with knowledge that the Third Defendant,

In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

- 12 -

a mutual friend of theirs,

is their nominee or agent and not

a purchaser for value;

(ii)with the intention of posing and 

projecting the said Third Defendant 

as an innocent bona fide purchaser 

for value so as to defeat the 

Plaintiff's right to redeem and 

recover the said property;

(iii)with knowledge that under terms of

the said arrangement between themselves 

and the Plaintiff the said property 

is not to be sold to the Third Defendant 

or to any other person without the 

consent of the Plaintiff; and

(iv)with the intention of sub-dividing 

and converting the said property 

into a housing estate and selling 

the same to members of the public 

at huge profits.

Particulars of the Fraud of the Third 
Defendant.

a. colluding with the First and Second 

Defendants and causing the said 

property to be registered into his 

name,

10

20
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(i) with knowledge of the real 

arrangement between the 

Plaintiff and -foe First and 

Second Defendants;

(ii)with knowledge that under the 

terms of the said arrangement it 

was unlawful or inequitable on 

the part of the First and 

Second Defendants to have 

transferred and registered 

the said property into the 

name of the Second Defendant;

(iii)with knowledge that he was not 

a bona fide purchaser of the 

said property for value; and

(ivTwith knowledge that he was

accepting the transfer of the 

said property into his name 

only as the nominee or agent 

of the First and Second 

Defendants and only for the 

purposes of posing and projecting 

himself as a bona fide purchaser 

for value so as to attempt to 

defeat the Plaintiff's right 

to redeem and recover the said 

property.

In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement of 
Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Coat 1 *)



STATEMENT OF CLAIM

In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Summons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

- 14 -

13. At all material times, the First and Second 

Defendants, also practising in the firm name 

of 'Suppiah ft Singh 1 acted as solicitors 

and legal advisers for the Plaintiff, for 

the First Defendant and also for the Third 

Defendant in all matters relating to the 

said property and in so acting in a conflicting 

capacity neglected and failed to act in the 

beat interests of the Plaintiff.

14. By reason of matters aforesaid, the Plaintiff 

has suffered great and irreversible loss and 

damage and continues to do so.

15. The Plaintiff made several ad repeated attempts 

to persuade and get the Defendants to restore 

the property or to atone and compensate for the 

aforesaid loss and damage, but they neglected, 

refused or in any event failed to respond 

constructively.

16. The said property, now in the form of sub 

divided lots, are being sold or have been 

sold to third parties and/or members of the 

public. 

Wherefore the Plaintiff now prays for :

(a) A Declaration that the transfers to

and registration of the said property 

in the name of the Second Defendant

10

20
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and subsequently in the name of the 

Third Defendant as beneficial owners 

thereof are unlawful, null and void.

(b) A Declaration that the Second Defendant

and the Third Defendant as auch successive 

registered owners of the said property, 

held and dealt the same as trustees 

and for the benefit of the Plaintiff.

(c) An Order for an Inquiry into and accounts 

of the sale and proceeds of the sale of 

the said property (in sub-divided building 

lots) in the hands of the Defendants, one 

or more of them, or their agents, servants 

or nominees, including the manner, mode 

and relevant dates in which the same were 

sold, monies received, applied or held.

(d) A declaration that such sum or sums as 

may be revealed and determined by the 

aforesaid Inquiry and Accounts are monies 

properly belonging and due to the Plaintiff 

and as such the same are being held by 

the Defendants, one or more of them, or 

their agents, servants 6r nominees in 

trust for the Plaintiff.

(e) An Order that such sum or Sums, are 

determined as aforesaid, be paid out 

by the Defendants, one or more of them, 

jointly or severally, to the Plaintiff

In the High 
Court

No.. 1 
Writ of 
Summons .and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 1 
Writ of 
Sumnrons and 
Statement 
of Claim 
30th 
August
1979 
(Cont'd)

STATEMENT 0? CLAIM 
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with interest thereon from such dates and 

on such rates as may be ordered herein.

(f) An Order, where applicable, that such portion 

or part of the property (in sub-divided 

building lots) which have not been sold 

to third parties yet be re-transferred 

to the Plaintiff by the Third Defendant, 

his agent(s) or nominee(s) forthwith.

(g) Further or in the alternative, damages 

against all the Defendants or any one , 

or more of them, for all loss and damage 

to the Plaintiff resulting from the 

said breach of agreement/trust and/or 

fraud.

(h) Further or other inquiries, directions, 

declarations, orders and relief as the 

Court deems fit and just.

(i) Costs of and incidental to this suit. 

Dated this 30th day of August, 1979/

10

20

Sgd.Subra Naicker & Co; 

Solicitors for the Plaintiff.

To: the abovenamed Defendants.

20.



No. 2

REQUEST FOfi FURTHER AND BETTER 

PARTICULARS OF STATEMENT OF CLAIM

SUPPI^H & 5IWGH

Ref. No. (IDF34/79 kjp iiu. 20, JHLAN AH FUOK,
JOHORE BAHRU, 
WEST MALAYSIA. 
TEL. 22225/t-

jate: 8-1-81

M/s. Subra Naicker & Co., 
Advocates esc Solicitors, 
Johore Bahru.

10 Dear Sirs,

re: J.B. Civil Suit Ho. 2Bilr of 1979

In the High 
Court '

No. 2
Request for 
Further and 
Better 
Particulars 
of Statement 
of Claim 
8th
January 
1981

The Defendants require the following further anu better 

particulars of the Statement of Claim namely:

1. Under paragraph 1 
of the registered 
proprietoress:

2. of the alleged
property was worth 

20 over $1,200.GO/-:

3  Unaer paragraph 3 
of the alleged 
advice:

of tne alleged 
request:

5 . of. the alleged 
30 persuasion:

6. of the alleged 
agreed:

7. of the alleged 
arrangement:

of the alleged 
advance or loan;

state whether the property, although 

registered in the Plaintiff's name, did 

in fact belong to h«r husband, one Mr. K.V. 

Devon or whether to them both.

state the details as to how tne value

of the property was arrived at the figure

of ^1,200,000/-

state the particulars of the advice 
and the 

nature taereof, when and where the s
aid advice 

was given and whether the said advic
e was 

oral or in writing ana if in writing
 identify same

state the particulars of the request and the 

nature thereof, When and where the r
equest was 

made ana whether tne said request was oral or 

in writing anu if in writing icieatif
y same.

state the particulars of the persuas
ion and 

the nature thereof, when and where t
he said 

persuasion was done and whether the 
said 

persuasion was oral or in writing an
d if in 

writing, identify same.

state whether the agreement was oral
 or in 

writing, if oral state when and where it was 

made and between whom and if in writ
ing, 

identify some.

state the particulars of the arrangement and 

the nature thereof ana whether it wa
s oral 

or in writing and if, it was oral between 

whom and when and vhere it v;as made 
and if it 

was in writing, identify same.

state exactly who asked for the adva
nce or 

loan, the date when ana where it was
 asked 

anu whether the request for the adva
nce or 

loan was oral or in writing and if i
t was oral 

who requested whoa for the said advance or 

loan and if it was in writing, identify same.

21.



In the High 
Court____

NO. 2
Request for 
Further and 9- 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement of 
Claim 
8th
January 10. 
1981 
(Cont'd)

Under paragraph 4 
of the alleged 
oral arrangement:

SUPPIAH

state the date of the oral arrangement and 
the person between whom the arrangement 
was made and the particulars thereof and if 
the oral arrangement was between the Plaintiff 
and the First and Second Defendants state 
which Defendant agreed to what.

Under paragraph l+a identify the written memorandum
of the alleged written
memorandum:

11. Under paragraph 4b 
of the alleged 
blank and undated 
land transfer:

give the details of the blankness such as 
whether the blankness was to date only or 
whether it extended to names of the parties 
on the Transfer and the (consideration) price 
of the property.

10

12. of the alleged 
other related 
forms:

give the details of the other related forms 
anci state whether such form included Form 
*(G.S.T. 1) signed by the Plaintiff and 
dated 24-9.75.

13. Under paragraph 4c 
of the alleged so 
soon thereafter:

state the actual period that would cover 
"so soon thereafter". 20

Under paragra ph 4e 
of the alleged 
repayment:

state whether any repayment was made by the 
Plaintiff, if so, to whom.

15

16.

of the alleged 
re-transferred:

Under paragraph 4f 
of all that alleged 
therein:

state the arrangement to re-transfer after 
the period of one year from the 30th May 
1974, was made between whom and whether such 
arrangement was oral or in v.'riting and if 
oral, state when and where it was maue and 
give details thereof and if in writing, 
identify same.

state when exactly the date and where and 
whether tne understanding as to the Second 
Defendant stating that he would not sell 
the property to any tliird party without 
tne consent of the Plaintiff was reached 
orally or in writing anu if in writing 
identify same.

30

17. Under paragraph 5 
of the alleged 
promised and 
assured:

state when and wnere the promise was made
and the assurance given; Stcite which Defendant
gave what promise and what assurance.

22.



SUPPIaii it SINGH

18. Under paragraph 6
of the allege blank 
and undated transfer:

19. of the alleged
other related forms:

state the details of the blankness such as 
whether the blankness was to date only or 
whether it extended to names of the parties 
on the Transfer ana the (consideration) 
price of the property.

give the details of the other related forms 
and state whether such form included Form 
(C.S.T, 1) signed by the Plaintiff and dated 
24.9.75,

1Q 20. Under paragraph 7 
of the alleged 
conducteo. tnesiselves:

give particulars of the conduct of each of 
the Defendants and the details thereof 
sucn as which Defendant did what.

In the High 
Court____

No. 2
Request for 
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement of 
Claim
8th January 
1981 
(Cont'd)

21... Under paragraph 8 
of tne alleged 
basic and 
fundamental terms 
and conditions:

give details and particulars thereof as this 
appears to be vague.

20

22. of the alleged
several promises 
and assurances:

state when the uate and where the promises 
and assurances were rnaae and the details 
thereof and state which defendant gave wnat 
promises and what assurances.

23. of the alleged
collusion in line 
2 of Page 4:

state whether the Plaintiff relies upon any 
overt acts and if so specify precisely each 
such act relieti on stating when, where and 
in what way the same was done and identify 
all relevant documents relied on if any.

50

24. .of the alleged 
unlawfully in 
line 3 Page 4:

25. of the alleged 
collusion in 
line 7 Page 4:

state with full particulars the facts, 
matters and circumstances relied on to 
show unlawfulness.

state whether the Plaintiff relies upon any 
overt acts if so specify precisely each 
such act relied on stating when, where and 
what way the same was done and identify all 
relevant documents relied on, if any.

26. of the alleged 
unlawfully anu 
inequittably 
caused in lines 
7 and 8 at Page 4:

27  Under paragraph 9 
of the alleged 
ejected;

state with full particulars the facts, 
matters and circumstances relied on to 
show tuat the property was unlawfully 
and inequittably registered in the name 
of the Taird Uefendant.

state whether tne ejectment was done 
through lawful or unlawful means

23-



In the High 
Court____

No. 2
Request for 
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars pf 
Statement 
of Claim 
8th
January 
1981 
(Cont'd)

Under paragraph 10 
of the alleged 
agreement:

Under paragraph 11 
of the alleged 
unuue influence:

SUPPIAH k SINGH

state whether the said agreement was made 
orally or in writing, if orally state the 
date when and the place where the said 
agreement was made =11 d the full .terms thereof 
and if it was in writing identify the relevant 

document or documents containing the said 
agreement.

state which Defendant in fact exercised 
what sort of undue influence with regard 
to the Plaintiff ana the acts alleged in 
tne exercise of it.

10

30. of the alleged 
breach of trust:

state which Defendant exercised what
breach of trust witn regard to the Plaintiff;

give particulars of the allegeu breaches

Particulars of 
undue influence 

31. of "the alleged 
legal advisers
for the Plaintiff:

state whether the -firm of Suppia*h & Singh 

became the legal advisers of the Plaintiff 

as a result of any written agreement or 

otherwise and whether any legal fees were 

paid by the Plaintiff to the said firm for 

the legal advice given and any work done.
20

32. of the alleged 
advised:

state the particulars of the advise and the 

nature thereof, when and where the said advise 

was given and whether the said advise was oral
 

or in writing and if in writing identify same.

33. of the state the particulars of the persuasion and 
the nature thereof, when and where the said 
persuasion'was done and whether the said 
persuasion was oral or in writing and if in 
writing, identify same.

Under paragraph Ha 
34. of the allegeu 

k-nowledge:

specify all the specific facts and documents 

or overt acts relied upon to support the 
allegfction of knowledge.

35

3'6.

of the allegeu state how much relationship came into 

solicitor client existence whether it was in writing and if 

relationship between it was in writing iuentify same ana if it was 

the First and Second verbal state when and between whom and how 

Defendant on the such relationship came into being. 

one hand and the 
Plaintiff on the 
other

 Under paragraph lib 
of the alleged 
knowledge:

1*0

specify all the specific facts and documents 

or overt acts relied upon to support the 

allegation of knowledge.

2k.
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10

37. of the alleged 
conflict of 
interest:

Under paragraph lie
38. of the alleged 

knowledge:

Under paragraph lid 
39. of the alleged 

knowledge:

of trie alleged 
client:

give details and particulars of 
conflict of interest

In the High 
Court

No. 2

specify all the specific facts and documents Request for 
or overt acts relied upon to support the Further and 
allegation of knowledge. Better Parti-

culars of

specify all the specific facts and documents Statement 
or overt acts relied upon to support the Qf Claim 
allegation of knowledge.

January
give details as to now the plaintiff became 1981
the client of the First and Second Defendants (Cont'd)
and the circumstances under which she became
such and wnether any remuneration was paid
by ner to create the relationship of
solicitor and client and if so how much

Under paragraph llf state when and where the promise was made; 

41. of the alleged state which Defendant gave what promise 
expressly promi-sing: state whether the promise was oral or

in writing and if in writing identify same,

20 42. of the alleged 
assuring:

state when and where the assurance was 
made and state which Defendant gave what 
assurance; state whether the assurance was 
oral or in writing and if in writing 
identify same'.

43-

30

Particulars of
breach of
trust
of the alleged
legal advisers:

. ._ Under paragraph 
44- of tne alleged

position of
trustees:

state which Defendant became the legal adviser 
for the Plaintiff .and which Defendant advised 
wnat and the circumstances under which they 
(First or Second defendants) became legal 
advisers.

state the facts, circumstances and particulars 
as to how the First and Second defendants 
carne to be in the position of trustees.

Under paragraph (bl 
45. of the alleged 

persuaded:

state the particulars of the 'persuasion and 
the nature thereof, when and where the said 
persuasion was given and whether the said 
persuasion was oral or in writing and if in 
writing, identify same.

46. of the alleged 
procured:

state the particulars of the procurement 
and the nature thereof, and whether the 
said procurement was oral or in writing 
and if in writing identify same.

25.
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In the High 47.
Court______

No. 2
Bequest for 43. 
Further and 
.Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement 49. 
of Claim 
8th
January 
1981 
(Cont'd) 50.

of the alleged 
promises:

of the alleged 
assurances:

of the alleged 
used or utilized:

Under paragraph (c] 
of the alleged 
knowledge:

state when and where the promises were 
made and state which Defendant gave what 
promise.

state when ana where the assurances were 
made and state v'nich Defendant geve what 
assurance.

state when it was said and by which 
Defenuant that ne will not use or utilize 
as alleged therein.

specify all the specific facts and documents 
or overt acts relied upon the support the 
allegation of knowledge.

10

51. of the alleged
inequittable and 
unsconscionable:

give details ana particulars as'to 
inequittable and unconscionable and 
the reason for saying this.

Under paragraph 12a 
52. of the alleged 

advising:

state the particulars of the advice and 
the nature thereof, when and where the 
said advice was given and whether the 
said advice was oral or in writing and if 
in writing identify same. 20

53. of the alleged 
persuading:

state the particulars of the persuasion 
and the nature thereof, when and where 
the said persuasion was done and whether 
the said persuasion was oral or in writing 
and if in writing, identify same.

54. of the alleged 
inducing:

state the particulars of the inducement 
and the nature thereof, when ana where the 
said inducement was given and whether the   
said inducement was oral or in writing and 
if in writing, identify same. 30

Under paragraph 12(a)(i) specify all the specific facts ana 
55. of tne allegea documents or overt acts relied upon to 

knowleuge: support the allegation of knowledge.

56. of the alleged
no personal need 
or necessity:

state tue reason for saying this.

57. of the alleged in 
no way benefit or 
be in the interest 
of the Plaintiff:

state the reason for saying this

26.
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.58.

59.

60.
10

61.

20

62.

Under paragraph 12(a)(ii)
of the alleged. specify all tne specific facts and
knowledge: documents or overt acts relied upon

to support the allegation of knowledge.

of the alleged 
intention:'

state the overt acts and any facts 
relied on to support the allegation of 
intention.

Under paragraph 12(a)(iii)
of the allegedstate how the Plaintiff was misled and
misleading: by which Defendant ana whether the

misleading was oral ana if it was oral 
state the words that were uttered which 
led to the Plaintiff being misled and 
when those words were uttered and if 
the misleading was done in writing, 
please identify same.

Under paragraph 12(a)(iv)
of the alleged state how the Plaintiff was mislead and
misleading: by which Jefenuant anu whetuer the

misleading was orally done arid if it 
was oral state the words that were 
uttered which led to the Plaintiff being 
misled anu when those words were uttered 
and if the misleading was done in writing, 
please identify same.

Under paragraph 12(a)(v)
of the alleged state when and where the promises were 
promises: made and state which Uefendant gave what

promise, and if oral give particulars 
thereof and when anu where the promises 
made and if in writing identify same.

In the High 
Court____

No. 2
Request for
Further and
Better Particul
of Statement
of Claim
8th
January
1981
(Cont'd)

63. of the alleged state when ana where the assurances were 
assurances: maue and state which Defendant gave what

assurance ana if the assurance were oral 
give particulars thereof and when and 
where the assurances were given and if 
in writing indent !£"  same.

Under paragraph 12(a)(vi)
64. of the allegedstate how the Plaintiff was misled and 

misleading: by which Defendant ana whether the
misleading was orally done ana if it 
was oral sta£e the words that were uttered 
wnich led to tne Plaintiff being misled 
and when those words were uttered and if 
the misleading was done in writing, please 
identify same.

2?.
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In the High 
Court

No. 2
Request for 
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement of 
Claim 
8th
January 
1981 
(Cont'd)

65.

66.

67.

OS.

Under paragraph 12b 
of the alleged 
using dishonestly:

give particulars of dishonestly

Under paragraph 12(b)(i)
of the allegedspecify all the specific facts and 
knowing: documents or overt acts relied upon to

support the allegation of knowing

Under paragraph 12(b)(ii)
of the allegedspecify all the specific facts and
knowledge: documents or overt acts relied upon

to support the allegation of knowledge

Under paragraph 12(b)(iii)
of the alleged specify all tiie specific facts and 
knowledge: documents or overt acts relieu upon .to

support the allegation of knowledge.

10

69. of tue alleged 
unsconsciunable 
and iriequittable:

give details ana particulars as to 
inequittable ana unconscionable ana 
tne reasons for saying tnis.

Under paragraph 12(c)(i)
70. of the allegeu specify all the specific facts and 

with knowledge: documents or overt acts relied upon
to support the allegation of with 
knowledge.

20

Under paragraph 12(c)(ii)
71. of the alleged state the overt acts and any facts 

intention: relied on to support the allegation

Under paragraph 12(c}(iii)
72. of the alleged specify all the specific facts and 

knowledge: documents or overt acts relied upon
to support the alle0cition of with 
knowledge.

Under paragraph
73. of the alleged 

arrangement:
state the particulars of the arrangement 
and the nature thereof and whether it was 
oral or in writing and if it was oral 
between whom and v/hen ana where it was 
made and it if was in writing, identify 
same .

28.
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10

of the alleged particulars
of the fraud of the ThinT"
Defendant
Under paragraph a
of the alleged
colluding:

75   of the alleged 
knowledge:

76. of the alleged 
real 
arrangement:

state whether the Plaintiff relies upon 
any overt acts and if so specify precisely 
each such act relied on stating when, 
where and in what way the same was done 
and identify all relevant documents relied 
on if any.

Under paragraph (a)(i)
specify all the specific facts and 
documents or overt acts relied upon to 
support the allegation of knowledge.

In the High 
Court_____

No. 2
Request for 
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars o'f 
Statement 
of Claim 
8th
January 
1981 
(Cont'd)

state the particulars of the real arrangement 
and the nature thereof and whether it was 
oral or in writing and if it was oral between 
wnora and wnen and where it was made and if it 
was in writing, identify same.

20 Unaer paragraph (a)(ii)
77. of the alleged 

knowledge:
specify all the specific facts and documents 
or overt acts relied upon to support the 
allegation of knowledge.

Under paragraph (a)(ii]
78. of the alleged 

arrangement:
state the particulars of the arrangement 
and the nature thereof and whetner it was 
oral or in writing and if it was oral between 
whom and when and where it was made and if 
it was in writing, identify same.

30 79. of -the alleged 
unlawful and 
inequittable:

state with full particulars the facts, 
matters and circumstances relied on to 
show that the property was unlawfully 
and inequittably registered in the name 
of the Second Defendant and the reason 
for saying same.

Under paragraph (aXiii!
80. of the alleged 

knowledge:
specify all the specific facts and documents 
or overt acts relied upon to support the 
allegation of knowledge.

Under paragraph 
81. of the alleged 

knowledge:
specify all the specific facts and documents 
or overt acts relied upon the support the 
allegation of knowledge.

29.
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Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
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of Claim 
8th
January 
1981 
(Cont'd)

82.

83.

SUPi'lAH ic SINGH 

- 10 -

Under paragraph 13
of the alleged acted give details as to how the Plaintiff
as solicitors and 
legal advisers for 
the Plaintiff:

Under paragraph 15 
of the alleged 
repeated attempts:

became the client of the 1st and the 2nd 
Defendants and the circumstances under 
which she became such and whether any 
remuneration was paid by her to create 
the relationship of folicitor and client.

state the dates when the attempts were 
made, who made the attempts and to whom 
it was intimated and whether when such 
attempts were made any offer was made 
to purchase the property; state whether 
the attempts were oral or in writing and 
if in writing identify same.

We shall be obliged if you will be so good as to   
furnish us with these further and better particulars within 
seven days so as to avoid the necessity for an application 
to the court for them which we snail otherwise have to make.

10

Yours faithfully,

sd. 

SUPPIAH & SINGH

20

30.



No. 3

DEFENCE AND COUNTERCLAIM BY 
3RD DEFENDANT

IN THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA AT JOHORE BAHRU In the High
CourtCIVIL SUIT NO. 284 OP 1979 —————————
No. 3

*

10

Between
Counterclaim

Tara Rajaratnam (m.w) ..Plaintiff by. 3rd
Defendant 

And 1?th

1.Datuk Jagindar Singh January
2.Datuk P. Suppiah 1981
3.Arul Chandran ..Defendants

DBFENGE AND COUNTERCLAIM 

DEFENCE

1. The Defendants admit what has been stated in 

paragraph 1 of the Statement of Claim except 

that they deny that the property was worth 

over M$l,200,000/- and will contend that it 

was worth only about $220,OOO/- as at the 

date of transaction, that is on 30.3.74, 

and the 2nd Defendant will further contend:

(a) that the Plaintiff's husband one

Devan prior to persuading the

20 2nd Defendant to purchase the

said property handed over a 

Valuation Report (which he had 

caused to be prepared) in which 

the land was valued at $210,OOO/- 

and the house at $48,000/-;

(b) that as the 2nd Defendant was 

only interested in the land 

which was zoned agricultural he

31-
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In the High 
Court____

No. 3
Defence and
Counterclaim
by 3rd
Defendant
17th
January
1981
(Cont'd)

Defence

agreed to purchase the said 

property for $220,000/-;

(c) that to allege that agricultural

land at Kulai to be worth

tl,200,000/- (that is about

$240,000/- an acre) is

preposterous and mischievous

and this figure has been grossly

inflated to scandalise the

Defendants.

The Defendants put the Plaintiff to strict ,proof 

of the value ^of the said property and will produce 

the said Valuation Report at the hearing.

2. Paragraph 2 of the Statement of Claim is admitted.

3. The 1st and 2nd Defendants deny all the allegations 

contained in paragraph 3 of the Statement of claim 

and :

(a) the 2nd Defendant will say that 

prior to 30.3.74 the Plaintiff's 

husband, the said Devan, had 

agreed to sell the said property 

to him and this agreement had 

come about because the Plaintiff's 

brother-in-law (the said Devan's 

brother) one Dr.Das, was unable 

to pay his overdraft which he 

said amounted to $110,000/- with

10

20

32.
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Defence

the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank in 

Singapore and which was guaranteed 

by the 1st Defendant on 8.10.73 

up to 4120,OOO/-;

(b) the 1st Defendant will say that the 

said Dr.Das said to him that he 

needed the money to resurrect his 

ailing medidata clinic in Singapore 

run under the Company called 

Regional Medidata Pte. limited 

(hereinafter called Medidata of 

which the Plaintiff's husband, the 

said Devan, was its Secretary;

(c) the 1st Defendant will say the

said Dr.Das informed him that he 

he needed the money for only 

three weeks;

(d) the 1st Defendant will say that 

when the said Dr.Das failed to 

keep his promise in spite of 

a number of reminders he then 

arranged for his brother, the 

said Devan, to sell the said 

property which he said belonged 

to Devan but registered in the 

name of his wife, the Plaintiff, 

at a price to be agreed upon;

In the High 
Court____

No. 3
Defence and
Counterclaim
by 3rd
Defendant
17th
January
1981
(Cont'd?)
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Defence

(e) the let Defendant will say that

the price was subsequently agreed 

upon at $220,000/-;

(f) the 1st and 2nd Defendants will 

say that the Plaintiff executed 

the Transfer on 30.3.74 in the 

presence of her husband and the 

consideration was set out in a 

Memorandum dated 30.3.74, which 

was duly signed by the Plaintiff 

and witnessed by her husband;

(g) the" 2nd Defendant will say that he 

at the request of the Plaintiff

on 30.3-74 agreed and gave a written 

undertaking in the said Memorandum 

that he will not sell the property 

to anyone for one year from 

30.3.74 without the consent of 

the Plaintiff and that in the 

event of the Plaintiff paying the 

sum of $220,000/- within one year

from 30.3.74 to the 2nd Defendant 
he would transfer the said property 

to her;

(h) the 1st Defendant will say that 

when he subsequently wanted to 

pay off the overdraft the said 

Dr.Das had with the Hongkong

10-

20
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and Shanghai Bank he discovered 

that the amount due under the 

overdraft was not $110,OOO/- as 

stated in the said Memorandum 

but about $121,000/-;

(i) the 1st Defendant will say that 

he then informed the said Dr.Das 

and Devan about this;

(j) the 2nd Defendant will say that 

the said Devan then said to the 

2nd Defendant that :

(i) he could ask the 1st

Defendant to pay off what 

ever the over-draft was and 

the consideration would 

be adjusted accordingly;

(ii) he wanted to continue to 

operate the account with 

the Chung Khiaw Bank at 

Kulai given on three

charges on the said property
e for about a year;

(iii)he and the Plaintiff would

like to stay on the property 

for which he would pay 

compensation;

Defence In the High 
Court____
No. 3
Defence and
Counterclaim
by 3rd
Defendant
1?th
January
1981
(Cont'd)

35.
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(iv) he was looking for buyers 

and if he could find one 

he wanted the property 

to be transferred direct 

to the buyers.

The 2nd Defendant agreed to the proposals 

mentioned in paragraph 3(j) above.

On or about 27.4.74 the 1st Defendant paid off 

the overdraft of the said Dr.Das with the Hongkong 

and Shanghai Bank in Singapore and the amount 

was $121,819.80. The 1st Defendant also 

discovered ^hat when the overdraft had reached 

about $120,000/- the said Dr.Das made three 

attempts in March 1974 to cash a cheque 

No.174778 for $40,000/-. He also discovered 

that the assets of Medidata were charged to 

the Moscow Narodny Bank Limited on 27.10.73 

for .$835,085-00.

The 2nd Defendant will contend that he never 

breached his said undertaking as he transferred 

the property to the 3rd Defendant only on 

31.7.75, that is sixteen months after.

With regard to paragraph 4 of the Statement

of Claim the 1st and 2nd Defendants repeat what

has been stated in paragraph 3 above and deny
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all the allegations therein and all the 

oral "arrangements" alleged in sub- 

paragraphs (a) to (f) thereof.

8. With regard to paragraph 5 of the Statement 

of Claim the 1st and 2nd Defendants repeat 

what has been stated in paragraph 3 above and 

deny all the allegations and all the oral 

promises and assurances alleged therein.

9. Y/ith regard to paragraph 6 of the Statement 

of Claim the 1st and 2nd Defendants deny 

all the allegations contained therein except 

as set out hereunder:

(c) the Plaintiff did execute an

undated Transfer on 30.3.74 trans 

ferring the said property in favour 

of the 2nd Defendant;

(b) she also signed the said Memorandum 

dated 30.3.74 setting out how the 

consideration was to pass, and 

confirming that the Transfer 

included the house that was erected 

thereon;

(c) the Memorandum of Transfer contained
© 

all the particulars required to be

contained therein, except that it 

was not dated for the reason that

In the High 
Court ____
Ho. 3
Dtfencfe and 
Counterclaim
by 3rd 
Defend ag;t 
17th

1981 
(Cont'd)
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there were three charges created 

by the Plaintiff on the aaid property 

in favour of the said Chung Khiaw 

Bank Ltd. and they had to be 

discharged before the Transfer could 

be registered;

(d) the particulars of the said three 

charges are :

(i) first charge created on 

28.6.67 for overdraft 

facilities up to $35,000/- 

to be operated by the 

Plaintiff's husband, the 

said Devan,

(ii) second charge created on 

9.10.67 for overdraft 

facilities up to $15,000/- 

to be operated by the 

Plaintiff's husband, the 

said Devan,

(iii) third charge created on 6.11.72 

for overdraft facilities up 

to 330.000/- to be operated 

by the Plaintiff's husband, 

the said Devan;

10
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the total amount for which the said 

property was charged was $80,000.00.

10. When the Plaintiff executed the aaid Transfer 

on 30.3.74 the overdraft with the said Chung 

Khiaw Bank was about $106,OOO/-. If the 

property as alleged in paragraph 1 of the 

Statement of Claim was worth more than 

$1.2 million the Defendants will contend 

that she or her husband could have, 

instead of agreeing to transfer the 

property to the 2nd Defendant, easily 

created a further charge with the said 

Chung Khiaw Bank to help Dr.Das to pay 

off his said overdraft of $121,819»80 

he had with the Hongkong and Shanghai 

Bank in Singapore or repurchased the 

said property within the one year period, 

and to raise this money she or her

20 husband could have created a charge on 

the said property for $220,000.00.

11. ^ith regard to paragraph 7 of the Statement 

of Claim the 1st and 2nd Defendants repeat 

what has been alleged in paragraph 3 and 5 

above and deny all the allegations contained 

therein.

12. With regard to paragraph 8 of the Statement 

of Claim the Defendants repeat what has

In the High 
Court____
No. 3
Defence and
Counterclaim
by 3rd
Defendant
1?th
January
1981
(Cont'd)
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been stated in paragraphs 3 and 9 above 

and deny each and every allegation 

contained therein except that the 

Memorandum of Transfer executed by the 

Plaintiff was dated 5.7.75 and presented 

for registration in favour of the 2nd 

Defendant who executed the transfer of 

the said property in favour of the 3rd 

Defendant on 31-7.75.

13. The Qonsideration of $220,000/- started in

the Transfer was accepted by the authorities 

for the purpose of adjudicating stamp fees. 

This the Defendants will contend is further 

proof that the land wae worth only $220,000/- 

and not $1.2 million as alleged by the 

Plaintiff.

14. Sometime before the acpiration of one year 

from 30.3.74 the 2nd Defendant asked the 

said Devan whether he would be purchasing 

the property or find a buyer for it. He 

said that he and his wife, the Plaintiff, 

could not find a buyer and did not have 

the means to purchase the property but 

wanted to use the land and stay in the house 

up to the end of 1975 for which they would 

pay compensation. He also said he wanted 

to cease operating the overdraft account in 

June,1975 with the said Chung Khiaw Bank.

10
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It was agreed that when he ceased to opera-te 

the said account he would bring down the 

overdraft to $92,000.00. The compensation 

was agreed at $6,180.20.

15. The 1st and 2nd Defendants will contend

that the circumstances leading to the property 

being transferred in favour of the 2nd Defendant 

on 5.7.75 are as follows :

(a) When the 2nd Defendant wanted to 

have the property discharged the 

firm of Messrs SupDiah & ^ingh 

wrote in June 1975 to the 

Solicitors for the said Bank, 

Messrs Yeow & Chin, to whom ihe 

property had been charged, and 

by their letter dated 28th June 

1975 they informed Messrs Suppiah 

& singh 

(i) that they acted for the said

Bank, 

(ii) that they also acted for the

registered owner the Plaintiff 

(to whom the said letter was 

copied and for whom they had 

acted in the three said 

charges), and

(ffi) that if the sum of $140,OOO/- 

was paid within two weeks 

from the date of their letter 

the charges will be discharged.

In the High 
Court________
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(b) Messrs Suppiah & Singh by their 

letter dated 29.6.75 to Messrs 

Yeow & Chin asked : 

(i) what the actual overdraft

was, and

(ii) whether the registered owner 

wanted any money to bring 

the figure up to *140,000/-.

(c) The 2nd Defendant on the same date 

(29.6.75) informed Mr. Yeow of 

Messrs Yeow & Chin that the amount 

should be S?92,000/- as agreed and 

he could verify this from the said 

Devan.

(d)l Sy their letter dated 1.7.75 Messrs 

Yeow & Chin informed Messrs Suppiah 

& Singh that upon the sum of |92,000/- 

being paid the charges would be 

discharged.

(e) The said Bum of 892,000/- was paid 

to Messrs Yeow & Chin on 5.7.75 

in exchange for the Discharge of 

the said three charges.

16. The 2nd Defendant himself caveated the property 

on 3.2.75 and notice of which dated 8.2.75

10
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was given by the Land Office to the Plaintiff. 

The 2nd Defendant removed the said caveat 

when he presented the Transfer for registra 

tion on 22.10.75. While the caveat was in 

force over a period of 8 months neither 

the Plaintiff nor her husband took any steps 

whatsoever to have the said caveat removed.

17. With regard to paragraph 9 of the Statement 

of Claim the Defendants deny each and every 

allegation contained therein except that the 

3rd Defendant admits that he took legal action 

in Johore Bahru Sessions Court Action No. 146 

of 1976 dated 20.3.76 to evict the Plaintiff 

and her husband the said Devan from the said 

property and an order for possession was 

granted on 9.8.76.

18. At the hearing the Defendants will refer to

the Defence dated 8.5.76 filed by the Plaintiff 

an<^ ner husband in that Action wherein they 

had averred that :

(i) they for business reasons 

were unable to repay the 

sum of $220,000/- within 

the said period.

(ii) they were always willing to 

pay the 2nd Defendant the 

sum secured but were unable 

to do so.
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19« In the Judgment referred to in paragraph 

41 hereunder the learned Judge found, 

inter alia:

(a$ That the one year period 

referred to in paragraph 

3(g) above commenced on 

30.3.74;

(b) that there was no fraud or 

misrepresentation;

(c) that the Plaintiff enterred into 

the transaction at the insistence 

of her husband and the said Dr.Das;

(d) that the Plaintiff's quarrel or 

dissatisfaction seemed to be with 

either her husband or the said 

Dr.Das;

(e) that fraud or misrepresentation 

was not raised at all in the 

Action referred to in paragraph 17 

above;

(f) that the statement in the Defence 

in the Action referred to in 

paragraph 17 above that they were 

willing and had all the intentions 

to repurchase the land but did not

Defence
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have the $220,000.00 to pay the

2nd Defendant cancels any suggestion

of fraud or misrepresentation; and

(g) that the allegation of fraud or 

misrepresentation coming at the 

late stage has been built up and 

it did not take place at the time 

of the transaction.

20. Each and every allegation contained in paragraph 

10 of the Statement of Claim is denied.

21. Each and every allegation contained in para 

graph 11 of the Statement of Claim is denied 

including the particulars of undue influence 

and breach of trusts and the Defendants put 

the Plaintiff to strict proof thereof.

22. The Defendants repeat paragraph 3 and 9 above 

and deny each and every allegation contain 

in paragraph 12 of the Statement of Claim, 

including the allegations of fraud, and the 

Defendants put the Plaintiff to strict proof 

thereof.

23. With regard to paragraph 13 of the Statement 

of Claim the 1st and 2nd Defendants deny 

each and every allegation contained therein.
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24. With regard to paragraph 14- of the

statement of Claim the Defendants deny each 

and every allegation contained therein and 

put the Plaintiff to strict proof. The 

alleged loss and damage are also denied.

25. With regard to paragraphs 15 and 16 of

the Statement of Claim the Defendants will 

contend that they are not the owners of the 

property or the sub-divided lots and say 

that the Plaintiff is not entitled to the said 

property for the reasons stated hereinbefore.

26. For the reason stated above the Defendants 

will contend that the Plaintiff is not 

entitled to any of the remedied sought in 

the Statement of Claim and her claim be 

dismissed with costs. Further more most 

of the remedies sought are inappropriate 

and in any event cannot be granted.

27. The Defendants will contend that by virtue 

of Section 199(1) and Section 131 of the 

National Land Code the Plaintiff's rights 

title and interest (if any, which are

denied) to the sub-divided lots have
o been extinguished.

28. The Defendants repeat paragraph 19 above 

and will contend that the Plaintiff began

10
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to make all sorts of allegations especially 

the allegations of fraud and undue influence 

only after the 3rd Defendant obtained an 

order to evict the Plaintiff from the said 

property on 9-8.76.

29. The Defendants will further contend that by 

a letter dated 31.7.75 addressed to the 

Plaintiff the Income Tax Department enclosed 

Form C.S.T.I (which is submitted by all 

vendors) in which she inter alia stated 

that

(a) she agreed to sell the 

property on 30.3.74,

(b) Consideration of $220,000/- 

was given, and

(c) the land was sold with 

building.

30. Ihe Defendants will contend that the issues 

in this action having been determined and 

adjudicated upon in an action between the 

same narties in Johore Bahru High Court 

Suit No.261 of 1977, this action is frivolous 

and vexatious and an abuse of the process of 

the Court.
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31. The Defendants will also contend that 

the Plaintiff should be prevented from 

raising all the allegations in the 

Statement of Claim in this action 

against the Defendants as she had 

failed to raise them in the Action 

referred to in paragraph 17 above 

(even though open to her) and therefore 

the Statement of Claim herein should be 

struck out and the action dismissed 

on the grounds inter alia of abuse of,the 

process.of the Court.

32. Save as hereinbefore expressly admitted, 

the Defendants deny each and every 

allegation contained in the Statement 

of Claim as if the same were herein set 

out seriatim and specifically traversed.

COUNTERCLAIM BY THE 3RD.DEFENDANT

33. The 3rd Defendant repeats the Defence and 

Counterclaims for compensation (damages) 

under Section 329 of the National Land 

Code for the reasons set out hereunder.

34. The Plaintiff applied for Entry of a

Private Caveat against the said property 

on 15.5.76.

35- By a letter dated 24.7.76 written by Messrs 

Suppiah & SjLngh on behalf of the 3rd

20
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Counterclaim by 3rd, 
Defendant.

Defendant and addressed to the Commissioner 

of Lands and Mines they requested him to 

remove the caveat pursuant to Section 326 

of the National Land Code.

36. By a letter dated 16.5.76 the Commissioner

of Lands and Mines informed the 3rd Defendant 

that the Plaintiff had caveated the said 

property as from 16.5.76.

37. By a letter dated 30.6.76 the Commissioner 

of Lands and Mines acting under Section 326 

of the National Land Code informed the 

Plaintiff that the said Caveat would be 

removed if she did not obtain a Court 

Order for the extension of the Caveat 

after one month from 30.6.76.

38. The Plaintiff failed to obtain an Order of 

Court to have the Caveat extended and as 

a result the Commissioner of Lands and 

Mines removed the said Caveat lodged by 

the Plaintiff.

39. After the said property was sub-divided 

into 70 lots the Plaintiff applied for 

Entries of Private Caveats on 10.10.77 

against the said 70 lots.
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Counterclaim by 3rd. 
Defendant.

40. By a letter dated 6.12.79 the Commissioner

of Lands and Mines informed the 3rd Defendant 

that caveats had been lodged by the Plaintiff 

against the said 70 lots to take effect 

aa from 10.10.77.

41. The 3rd Defendant made an application to 

the High Court of Johore Bahru in O.H. 46 

of 1977 to have the said 70 Caveats removed 

and the Court after hearing all parties 

ordered on 17.4.78 that the said 70 caveatst

lodged by the Plaintiff be removed. The 

Judgment of the Court is reported at page 

172 (Arul Chandran v Tara Rajaratnam) 1979, 

2 M.L.J.

42. The Plaintiff was wrong in caveating the 

said property and also after it was sub 

divided into 70 lots.

And the 3rd Defendant :

(a) Claims compensation (damages)

for wrongfully caveating the

said property and also after

it was sub-divided into 70

lota, such dan ages to be

assessed by the Assistant

Registrar of this Honourable

Court;

10
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Counterclaim by 3rd. 
Defendant.

(b)> Such other or further relief jn the High 
as the Court may deem fit; Court ———— >

n „Defence and 
Counterclaim

(c) costs. by Jrd
Defendant

Dated this 17th day of January, 1981. 1?th
January
1981
(Cont'd)

Supniah & Singh 
Solicitors for the Defendants.

10 To:

the abovenained Plaintiff 
and/or her Solicitors, 
Messrs Subra Naicker & Co; 
No.45, 1st floor, 
Jalan Ibrahim, 
Johore Bahru.
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REPLY AND DEFENCE TO 
COUNTERCLAIM

In the High 
Court ____

No. k 
Reply and 
Defence to 
Counterclaim

January 
1981

IN THE HIGH COURT OP MALAYA AT JOHQBE 3AHRTT 
CIVIL SUIT NO.284 OF 1379

Between

Tara Rajaratnam (m.w) .. Plaintiff

And

l.Datuk Jagindar Singh
2 .Datuk P. Supniah
3.Arul Ghandran .. Defendants

R3PLY & DEFENCE TO COUNTER CLAIM

REPLY 10

Save in so far as the same consists of admissions, 

the Plaintiff denies all the allegations and 

contentions contained in the Statement of 

Defence and joins issue with the Defendants 

on their Defence.

DEFENCE TO COUNTER-CLAIM

As to the Counter-claim by the 3rd Defendant, 

the Plaintiff says as follows:

(a) Paragraphs 34-38 are admitted; but 

that she failed to extend the 

caveat by reason of certain events 

beyond her control.

(b) Paragraphs 39 to 4-1 are admitted; 

but that there was reasonable

20
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cause and justification for 

lodging the said caveats.

(c) that, in any event the Plaintiff 

is not liable to the 3rd Defendant 

for any dan ages in respect of 

the lodging of the said caveats.

By reason of matters aforesaid, the 3rd 

Defendant is not entitled to any of his 

prayers as set out in paragraph 42 and 

the Plaintiff prays that the Counter 

claim be dismissed with costs.

Dated this 24th day of January, 1981.

In the High 
Court ____

No. V 
Beply and 
Defence to 
Counterclaim

January
1981
(Cont'd)

sgd. Subra Naicker & Co; 

Solicitors for the Plaintiff

To:.

the abovenamed Defendants 
and/orliieir solicitors, 
M/s.Suppiah & ^ingh, 
2D, Jalan Ah Pook, 
Johore Bahru.
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FURTHER AND SETTER PARTICULARS OF 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM

In the High 
Court____

No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti- 
eulars of 
Statement of 
Claim 
21st
February 
1981

IN THE HIGH COURT OF MALAYA AT JUHORE B^HKU 

CIVIL SUIT NO. 284 OF 1979

Between 

Tara Kajaratnam (m.w.) ... Plaintiff

Defendants

1. Datuk Jagindar Singh
2. Datuk P. Suppiah
3. Arul Chandran

FURTHER fc BETTER PARTICULARS 
OF THE STATEMENT UF CLAIM. 10

The following are the particulars as requested by you 

vide your letter dated 8.1.81 and ordered to be supplied 

by Order of Court dated 10.2.1981.

1. Under Paragraph 1 
of the rtegistored 
proprietoress

2. of the property was 
worth over $l,200i.OO/-

3. Under paragraph 3 
of the advice

A., of the request

5. of the persuasion

The property belongs 
to the Plain-iff.

the value of the property 
was calculated at the rate 
of about $6/- per square ft 
(estimate value of comparable 
land) for about 200,000 sq.ft.

the advice was oral, given
on 30.3.74 at tne property,
to the effect the the Plaintiff
ought to put out her property
as security to raise money to
help out her brother-in-law Dr. Das.

The request was oral, made 
at the property on the same 
date to the effect that the 
Plaintiff do put out her 
property as such security.

When the Plaintiff showed 
hesitation and reluctance, 
she was persuaded to agree 
by giving her assurances and 
undertaking.

20
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6. of the agreed

7. of the arrangement

8. of the advance or loan:

'agreed' was both oral and 
written; the written part as 
shown in the written memoranaura 
dated 30.3.74-

the 'arrangement' was oral and 
as set out in paragraph 4 of 
the Statement of Claim, was 
made at the property on the 
same date as above.

the advance or loan is as set 
out in the paragraph (a) and 
(b) of the said written 
hemorandum dated 30.3.74.

In the High 
Court

.No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement of 
Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

20

9. Under paragraph 4
of the oral arrangement: The 'arrangement' was between

the 1st ana 2nd Defendant 
acting in concert and together 
with the Plaintiff and was 
set out in paragraph 4(a) to 
f(f).

10. Under jsragrapn 4a. 
of tne written Memo
randum

Tne written memorandum is the 
one datea 30.3.1974.

11. Under paragrapn 4b 
of the blank and 
undated land transfer

They were printed forms ana 
to the Plaintiff's memory not 
filled at all as to anything.

30

12. of the other related 
forms

They consisted of printed forms, 
cyclo-styled forms all completely 
unfilled. The 1st Defendant 
flipped several papers and ' 
requested the Pldintiff to sign 
at the place indicated; as such 
she is unable to identify all 
the papers she signed. Plaintiff 
does not remember signing any 
Form C.S.T. 1 dated 24.9.75
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In the High 
Court
No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti- 
culars of 
Statement 
of Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

13. Under paragraph 4c 
of the so soon tuere- 
after

Under paragraph 4e 
of the repayment

No time period was expressly 
stated; but the Plaintiff 
was given the impression that 
it woulu take place shortly; 
say witnin a couple of days.

There is no question of any 
repayment by the Plaintiff 
for the reason that as far as 
the Plaintiff was concerned 
there was no payment whatsoever 
to her or to her account as sti 
pulated in the said written 
memorandum dated 30.3.74.

10

15. of the re-transferred The undertalu..ng to re-transfer 
within one year is as contained 
in the hand written indorse 
ment at the foot of the Memo 
randum. The handwriting is 
that of the 2nd Defendant 
and was signed by him and 
witnessed by one F. Sivanandan. 
The arrangement to re-transfer 
even after one year was made 
between first and second 
Defendant as set out in the 
said written Memorandum uated 
30.3.74.

20

lo. Under paragraph 4f 
of all the therein

Tne 2nd Defendant gave that 
assurance orally at the pro 
perty on 30.3.74 when the 
Plaintiff appeared unhappy 
over the limiting period of 
one year in the hand-written 
indorsement. Only after that 
assurance did the Plaintiff 
sign the forms.

17. Under paragraph 5 
of the promised and 
assured

The promises and assurances 
are" set out in paragraph 5 
of the Statement of Claim 
and was giveti orally on 30.3.74 
at the property by the 1st 
and Second Defendants jointly 
prior to the Plaintiff signing 
the forms.
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16. Under paragrapn 6 
of the blank and 
undated transfer

19. of the other - 
related forms

20. Under paragraph 7 
of the conducted 
themselves

21. Under paragraph 8 
of the basic and 
fundamental terms 
and conditions

The forms were not filled 
at all as to anything.

The particulars are as in 
query No. 12.

The conduct was that neither 
the 1st nor the 2nd Defendant 
did anything to implement 
the Memorandum.

The basic andl fundamental terms 
and conditions are as set out 
in paragraphs 4 &, 5 of the 
Statement of Claim.

In the High 
Court

'No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement 
of Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

22. of the several : 
promises and assurances

The promises and assurances
are as set out in paragraphs
4 at 5 of the Statement of Claim, and
were made on 30.3-74 at the property.

20

23. of tne collusion
in line 2 of Page 4

Collusion here refers to the 1st 
& 2nd Defendant acting together 
inter alia, 1st Jefendant attesting 
signature of tne Plaintiff 3ncl 
inserting a false date in the 
transfer form, for the benefit of 
the 2nd Defendant.

30

24. of the unlawfully 
in line 3 page 4

25. of the collusion in 
line 7 page 4

The conduct here is unlawful 
in that the 2na Defendant was 
not under the circumstances 
entitled to transfer the property 
into his name and he was aware 
of it.

the 3rd. Defendant agreed to 
accept a trflUHsfer into his name 
for the benefit of the 1st & 
2nd Defendants.

26. of the unlawfully : 
and inequitably caused 
in lines 7 & # at page 
4

This is the Plaintiff's contention 
and it is for the Court to decide 
whetner or not there is any 
substance in it.
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Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement of 
Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

27. Under paragraph 9 
of the ejected

28. Under paragraph 10 
of the agreement

29. Under paragraph 11 : 
of the unaue influence

The eviction was through process 
of Court but not upon adjudication 
on merits, instead such order 
was made purely on the pleadings 
only.

The agreement was both oral as 
set out in paragraphs 4 fit 5 of 
the Statement of Claim and as 
contained in the written Memorandum 
dated 30.3.74.

Both the 1st und 2nd Defendants 
acercised tne said influence 
in tneir capacity as solicitors 
by way of advice, request and 
persuation as herein before stated 
in paragraph 11 ana the Statement 
of Claim.

10

30. of the breach of
trust

Both the Defendants committed 
breacn of trust by transferring 
and converting the property contrary 
to assurances, promises and arrange 
ment as herein before stated in 
paragraph 11 of the Statement 
of Claim.

20

31. Particulars of undue : 
influence of the legal 
advisers for the 
Plaintiff

The 1st and 2nd Defendant informed 
the Plaintiff orally on 30.3.74 
at the property that their firm 
would handle the matter of the 
land and act for the Plaintiff. 
No legal fees were paid as the 
Plaintiff was never presented 
with any biL- of costs.

32. of the advised

33. of the persuaded

: answered in query No. 3 & 5. 

answered in query No. 3 & 5.

34. Under paragraph lla : By reason of matters set out in 
of the knowledge answer to query No. 31

35. of the solicitor client: By reason of matters set out in 
relationship between answer to query No. 31. 
tue 1st tx. 2nd Defendant 
on the one hand and the 
Plaintiff on the otner
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36. Under paragraph lib 
of the knowledge

37. of the conflict of 
'interest

38. Under paragraph lie 
of the knowledge

39. Under paragraph lid 
of the knowledge

)..M/s. Suppiah & Singh acted for
the Plaintiff and also acted for 

) the 2nd Defandant, who is a 
} partner in Us. Suppiah & Singh 
) in the matter of the property 

and its transfer to the 2nd 
Defendant placing themselves in 
a dilemma as to whose interest 
they should ultimately protect. 
Tney nad advance knowledge of 
this possible dilemma.

The 1st ft 2nd Def enciants knew 
tjiat the Plaintiff relied upon 
them to advise and guide them. 
In such a situation, she is pure 
to their advice ana persuasions.

In the 
Count

High

 No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement 
of Claim 
21st 
February
1981 
(Cont'd)

40. of the client The answer to this is as contained 
in query 31 above.

41. Under paragraph 11 
20 (f) of the expressly 

promising

42. of the assuring

.The promising and assuring took 
place at the property on 30,3.74; 
they were oral and made by both 
the 1st & 2nd Defendants jointly.

30

43. Particulars of 
breach of trust 
of the legal 
advisers

M/s. Suppiah & Singh of which 
1st & 2nd Defendants are the 
2 partners, were the legal 
advisers and they became solicitors 
under such circumstances as set 
out as answer to query No. 31 
above.

44. Under paragraph
(a) of the position 
of trustees

M/s. Suppiah & Singh naving agreed 
to act for the Plaintiff in the 
matter of the property, created 
the solicitors-client relationship 
between themselves and the 
Plaintiff and as such solicitors, 
they are implied or constructive 
trustees for the Plaintiff.

59.
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Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement 
of Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

45. Under paragraph (b) 
of the persuaded

46. of the procured

47. of the promises

48. of the assurances

49. of the used or 
utilised

The 1st & 2nd Defendants persuaded 
as set out as answer to query 
No. 5 above*

Procured here means 'got'

The promises and assurances were 
made orally by both the Defendants 
jointly at the property on 30.3*74,

It was said on 30.3.74 at the 
property by both the Defendants.

50. Under paragraph (c) 
of the knowledge

The 'knowledge' here means 
that tne 1st at 2nd Defendants 
are aware or ought to be aware 
'that a true construction of the 
written memorandum dated 30.3.74 
they are not entitled to transfer 
the property into the name of 
the 1st and then into the name 
of the 3rd Defendant.

10

51. of the inequittdble 
and unconscionable

This is the Plaintiff's contention 
and it is for the Court to 
adjudicate and decide.

20

52. Under paragraph 12' of }..The particulars of these are 
the advising }

) as set out as answers to queries

53. of the persuading

54. of tne inducing

No. s 3 & 5 above,

55. Under paragraph 12 (a' ' : The 1st & 2nd Defendant knew
i) of tne knowledge or ought to know that the whole

transaction was being entered 
into to secured the interests of 
tne 1st Defendant ami that tne 
Plaintiff herself had nothing 
to gain personally.

'60.
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56. of the no personal 
need or necessity

57. of the in no way
benefit or be in the 
interest of the 
Plaintiff

58. Unaer paragraph 12(a) 
(ii) of the knowledge

same as in query Mo. 55 above,

same as in query No. 55 above

The knowledge and intention is 
to be inferred from the subse 
quent conduct of the 1st i 2nd 
Defendant when neither of them 
dici anything to comply with the 
terms of the Written Memorandum 
uatea 30.3.74.

In the High 
Court____p
.No.. 5
Further and 
Better Parti- 
.culars of 
Statement 
of Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

59- of the intention same as in query No. 58 above.

20

60. Under paragraph 12(a) : 
(iii) of the misleading

The Plaintiff was made to believe 
orally that it was imperative 
ana urgent for her to execute 
the Memorandum 3nd documents 
in questions so that the sum 
of $220,OOO/- could be raised 
immediately. If not for such 
a belief, Plaintiff woula not 
have found it necessary to execute 
the memorandum ana the documents. 
But after she executing the 
same 1st and 2nd Defendant 
did nothing and in that sense 
Plaintiff was misled into signing.

61. Under paragraph 12(a) : 
(iv1 of the misleading

The Plaintiff was mode to believe 
orally that her right to reueem 
will never be lost by uttering 
the words or words to the effect 
that "You don't have to be worried; 
we will use tne transfer forms 
only when we raise and give you 
the $220,OOO/-; not otherwise".

1*0

62. Under paragraph 12(ai 
(v) of the promises

63. of the assurances

I..Tne promises and assurances were
I made orally by botu tae 1st a
) 2nd Defenaant at the property orally,

61:.
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64. Under paragraph 12 (a): On 30.3-74, at the property, 
(vi) of misleading the 1st & 2nd Defendant told

the Plaintiff, as follows or 
to that effect; inter-alia, 
"Look, rtrs. Pevan, even if you 
people for one reason or 
another become unable to repay 
us the loan and on the other 
iiand we need to raise that sum 
to pay off the ather side, we 
will definitely uiscuss the 
matter furtuer with you and 
will not sell it witaout your 
consent".

65. Under paragraph 12b : The particulars of dishonesty 
of the using dishonestly are as set out in paragraph

12(b) (i) to 12(b)(c) of the 
Statement of Claim. '

10

67. Under paragraph 12(b) 
(ii) of the knowledge

The Plaintiff did not know 
at all, at all material tines, 
that the said property had 
been transferred into the name 
of the 2nd Defenaant.

20

63. Under paragraph 12(b):) 
(iii) of the knowledge)

69. of the unconscionable ) 
and inequitable : )

.The Defendants knew that they 
have not lived up to the terms 
of the written memorandum dated 
30.3.7A- and yet they proceeded 
to use the pre-signed transfer 
forms to transfer the property 
from tue name of the Plaintiff 
into the name of the 2nd Defenaant. 
This is unconscionable and 
inequitable.

30

70. Under paragraph 12(c) 
(i) of the with 
knowledge

Since the Defendants knew that 
tne 3rd Defendant is not a bona 
fide purcuaser for value, because 
3rd.defendant never paid the 
consideration as alleged in the 
relevant transfer forms.

71. Under paragraph 12(c) 
(ii) of the intention

Since the Defendants knew that 
the 3rd.Defendant did not pay the 
consideration in question, the 
intention therefore is to bring

62.
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72. Under paragraph 12(c) : 
(iii) of the .knowledge

10 74. of the particulars 
of the fraud of the 
3rd.Defendant 
Under paragraph a 
of the colluding

in the 3rd.Defendant as if he 
were a bona fide purchaser 
for value.

Tiie Defendants were fully aware 
that under the terms of the 
written memorandum dated 30.3.74 
tuey have not acquired a right 
to deal with the property the 
way tney wanted.

Colluding here refers to the 
Defendants getting together 
anu effecting a transfer of 
the said property into the
name of the 3rd Defendant with 
knowledge that they are not 
entitled to do so and that 
such is improper and unlawful.

In the High 
Court____

No. 5
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of 
Statement 
of"Claim 
21st
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

20

75. Under paragraph (a) 
(i) of the knowledge

76. of the real arrange-* 
ment

77. Under paragraph (a) 
(ii) of the knowledge

78. Under paragraph (a) 
(ii) of tne arrange 
ment

.The real arrangement was as set 
out in the written memorandum 
dated 30.3-74 and as set out in 
paragraphs 4 & 5 of the Statement 
of Claim. The Plaintiff's 
contention is that the 3rd. 
Defendant is or should be fully 
aware of it from liis enquiries 
before proceeding v/ith the 
alleged purchase of the said 
property.

30 79. of tne unlawful 
and inequitable

This is tiie Plaintiff's 
contention based on the facts 
set out in tiie Statement of 
Claim and the Further & Better 
Particulars herein. Wfretaer 
or not such was unlawful anu 
inequitable is a matter for 
the Court to decide. Tiie 
Plaintiff does not rely on any 
documents.

63.
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60. Under paragraph (a) )..The knowledge here is to
(iii) of tne knowledge) be inferred for the conduct

of the 3rd Defendant in the 
matter and the Plaintiff 
does not rely on documents 
to support that contention.

81. Under paragraph (a) ) 
(iv) of the knowledge )

82;.Under paragraph 13 of : 
the acted as solicitors 
and legal advisers for 
the Plaintiff

S3. Under paragraph 15 of 
the repeated attempts

Particulars of these are 
as set out as answer to 
query No. 3 above.

The attempts and 'requests 
were made after the firm of 
Suppiah & Singh v/rote to 
the Plaintiff requiring them 
to leave the property and 
when tne 3rd Defendant issued 
Johore faahru Sessions Court 
Civil action 14b/70 against 
the Plaintiff ana her husband 
K.V. Devan, Tuey were made 
by tiie Plaintiff, her 
husband, K.V. Devan and her 
brotner-in-rlaw Dr. K.S. Das 
and some mutual friends.

10

20

Dated this 21st day of February, 1981.

sd. 
Solicitors for the Plaintiff

To :

Senior Assistant Registrar, 
High Court Malaya , Johore Bahru.

And to,

the abovenamed Defendants and/or their 
Solicitors M/s. Suppiah & Singh, Johore Bahru.

30

Served the 22nd day of February, 1981 by M/s. Subra Ilaicker 
& Co ; Advocates 6c Solicitors for the abovenameu Plaintiff, 
whose address is' at No. 45, 1st floor, Jalan Ibrahim, Johore 
Banru, Jonore.
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FURTHER AND BETTER PARTICULARS OF 
DEFENCE AND COUNTERCLAIM

IN THE HIGH COURT OP MkLAYA AT JOHORE BAHRU 
CIVIL SUIT NO. 2 84 OF —————

Plaintiff

Between

Tara Rajaratnam (m.w) 

And

1.Datuk Jagindar Singh
2.Datuk P.Suppiah
3.Arul Chandran Defendants

FURTHER & BETTER PARTICULARS.

Further and Better Particulars of Paragranh 2(b) of 

the Defence to Counterclaim as directed by Order of 

Court dated 10.2.1981; as to the "reasonable cause' 

referred to therein.

1. As regards the 'reasonable cause' the Plaintiff 

will say that :-

(a) The first caveat filed on the said 

property on 15.5.1976 by the 

Plaintiff was removed by the Registrar 

under Section 326 of the National Land 

Code because the Plaintiff failed to 

apply to the Court in time to extend 

the life of the said caveat.

(b) The said caveat was removed by the

Registrar not upon adjudication on merits 

but for failure to comply with t^e 

procedural requirements as set out in 

Section 326 of the National Land Code.

In the High
Court_____
No. 6
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of the 
J)efence and 
Counterclaim, 
directed by 
Order, of 
10th February 
1981 
22nd, 
February 
1981
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In the High 
Court____

No. 6
Further and 
Better Parti 
culars of the 
Defence and 
Counterclaim 
directed by 
Order of 
10th February 
1981 
22nd
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

Further & Better 
Particulars

(c) Further, the subsequent filing of the 

caveats on the sub-divided lots of the 

said property was not motivated by any 

malice but was intended to maintain a 

'status quo' pending the outcome of 

the Plaintiff's claim against the 

Defendants.

(d) Further, at that stage, the Plaintiff had 

no reason to believe that she was not 

entitled to file fresh caveats on the
f

sub-divided lots.

(e) When the High Court, on 17.4.78, nursuant 

to Originating Motion No.46 of 1977 

ordered the removal of the said caveats, 

the Plaintiff proceeded to appeal against 

the said decision, but subsequently 

on the advice of her solicitors decided 

not to proceed with the appeal in the 

belief that the High Court decision on 

the matter was correct in law.

Dated this 22nd day of February, 1981.

10

20

sgd.Subra Maicker ft Co; 
Solicitors for the Plaintiff

66.
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To: In the High
CourtSenoir Assistant Registrar, — ————————

High Court Malaya, jjo> g 
Johore Bahru. Further and 
and to, Better Parti

culars of the
M/s.Suppiah & Singh Defence and 
Advoc'ates & Solicitors ^n„~^.*.•~~^ •;„ Johore Bahru. Counterclaim

directed by
This Further ft Better Particulars is served by Order of 

10 fVs.Subra Naicker & Go; solicitors for the
Plaintiff No. 45, 1st floor, Jalan Ibrahim, Johor

22nd
February 
1981 
(Cont'd)

67.



In the High
Court_______

No. 7
Proceedings
12th
August
1981

Ho. 7

PROCEEDINGS

IN THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA AT JOHO&E BAftRU 

CIVIIt SUIT HO. 284 OF 1979

Between 

Tara Rajaratnam (m.w.) .. Plaintiff

And

1. Datuk Jagindar Singh
2. Datuk F. Suppiah
3. Arul Chandran

Defendants

IH OPEN COURT

This 12th day of August, 1981 
Coram: ABDUL HAZAX J.

10

H. E. Casnin
Subra Naicker assisting

Chin

Datuk F. Suppiah (2nd Defendant) 
Assisted by Paramjothj.

for the Plaintiff

for the 1st and 
3rd Defendants

in person

Subra Naiekar

H.2. Cashin has been adaitted. Certificate 

is mandatory. Administrative arrangement. I 

undertake to cooply with section 18 of Legal 

Profession Act, 1976 and produce the Certificate 

when the Registrar of the nigh Court in Kuala Lumpur 

duly supplies the same.

Agreed Bundle of Documents - marked F

Bundle of Documents not agreed - marked A 

Caahin

Opens - A company was incorporated in Singapore. 

Dr. K.S. Dass was a director and also Hair. Devan 

was second husband of the plaintiff. Dr. Das sought 

a loan from Hongkong & Shanghai Bank up to $120,OOO/-

20

30

68.
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1st defendant guaranteed the overdraft. The 

Bank pressed the payments. He was unable to. 

Apparent to 1st defendant, Bank would look to 

him under the guarantee he gave. A/hen Jaginder 

Singh realized that Dr. Das was unable to pay 

up his overdraft, he began in his turn to 

press Dr. Das. Devan died. Dr. Das will tell 

the Court that Datuk Jaginder Singh the 1st 

defendant suggested to Or. Das that Devan should 

put as security the property at &ilai, which land 

was owned by Tara, but the house was in the name 

of Devan. De-ran explained that the land was 

charged to Chung Khiaw Bank under three charges 

which appear in P 1 - 28. Dr. Das will tell 

that the 1st defendant said that when land charged 

to him and 2nd defendant Datuk Suppiah, Jaginder 

Singh would pay the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank on 

behalf of Dr. Das. My information is that the 

amount as at that time was $110,0007- Under the 

charges to Chung Khiaw Bank principal and interest 

was $106,000/- at the beginning of-March, 197*. 

4220,pOO/- would be sufficient to cover the 

paying off of the Hongkong & ohanghai Bank on 

behalf of Dr. Das and discharging the three 

charges by paying off the Chung Xhiaw Bank, so 

that Tara could then charge the land to 2nd 

defendant in the amount of 8220,OOO/- (iee P 27 - 

letter from the legal firm of Suppiah i Singh to 

Chung Khiaw Bank). It says "We act for Madam 

Tara Rajaretnam .......". from the outset,there

is a clearest admission that they are acting 

for .Cara in the matter of the discharge of the

In the High 
Court

No. 7
Proceedings
12th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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Court____
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August
1981
(Cont'd)

of the three charges. The letter is a 

clearest admission that they are acting also 

for the plaintiff for an increased amount of 

the $220,OOO/- The plaintiff says that the 

property should be charged not transferred. 

P 28 is the reply from the Bank. P 29 - acknow 

ledgment. Das waa in financial difficulties. 

Devan asked Tara to assist Dr. Das. It waa then 

explained by Davan and Devan to Tara. But the 

charges to Chung Khiaw Bank had to be paid off 

first and in consideration of paying for Das 

and paying the Chung Khiaw Bank the land should 

be charged to 2nd defendant for the increased 

amount of $200»OOO/-. P 2? ia dated the 12th 

March, 1974 and^the memorandum was signed on 

the 30th March, 1974- a couple of weeks after 

P 27. 1st and 2nd defendants and another gentleman 

turned up at Kulai. Present were the plaintiff 

and Devan. The purpose waa to sign the 

memorandum at P 30 - 51• Tara was given a 

transfer and various other documents and also 

some blank pieces of paper which she was asked 

to sign. She waa informed that they would be 

mad* use of in connection with the transfer of 

the land. Tara speaks English well, with 2 

certificates. Usual intelligence, educated person. 

It cannot be possibly suggested she has any legal 

knowledge or knew for a minute, the difference 

between a transfer and a charge in the 1st 36
#

pages of P. Manuscript writing of page 31 of P 

written out by the Indian present at the dictation 

of Datuk Suppiah. Tara expected that the Chung

10

20
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Khiaw Bank would bo paid off in a day or two 

and also the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank. A. lot 

is going to tpirn on the document P 30. There 

ia a contracts period of one year to pay - When 

does the one year begin? Is it from 30th March 

197* or froa the date when the consideration 

for the transfer was paid? It must be froa 

the date of the payment of considerations other 

wise it is meaningless. In the evemt, so far 

as money to Chung Khiaw Bank was concerned it 

was not paid until 15lmontha later. As far as 

money due to the Uongkong & Shanghai Bank was 

concerned it was paid about 1 month of the 

memorandum. Although paid, it ia clear Datuk 

Jagninder Singh was still looking to Dr. Das 

for payment to Datuk Jaginder Singh of an amount 

of 8149,OOO/- and ao far for vesting on the 

memorandum of $110,OOO/— of that sum eventually 

took judgment against Dr. Das.

Datuk Suppiah transferred the land to 

the 3rd defendant Arul Chandran. 3rd defendant 

commenced proceedings for recovery of land and 

house. On 31st July the plaintiff and Devan 

wera living ia the house. Ihere the registered 

owner is Suppiah not in residence that the 

3rd defendant was therefore on notice to discover 

the exact standing of people in the house. If 

enquired he would have discovered the memorandum 

executed. Plaintiff a case is the transfer to 

3rd defendant is not a bona fide one. There will 

be evidence by S.K. Tan, senior partner and 

Cumarasamy that admissions were made before them

In the High 
Court____
No.-7-
Proceedihgs
12th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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by 3rd defendant that no consideration 

passed at the tine of transfer executed to him. 

That he held the land on trust. Baring not 

prepared to Hlay* for the 1st or 2nd defendant 

whether proper consideration given. Also 

pertinent to note that when 3rd defendant 

surrendered the land for development he 

received 71 sub-divided titles. There had 

been a company called Jet-Age 

Sdn. Bhd. of which directors were 1st and 2nd 

defendants; wife of the 1st defendant was a 

director. On 10th December the name of the 

company was changed to Jet-Age Construction 

Sdn. Bhd. Although there was no transfer from 

the 3rd defendant to Jet-Age Construction Sdn. 

Bhd., the company proceeded with the construction, 

sought purchasers, although the purchases were 

executed by the 3rd defendant. Plaintiff's case 

that the interposing of the 3rd defendant as 

owner was done for the purpose of trying to 

erect a legal barrier, to prevent the plaintiff 

from getting back her land. 

To 2.30 p.m.

F 32 to 60 are correspondence between 

the 2nd defendant Datuk Suppiah and the Chnng 

Ehiaw Bank* Any solicitor who buys for his client 

must show conclusively that he made full expla 

nation to%is client what her full rights were; 

that he had advised her that any independent 

solicitor had done. Had made full disclosure cf 

the property. Burden on the defendant 

to prove it ia that ouch higher. If 3rd defendant

20

72.
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is trustee of the 2nd defendant tliat is future 

to the transfer out of the plaintiff's hand. 

High onus.

In the High 
Court_______
No. 7
Proceedings 
12th August 
1981 (Cont'd)
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No. 8
PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 
TARA RAJARATNAM 
EXAMINATION'

PW 1 - Tara Hajaratnam, affirmed, states in 
English!

Aged 49 years, widow, residing at 184 

Khet loong Garden, Kului, Johore.

I was married to Devon. He died on 10th 

May, 1981. I went to English School and obtained 

my Senior Cambridge certificate. I was an 

ordinary housewife. I had no contact with the 

law until the signing of the document of March, 

1974. Property was given as security on an 

earlier occasion. In the early part of 1965« 

The deceased gave it to one H.L. Tan. Tha land 

was registered in my husband's name. Deceased 

borrowed 330,OOO/- from H.L. Tan. It was 

transferred as a security. The debt was paid 

off at the end of 1965« I got it re-transferred 

to me. It was transferred _o me inatead of my 

husband, because I had saved some money from the 

household expenses. I sold a little of my 

jewellery. I borrowed from my two sisters - 

about $11,OOO/-. Deceased paid 54,OOO/- Then I 

redeemed the property from H.L.-Tan. I paid for 

most of the money incurred for repayment of the 

debt; that is why it was re-transferred to me. 

That was in 1965* The land was transferred to , 

H.L. Tan from the beginning of 1965 till the end 

of 1965- I built a house on the land in 1966. 

In 1967 the 1st charge was made on the land in

favour of Ghung Khiaw Bank. followed by the 

further charges.

In the High 
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Tara Rajaratnam
Examination
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On JOth March, 197* there were three 
visitors to my house. Deceased was present. 
He invited then. Now I know they ware the 1st 
defendant, the 2nd defendant and another Indian. 
Shown P 30. Deceased took them to the study. 
lie introduced ae to them and then I knew thej 
were lawyers. The 2nd defendant brought out 
certain documents. He save me P JO - Jl. At 
the time I did not see the letter of the 14th 
March, 1974- aa mentioned in P 30. I had no 
idea of the amount of the overdraft at that 
time, not even an approximate amount. I have 
heard before the 30th March that Dr. Das was 
indebted to Hongkong £ Shanghai Bank in the sum 
of S110,OOO/-. "Before that date I had learnt 
that the 1st defendant had to pay the Hongkong 
& Shanghai Bank about 5110,OOO/-. I had learnt 
before the&ate that the 2nd defendant was to pay 
the 1st defendant that sum of $110,OOO/-. I knew 
before the date that it was intended that I 
should put the land up for security for the two 
sums. I read P 30 when it was handed to ne by 
the 2nd defendant. When I read it, I saw the 
word "transfer" - then I asked the 2nd defendant 
why the word "transfer" was there, when it was 
only going to be a security. He said the 
security was by way of a transfer. Then I told 
him that I was not happy. I asked him how do I 
get it back once transferred to him. He assured 
me that Dr. Das would pay the debt to the 2nd 
defendant and I would ge't the land back. When I 
said Das would pay the money I mean the sum of

10

20
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$110.OOO/-. I did not ask him then, how the 

other 8110,OOO/- was to be repaid. The 2nd 

defendant did not say how I was going to get 

the land back. I Hie an he did not say when I 

was going to get the land back. I asked the 

2nd defendant if Or. Das could not pay back 

the money, what happens. He said we could sell 

the land, pay off the debt and the balance of 

the money could be used to buy so»» property 

nearby. Nothing nore was said. I was not happy 

with what he said because that was the only 

property I had and I also told him 1 was holding 

it for ay five daughters. After telling him I 

had five daughters he asked the other Indian 

to write on P 31 • After the Indian wrote it - 

(2nd defendant concedes that the manuscript was 

written at his instruction), the 2nd defendant 

signed and the Indian also signed it - (2nd 

defendant concedes it is his signature below 

the manuscript). When I read it I saw he had 

put one year within which I was to re-pay the 

money and get the land back. I asked him why
t

one year has been specified. He told me I can 

get it back any tine I liked. He also said - 

"I do not want your land* " I expected then that 

the sums in (a) and (b7 in P 30 would be paid 

by the 2nd defendant. I felt it would be paid 

immediately or within a day or two. He did not 

tell «e as to when he was going to pay. I have 

signed at P 31. That was after I had asked the 

questions. The 2nd defendant also produced two 

or three copies of transfer forms. They were
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not filled up. Gome typed papers. I signed

the transfer fonts. I signed the typed

papers too. In-.-the.-typed papers there ware

spaces which j»re emptr. There were also two

or .three blanks sheets of papers* I asked the

2nd defendant about the blank papers. He told

me that some typewritten letters must accoup any

the transfer forms, which I signed. Then I

gave back all the documents to the 2nd defendant.

I had never seen the 1st defendant, and the 2nd 10

defendant and the Indian gentleman before this

incident at the house. Shown P 27. I saw this

letter, sometime on the 12th of March. At that

time when I received it, the firm of Supp'iah &

Singh was nflt acting for me in relation to my

dealing with Cluing KM aw Bank. I did not know
forms and 

the/procedure that had to be compiled with in

order to discharge the charge.

After the signing of P 30 and 31 I

continued to receive demands from the Ghung Xhiaw 20 

Bank for payment, fhe interest was 11##. It was 

something under fcl,000/- a month, intareat. By 

the end of 197* the sum of 8110,OOO/- had not 

been paid by the 2nd defendant. The amount of ay 

indebtedness it follows was increasing every 

month to the Bank. By 1975* the Bank became more 

and more pressing for re-payment. On the 28th May, 

1975. I made some payment to the Bank - $40,OOO/-. 

The debt to the Bank was consequently reduced to 

about $90,OOO/- to 891,OOO/-. Hy husband borrowed 30 

the $40,OOO/- from a friend one Anandan of Rengam 

Estate. The 540,OOO/- did not come from the 2nd 

defendant.
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Ox. Das came to aee after the riling 

of C.o. 284 of 1979. Das never told me that 

this debt to the 1st defendant had been in 

part or at all been paid by the 2nd defendant.- 

By May, 1975 I didl not tnink that the 2nd 

defendant had acted upon the transfer by way 

of security. I *as not aware of any payment 

under para (a) or (b) of P 30. I did not think 

I had to pay the 2nd defendant any money by May

10 1975.
To 13.8.31 Inrd. A.H.

12.8.81

IN OPSXT COURT 
This 15th day of Aurcust, 1981

PW 1 - Tara Hajaratnam (on former oath) states: 

(ExaLiination-in-chief continues)

I had not seen the 1st and 2nd defendant 

before my husband had introduced them to me. I 

could recognise their names. I recognised their 

20 names in their letters so the sank, i.e. copy of 

letters sent to me.

(Conceded by both parties th.it whatever 

jaas said by Devan would be admissible 

subject to the question of weight to be 

given to what to have been purported to 

have been said.)

Devan introduced the two gentlemen aa 

lawyers to me. 1 have said I had seen P 27 

before that meeting. I cannot remember but my 

TLQ husband aentioned their names, as Mr. Suppiah and 

Datuk Jagindar Singh. I knew that Devan received 

letters from Chung Khiaw Bank from time to time. 

I discussed the memorandum P JO with Devan. After

In the High
Court
No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Examination
12th
August
1981 (Cont'd)

Examination
13th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnara
Examination
13th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

the 30th Harch, 1974 I came to know that the 

firm of Suppiah & Singh was acting for mo and 

DeTan. I had never been to the office of 

Suppiah & Singh. I caae to know that the 

land had been transferred to the 2nd defendant 

some time in September, 1975. My husband 

brought home the document from the tax office. 

Then onlj did I know. 1 was shocked when I saw 

the document. Devan was upset as well. Devan 

said he would go to Johore Bahru and see his 

lawyers. I knew he meant Datuk Jagindar Singh 

and ouppiah. Devan later had a further 

discussion with me. Devan told me 1st and 2nd
f

defendants told him that they were keeping the 

land just for security. At that tiae Devan 

did not tell me that 1st and 2nd defendants 

had said they had sold the land to someone else. 

I still thought then that I would be in a 

position to get back my land, in any avent. I 

cannot remember by about September, 1975 

whether the 2nd defendant had paid the 390, OOO/- 

to Chung Khiaw Bank.

Shown P JO - I have not received any 

balance out of the $110, OOO/- from the 2nd 

defendant, mentioned in P JO (a). I came to 

know that the land had been transferred to the 

3rd defendant. Subsequently we received a 

letter from the firm of Suppiah & Singh, saying 

that the 3rd defendant was the owner of the 

property. Shown P 65 - Yes, this is the letter 

I referred to. Shortly after P 65 I was served 

with a summons from the Sessions Court. I filed

10

20
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a defence to it. Shown P 56 - I cannot recall 

having signed such a confirmation. I did not 

go before Jagindar Singh in his capacity as 

advocate & solicitor and sign it. At the time 

when I received P 65 - 4th March, 1976 - I had 

never seen the 3rd defendant. At no time before 

or after P'65 had any one come on behalf of 

the 3rd defendant to inspect the house and the 

land. I had never received any money value to 

1Q that effect, within one year of the 30th March., 

1974, from the 2nd defendant.

Chin

I have been informed by the 3rd defendant 

that he wishes to act on his own behalf. 

Cashin

I wish to reserve my observation one way 

or the other until the 3rd defendant gives 

evidence.

Cross-examination (Suppiah)

20 Shown D 1 - I have seen this document before. 

I cannot remember when Devan asked the Valuer 

to prepare it. I am not calling him. I am not 

aware this document was given to you by JJevan 

before 30th March, 1974.

Shown P 56 - I did not sign it on the 5th July, 

1975- But I signed it and the signature on P 56 

is mine. 1 signed it. P 56 must have been the 

blank papers I signed on 30th March, 1974. P 56 

was not shown to me by counsel before it was

30 put in the Bundle. I signed a number of blank

papers on the $Qth March, 1974. Cannot remember 

how many. I cannot remember how many blank 

papers there were. I cannot remember the size 

of the blank papers. The blank papers were

In the High 
Court____
No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Examination
13th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

Cross-Examinat ion 
13th August 
1981
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In the High 
Court
No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
13th
August
1981
(Cont'd?

Cross-Examination
15th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

for the purpose of-the land transaction. I 

do not know whether there are other blank 

papers. Shown P 30 - 31 - tfhen I saw them 

they were filled up. I was given a copy on 

the ^Oth March, 1974- in the presence of DeTan. 

I signed the transfer document. Shown P 57 - 

This was filled up except as to date only. 

I cannot say whether the signature of Jagindar 

Singh was blank also. It was blank as far as 

the date 5th July, 1975 was concerned.

To 15.8.81
Intd. A.£. 
13.8.81

TO

IN OPEM GOUBT 

This 13th day of August. 1981

PW T - Tara Kajaratnam, affirmed, states on 

former oath:

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

I said that I came to know in September, 

1975 that the land had been transferred to you. 

Devan brought the document from his working 

place - No. 76 Main Road, Eulai. Then only I 

came to know that the property had been trans 

ferred to 2nd defendant. I cannot remember whether 

P 63 was the tax document, I saw. P 63 is 

addressed to me. Uy husband brought some tax 

document from his working place. I cannot 

remember whether P 63 was the tax document. I
'*

cannot remember whether my husband told me 

that a sum of 3121,819*80 eta. had been paid 

to Hongkong & Shanghai Bank towards the account 

of Dr. Das. I know now. I cannot remember 

whether I first came to know. I cannot remember

20
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the month or year. There was no arrangement 

between Das and me that Das was to pay me 

the S110,000/-. I would not know whether Jas 

had an arrangement to pay Devan the money. 

The signing or the transfer as security to 

H.L. Tan was done in my presence. Devan told 

me about this transaction. I came to know 

earlier than the time when the property was 

transferred to me. There was no interest on the 

$30,OOO/- given by Tan. Tan is Devon's friend. 

My husband was a Secretary of Medical Centre, 

Dr. Das's concern. I would not know whether 

Davan was financially involved in this concern. 

I cannot remember how long this concern was in 

existence. I do not know how long Devan was in 

the concern. I do not know the time he spent in 

Singapore. I have read the statement of claim. 

I am aware of the contents. Ttavan died on 10th 

May, 1981. I have read the defence. A copy was 

given to me. During Devan's life time. I do 

not know whether Devan read it. 

(See para 6 of statement of claim) - The blank 

papers are mentioned as related forms. When I 

said forms 1 had in mind blank papers as well. 

The blank papers were white.

Shown P 56 - This looked like one of the blank 

papers I signed. My signature is there. lou 

showed me where to sign. You came with a bundle 

of documents. Tou flipped one of then and asked 

me to sign on it.

To 11.30 a.m.

In the High 
Court___________
No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
15th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tar a Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
15th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

of Bundle of Pleadings 
55/- I supplied the further and better

py 1 - Tara Rajaratnam 

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (continues)

I cannot remember how many blank papers 

I signed. Referred to Para 4(o) of statement 

of claim - The related forma mentioned there 

also include the blank papers. I cannot 

remember whether you flipped over all the1 pages. 

Tou gave P JO - 31 *° me *° sign. The memorandum 

at P 30 - 31 »aa n°* in. a bundle. It was the 

first one shown to me by you. I signed it after 10 

reading it and questioning you and with your 

assurance. 

Shown

particulars to my counsel. True, I have not 

mentioned cyclo-styled forms in my evidence-in- 

chief. I agree there is no mention of blank 

papers in gage 55. otherwise I agree to the 

statement. I told my counsel it was Suppiah who 

flipped it, tut I do not know why he said it waa 

1st defendant. 20 

Shown para 6 of the statement of claim. 

Referred to para 6 of statement of claim and 

page 5? of Bundle of Pleadings - Item 18 - 

Even the transfer was a blank fora. Now I say 

I cannot remember seeing "I , Jagindar Singh an 

Advocate & Solicitor of the High Court in Malaya 

practising ............. "at page 57 of P.

To 2.30 p.m. 

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

I do not know whether any legal fees were 50 

paid to Suppiah. (Referred to page 58 of the Bundle. 

of Pleadings) - I did not pay them any fees on the 

30th March,
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Shown P 1 - I signed it.

Shown P 6 - This is also my signature. This 

is the document charging the land to Chung 

Khiaw Bank. Teow Hong Chong was the Solicitor 

for the Bank. He was the Solicitor Tor the 

Bank as well aa HO for the charge. I have not 

met Yeow Hong Chong before the 28th June, 1967. 

The overdraft a/c was operated by my husband. 

Shown P 7 - The signature at pages P 7 and 12 

is mine. The person who charged it was my 

husband. I allowed him. 1 created a further 

charge in the sum of $30,000/- to Chung Khiaw 

Bank. P 13. I appeared in front of Yeow Hong 

Chong in the 2nd and 3rd charges. Prior to 

30th March, 197* there were three charges and 

the total amount involved was $80,000/-. There 

were no other charges to my knowledge.

The house was registered in ay husband's 

name. He waa the registered owner. I charged 

Devan's house as well. The report D 1 was 

prepared for the purpose of the 3rd charge to 

Chung Khiaw Bank.

(Referred to P 34) - I have seen this letter 

before.

(Referred to P 37) - I have seen this letter 

before.

(Shown P 39) -I am not certain whether I have 

seen P 40. I cannot remember whether I have seen 

P 4-1. I cannot remember whether I have seen P 42. 

I cannot remember whether I have seen P 43. I 

cannot remember whether I have seen P 44. I 

cannot remember whether I have seen P 49. I did 

not hand P 49 to my Solicitors. I must have

In the High 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Bajaratnam
Croes-Examination
15th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
15th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

Cross-Examination
16th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

received it but I cannot remember seeing it. 

(Shown P 51) - I was residing at 681 Kulai 

Besar. I handed the letters meant for Deran 

to him. I did not open them. Sometimes, when 

the letters to Devan were in connection with 

the land, he would show them to me. 

(Shown P 53) - I cannot remember whether Devan 

showed me this letter. Shown P 56 A - I agree 

P 56 A is not white.

To 16.S.81 Intd. A.R. 
15.8.81

IN OPEH COURT 
This 16th day of August. 1981

py 1 - Tara Rajaratnaa

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

(The original three charges produced and marked

as 1A, ?A and 13A. Copies of the discharge in

respect of 1A, ?A and 13A produced and marked

as D2, D3 and D 4-. No objection by the plaintiff). 
Suppiah:

I should like to admit G.S.I. 1 because

this was a photostat copy given to me by the 

deceased Devan. 

Cashin

I object. The origlna"! should be produced. 

If the 2nd defendant wants to produce it, he must 

subpoena an officer from the Tax Department to do 

so. We are challenging the signature of Tara on 

the photostat copy of C.S.T. 1 sought to be intro 

duced by the 2nd defendant. Tou cannot examine 

the signature on a photostat copy. We have an 

example yesterday when the original of the confir 

mation letter P 56 showed an erasure so far as 

the date was concerned, which cannot be seen on a

10
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photostat copy. Because we are challenging 

the signature we must be given the opportunity 

to see the original.

(I rule that the photostat copy of G.S.T. 1

is inadmissible at this stage.) 

Suppiah

I also ask that I may be allowed to ask 

whether the plaintiff aade an offer to re 

purchase the land from me. 

Cashin

The question does not arise because the 

land had already been transferred by the 2nd 

defendant to the 3rd defendant on the 31st 

July, 1975.

PW 1 - Tara Rajaratnam 

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

I did not make offer to re-purchase the land 

at any time. My husband and Dr. K. S. Das made 

attempa to get back the land from Suppiah and 

Jagindar Singh. They saw Suppiah and Jagindar
t

Singh. I personally did not make the attempts. 

•Devan told me about it. I cannot remember when. 

I was not indebted to the 1st and 2nd defendant. 

I mean I did not owe them any money before the 

30th March, 197*.

Before the 3Oth March, 1974 the firm of 

Suppiah &. Singh did not do any legal work for me. 

I was not aware that Suppiah & Singh had 

dealings with Devan.

(Referred to P 27) - I did not give instructions 

to write the letter to Suppiah & Singh, I do not 

know whether Devan gave instructions to vrrite P 2?. 

I have knowledge of this letter. My husband must

In the Eigh 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Ex amination
16th
August
1981
(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court____
No. 8
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
16th
August
1981
(Cont'd)

have showed it to me. After Suppiah & Singh

left my house on the 50th March he spoke about

P 27 to me. At the time when I signed P 30 - 31

I had no knowledge of P 27- You told me it

was a security and not an outright transfer.

(Referred to affidavit filed on the 8th October,

1979 - Referred to para 76) - Devan did not tell

me the purpose of P 27 was to charge the land

from other sources for a greater amount.

Shown P 31 - I was present at the time of the 10

making of this memorandum, The date 30th March,

1974 was already there when I signed it. The

manuscript was done at my instance.

(Referred to P 4?) - I did not receive a copy

of this letter.

(Shown P 53) - This is a bank statement. This

is a bank statement in respect of account operated

by Devan. 1 was aware that the 391,OOO/- waa

in respect of the three charges. I cannot

remember whether I had possession of P 53- 1 did 20

not know that 391,0007- as shown in P 53 had been

paid into Devan'a account. Now I know. Devan

had no intention of developing the land before

the 30th March, 1974. 1 cannot remember whether

Devan tried to get buyers to buy the land after

the 30th March, 1974-. I cannot remember whether

he advertised in the papers. I was not looking

for any buyers.

Chung Khiaw Bank was about half-a-mile

from my house i'n'Xulai. ' I do not know personally 30 

the Manager of Kulai Branch of Chung Khiaw Bank. 

(Shown P 65) - I received this letter. I did not
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see any lawyer attar the receipt of this letter. 

Devan did. He want to see filial. I personally 

did not protest to Suppiah on receipt of letter 

P 65- I know Ho Thian Cheh, a lawyer. Been 

to his office. I cannot remember when and for 

what purpose. Shown P 71 - I remember now

seeing Ho Thian Cheh in connection with thisi
matter. After the Sessions Court cago, 

(Shown P 72) - This ia my Statutory Declaration. 

Subra Maickar was the one to whom I gave 

instructions regarding P 72.

To dates to be fixed.

Sd: A. Razak J. 
16.8.81

In the High 
Court____

No. 8
Plaintiff*
Evidence -
Tara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
16th
August
1981
(Cont.'d)

20 2 2 AUG 1981
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No. 9 

AGREED FACTS

In the High IN THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA hT JOHORE 

Court————— CIVIL SUIT NO. 284 OF 1979

No ' 9 Between

Agreed Facts
13th Tara Rajaratnam .. Plaintiff

September „ ,
1981 And

1. Datuk Jaginuar Singh
2. Uatuk P. Suppiah
3- Arul Ghandran .. Defendants

JUDGE'S CHAMBERS. 
AGREED FACTS 13th September, 1981 10

1. That, the valuation Report dated 20.2.72 prepared 

by Messrs Chong Kirn Seng & Co. was caused to be 

prepared by the husband of the Plaintiff in which 

the land is valued at $210,000.00 and the house 

at $48,000.00.

2. The Plaintiff's brother-in-law one Dr. Das was

unable to pay his overdraft with the Hongkong and 

Snanghai Bank in Singapore guaranteed by the First 

Defendant on 8.10.73 for the sum of $120,000.00,

3- Tuat the Plaintiff's brother-in-law the said _Q 

Dr. Das ran a company in Singapore called Regional 

Medidata Private Limited in which her brother-in-law 

nad an interest and of which the Plaintiff's husband 

was the Secretary) and that it was a $2.00 paid up 

Company.

4. That the Plaintiff executed the Transfer document

on 30.3.74 in the presence of her husband the First 

and Second Defendants and one Siva.
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That the Plaintiff executed a Memorandum on 

30.3.74 in the presence of her husband and 

witnessed by him settin'g out how the consideration 

was to pass and a copy of which was given to her.

That on 27.4-74 the First Defendant paid off the 

over-draft of the Plaintiff's brother-in-law with 

the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank in Singapore in the 

sum of $121,819.80c.

In the High 
Court____
No. 9
Agreed Facte
13th
September
1981
(6ont'd)

10

That the Second Defendant transferred the property 

in his favour on 5.7.75 after more than one year 

from 30.3.74.

20

The said property had three charges created by 

the Plaintiff in favour of Chung Khiaw Bank 

Ltd., particulars of which are :

(a) first charge on 28.6.67 for overdraft 

facilities up to $35,000.00;

(b) second charge on 9.10.67 for overdraft 

facilities up to an additional sum of 

$15,000.00, and

(c) thira charge on 6.11.72 for overdraft 

facilities up to an additional sum of 

$30,000.00.

9. That the Plaintiff permitted her husband to operate 

the said overdraft account with the said bank.

10. That when the Transfer document was executed on 

30.3.74 the overdraft including interest stood 

at about $106,000.00.

89-
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In th« High 
Court____

No. 9
Agreed Facts
13th
September
1981
(Cont'd)

11. That by a letter dated 31.7.75 addressed to the

Plaintiff the Income Tax Department enclosed Form 

C.S.T. 1 which is a form to tie submitted by the 

Vendors under the Real Property Gains Tax Act 

1976.'

12. That the said letter dated 31.7.75 and the said 

Form C.S.T. 1 were received by the Plaintiff.

13. That the Plaintiff nerself caveated the said 

property on 15.5.76.

14. That by a letter dated 30.6.7° the Commissioner of 

Lands and Mines acting under Section 326 of the 

National Land Code informed the Plaintiff that her 

saia caveat would be removed, if she did not obtain 

a Court Order for the extension of the Caveat.

10

15. That the Plaintiff failed to obtain an Order of

Court to have her caveat extended and as a result 

the Commissioner of Lands and Mines removed the 

said caveat lodged by the Plaintiff.

16. That the Third Defendant took action for possession 

in Johore Bahru Sessions Court Action No. 146 of 

1976 and an Order for possession was t;iven on 9.8.76.
20

17. Tiiat in their Defence in trie said Action botn tne

Plaintiff ana her husband (us both were sued) stated: 

(i) that they for business reason;-, were

unable to repay the sum of ^220,000.00 

v/ithin r.he Sai c) period;

90.



(ii) that they were always willing to pay In the High
Court_____ 

the Second pefenuant trie sum secured —————•————
No. 9 

but were unable to do so. Agreed Facts

13th 
September'

Dated this 13th day of September, 1981. 1981
(Cont'd)

Subra Naicker & Co; Supplah & Singh 
Solicitors for the Plaintiff Solicitors for the Defendants
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In the High 
Court____

No. 10
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam.
Cross-Examination
13th
September
1981
(Cont'd)

No. 10
PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 
TARA RAJARATNAM CROSS-EXAMINATION 
(CONT'D) 

- 21 -

IN THE HIGH COURT IN MALAYA AT JOHOHE BAHHU 

CIVIL SUIT NO. 284 Qg 1979

Tara Rajaratnam (m.vr.) v. Datuk Jagindar Singh
& 2 Ors.

IN OPEN COURT
This 13thday of September. 1981 
" Goram; "A3DUL RAZAK J.

Parties as before

PW 1 - Tara Rajaratnam, on former oath, state
s in 

English:

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

Before the commencement of trial I was n
ot 

given a copy of the agreed bundle. I was given & 

copy of the agreed bundle P a few days after. I

do not know Kepal by name. I knew him by sight*

only in Court, at the last trial. I personally did 

not ask him to value the land at kulai. 
My husband 

did tell me he asked one valuer to do it
. I have 

not seen the valuation report of the sai
d valuer. 

I was present when the transfer to H.L. 
Tan was 

made in early 1965. My husband signed the transfer. 

I cannot remember whether there was a la
wyer present 

at the time. It is auch a long time ago. ILL. Tan 

was there. There was no arrangement between Tan 

and Devan that the property was to be tr
ansferred 

to me. I cannot remember where the transfer to 
me 

from Tan took place, iiy husband was present there. 

I cannot remember who else was present. 
I cannot 

remember whether a lawyer was present. 
I saw Tan 

a long time ago. Cannot remember. I knew he was 

staying at Swee Loy Estate. Now I do not know where 

he is. I cannot remember the price my husband p
aid 

for the land. I borrowed from the sisters. I have 

ro-paid the money. I paid them slowly in my own time.

10
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I saved and sold jewellery to get the $15,000/- In the High
Court __ 

I had a little saving. I borrowed 311 » OOO/- —————————
No. 10

from sisters. I built a house on the land in Plaintiff's

1966. I do not know the cost of the house. I Evidence,
Tara Rajaratnam 

do not know where my husband got the money to Cross-Examination
build it. 15tn ^

m ^ -,« September To 2.JO p.m.

py _ 1 (Cont'd) 

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continues)

10 (Shown affidavit affirmed by the plaintiff) -

I made this affidavit - D 5. My husband and I went to

see the solicitor - (In answer to question why

did you say this morning that you did not see

Kepal's report).

Shown D 6 - At a glance the signature looks like

mine, but it is not my signature.

Shown P 63 - My husband brought some tax document

home. 76 Main Road, Kulai is the business premises

of my husband. He brought some tax documents home.

2Q He told the documents were addressed to me. I did 

not read the documents at that time. Uevan then
t

took the documents with him to Das a. He came home 

for coffee sometimes and for lunch. It is about a 

mile from my house. There was a clinic and he was 

a hospital assistant. It was run by a doctor. I 

think he was a partner. Shown P 1 - My signature 

is shown in it. Shown P 6 - My signature is shown 

therein. P 7 My signature is shown therein. Shown 

P 12 - My signature is shown therein. Shown P 14- - 

30 My signature is shown therein. Shown P 24- - My 

signature is shown therein. Shown P 31 - My 

signature is shown therein. My husband's signature 

is also shown in P 31. The signature does not look
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In the High 
Court____
No. 10
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Hajaratnam
Cross-Examination
13th
September
1981
(Cont'd)

like mine in D 6. I cannot remember how many

times I discussed P 30 with Dayan. I cannot

remember the last time. May be Dasa came to

see me two weeks after filing this action. I

saw Dr. Das in connection with this case after the

30th March, 197*. I cannot remember how many times.

I was not aware that you had converted the land in

1975- Shown D 7 - I have not seen this letter. I

came to know you converted recently. Shown P 4-5 -

I have not seen this document. I came to know 10

that $121,819.80 had been paid to Hongkong Bank

towards the account of Dr. Das sometime after the

lower court proceedings began in 1976. I came to
f

know about the payment of the $92,000/- to Chung

KM,aw Bank before the lower court proceedings began

in 1976. I cannot remember when I came to know of

P 53. I cannot remember whether I had exhibited

P 53 at any time in an affidavit. My husband

would know the payment made to the Bank by the

defendant. Both I and my husband instructed our 20

lawyers regarding this 'ease." "So also in the

previous action. Devan alone was the person

responsible for the defence in the Sessions Court

action. He alone went to see lawyer, C.E.G. Pillai..

The 1st person Devan saw was Pillai. Then later

Uajid came into the picture. Devan told me that

he asked Majid to file the defence. I was one of

the defendants in that action. I did not give a

statement in regard to the defence. I was in court

when the trial began. Devan was also there. Uajid 30

was the one conducting the case. I and Devan did

not give evidence in court. I did not advise counsel

to leave matters to the Court.
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I know the Statement of Claim in C.S. 261/77 

was amended twice. Shown C.S. 261/77 dated 21st 

May, 1977 - D 8. Both I and Devan instructed 

counsel on D 8. I did not instruct my counsel 

regarding the allegation of cheating in the other 

Suit. The counsel is the same. I confirm what I 

said at F 36 para 14-.

To 8.30 a.m. 14.9.81
Intd. A.R. 
13.9.81

IH PEEK COURT 
4th day of September, 1981Thi 

Parties as before.

I have an objection.

I have yesterday served on Cashin to appear as a 

witness. It is improper for him to continue in 

this case. He is a witness. This is a case where 

Madam Tara is only a pawn in the scheme of three 

persons of which Cashin is one, and in which he is 

personally involved. It is Cumarasamy, S.K. Tan 

my former partner and Cashin. It is a personal 

animosity. Madam Tara and Suppiah are only being
/

used to meet their ends. I wish to have Cashin 

in the box to support this contention. It is 

against the rule of etiquette, for a solicitor, 

served with a sub-poena, to continue in a case. It 

is unprofessional. 

Cashin

Read the sub-poena. I have been sub-poenaed 

by the 3rd defendant. So he cannot cross-examine 

me. He can only examine me in-chief. He has not 

informed by way of the sub-poena or any other way 

that I am to be a witness of the fact. I only heard 

it just now that I was to be a witness of fact.

In the High
Court____
No. 10
Plaintiffs
Evidence
Tar a Rajaratnan:
Cross-Examination
13th
September
1981
(Cont'd)
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Proceedings
14th September
1981
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My original instruction with regard to the 

complaint against the 3rd defendant to the Law 

Society of Singapore came from Mr. Potter of Hodyak 

& Davidson who was then the senior partner. Later 

those instructions were confirmed by two later 

partners and Curaarasaay. Instructions given to 

me were, on a solicitor and cli«nt basis and 

without the consent of my client and the Court 

cannot compel me to disclose what transpired 

between me as counsel for Potter/and Cumarasamy 

in respect of a complaint by them against the 

3rd defendant, to be made to the Law Society of 

Singapore. Together with the three and Dunbar 

deceased who was my partner then a complaint was 

drafted. The three were lawyers. They and I 

and Dunbar drafted the complaint. I received 

instructions from Potter to take statement from 

certain people in connection with the complaint. 

I did not advise them, nor was I asked to advise 

on the partnership dispute between the partners 

of which the 3rd defendant was one. What steps 

they took was their business. It is true in 

drafting the complaint, the complaint" took the 

form that the memo of the 30.5.7* was not acted 

upon. That there was fraud. The matter now before 

ua was the basis of the complaint. I have been 

asked to produce certain documents which I am 

objecting to produce because I was acting as 

solicitor in other matter. I was engaged as counsel 

in that case. I am also acting as counsel for a 

different client although the facts are the same. 

I cannot see how I cannot continue to act as 

counsel. It is open to the 3rd defendant to report

10
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me for unprofessional behaviour to my Law 
Society, i-f the Court or other defendants so wish.

(I make no order)
PW 1 (Cross-examination) (Suppiah) (Continues) 
Shown - D 5 - Para 7. My husband does most of 
the talking. I had knowledge of the Bank state 
ment at Chung ffhiaw.

If 
Shown D 8 - Para 4 -/I wanted money from the
husband he would get from the overdraft and give 
it to me. I got the benefit sometimes. 
Shown D 8 - Para 5-1 was aware on the 30.4.77 
that Das had overdraft facilities up to a maximum 
of 8120,OOO/- at the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank. 
Shown D 8 - Para 21-1 was aware that S92.000/- 
was paid by 2nd defendant on the 30th April, 1977- 
D 8 - Para 22C.1) - I was aware that the sum of 
$121,819.80 was paid to the account of Dr. Das 
on 27-4.74.

Shown Para 24 - D 8 - I knew that the i92,000/- 
waa paid towards discharge of the-charges. 1 do 
not know why the £92,OOO/- and $121,3197- were 
not mentioned in the present action. I told my
counsel everything.

To 10.45 a.m.
Shown page 11 of the JCotea - Para C - "Devanttold 
ae 1st aud 2nd defendants told him that they were 
keeping the land just for security..." 

<£. I put it to you that I did not tell Devan that

I was keeping the land as security? 
A. I do not know about that - that is between you 

and Devan.

(Shown Pleadings) - Page 62 - Para 67-1 have a 
phone in the house. 7e had it after 1966.

In the High 
Court

No. 10 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence
Proceedings (Cont'd) 
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In the High 
Court____

No. 10
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tiara Rajaratnam
Cross-Examination
14th
September
1981

Shown P 49 - I do not know whether Devan had

engaged Teow as hi a solicitor. I knew Teow

when I want to sign the three charges. I did

not instruct Teotv to write this asking for

$140,OOO/-. I do not know who instructed Teow.

I did not receive this letter. I had knowledge

of this letter when you questioned at the

coamencement of hearing on the 15th August.

Before that I had not seen this letter. I saw

this letter first time in Court on that day. I 10

did not see and write to JTeow sine a then about

this letter. Shown affidavit of 8th October, 1979 -

D9- Page 3 (e) - I never saw this letter. I did
g

read the affidavit. Shown P 50 - I have not

seen this letter. Shown P 51 - I have not seen

this letter. P 52 - I have not seen this letter.

I first saw this document in 1976 *hen we were told

to leave the house. Shown P 59 - I have not seen

this document before this Court. Shown P 68 .-

I cannot remember who was the counsel who prepared 20

the statutory declaration. Shown P 72 - I agree

that it was on the ireques* of Devon, and Das 'that

I entered into written agreement and also when

the 1st and 2nd defendants came to ay house and

questioned them and they told me they did not want

my land, and they were men of honour and lawyers.

So I signed the papers. Shown dsfonce in the

Sessions Court - D 10 - This was the defence at

the Sessions Court. Shown para 2 - The re-payment

should be within one year from the date the land 30

transferred to your naae. I do not know why the

defence was put up as in para 4- of D 10.

Referred to para 6-1 did not go to see counsel

when this defence was prepared. It was done by

husband with counsel. I was present at the
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Sessions Court for the hearing. I did not 

have a copy of the defence. I followed Devan. 

He called *»• to go to Court. I heard ny lawyer 

talking. I was not aware of what they were 

talking. She proceedings were in English. 

(Shown affidavit ot 25th Jan. 1977) - D 11 - I 

made a complaint to Dunbar, then I was asked to 

sign this statutory declaration. I, Daas and 

Devan went to the firm of Murphy & Dunbar. We 

went together. I did not see Murphy & Dunbar again 

after that. The property belongs to me, but the 

house was in the name of Devan but he paid $4,000/- 

for the land. 

Shown D 12 - I have repeated it in para 4.

Shown D 13 - Para 9
To 2.30 p.m.

PW 1 -
Proas-examination (Suppiah)

Shown D 13 - I glanced at the affidavit of Dr. Dass 

but I did not read it in detail. I say what Dr.

Dass said at para 9 is not true.
Q-

Referred to D 14- - para 7 -/In answer y,ou also said

.here it was your and husband's property?

A.The house is in his name and the land is in my

name. That is »hy I said it is our property.

Heferrod to page 5 °£ the pleadings.

Shown D 15 - I made a conplaint as shown in D 15.

Sub-section (2) - Para 2 - Ihe land belongs to me

and the house belongs to ay husband. That is whf

I said that the land belonged to us. There is no

mention in my complaint that the house belongs to

my husband.

D 15 - para 2 of page 2-1 agreo that negotiations

In the High- 
Court ____
No. 10
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Bajaratnam
Cross-Examination

September
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(Cont'd)
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In the High 
Court ____

No. 10
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnanj
Cross-Ex ami nation

September
1981
(Cont'd)

regarding the land took place only between 

you and Devan and I was not involved. I do 

not know whether you and 1st and 2nd defendants 

and one Indian came by prior appointment with 

Devan. I agree that I was somewhere at the 

back. 1 agree later my husband brought me to 

the study. It ia not true that the memorandum - 

P 30 - P 31, tide transfer P 57 and the confir 

mation P 56 were shown at the same time by you 

to me. I read the memorandum. I deny I read 10 

P 57- I deny I read P 56. Devan was in the 

study all the time. It is not true that I called 

Jevan. and we both went out of the study. It is. 

not true that after a few minutes I and Devan
/

came back. It is not true that Devan told you

in my pr«s«nce that I wanted to have the right

to re-purchase the property within one year. I

deny I confirmed it. I deny that Devan told me

that Medical Centre was picking up and the

property could be re-purchaaed Within one year. 20

It ia true that you dictated the manuscript to

the Indian. It is true I read the manuscript

after the dictation. I disagree that after reading

the manuscript, without ado, I signed it.

<J. Your husband signed P 31 ?

A. I agree.

Q. You signed the transfer ? 
A. Yes, I did.

Q. You also signed the confirmation ?
A. I deny I signed the confirmation as it stands 30

at P 56. I signed some blank papers.

Q. I put it to you that you signed after the manu 

script, the transfer and the confirmation then 

only I signed ?

100.
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A. I deny that.

Q. I put it to you after I signed it was vritnessed
by the Indian ? 

A. I agree.

Q. Do you agree that the date 30.3-74- was already
typed in P 31 when it was shown to you? 

A. les, I agree.

Q. The transfer was not dated when shown to you? 
A. les, I agree.

Q. The confirmation was also not dated ? 
A. I signed blank papers.

Q. A copy of P 30 - 31 was given to you ? 
A. I agree.

Q. After that all three of us left the house ? 
A. I agree.

Q. Do you kno.y that a few days after the 30.3.74-, 
the 1st defendant discovered that the overdraft 
at Hongkong Bank was not 8110,OOO/- but about
$120,0007- ? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that 1 had brought the attention of 
Devan to this fact 1

t
A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that Devan told me that I could use 
the 1st defendant to pay whatever the amount at
the Hongkong Bank to clear the overdraft, what 
ever the overdraft ? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that Devan told me that the consi 
deration set out in the memorandum, to be
adjusted ? 

A. No, I do not know.

Q. Do you know that Devan told me that he wanted 
to operate the account at Ghung Khiaw Bonk for
about a year ? 

A. I do not know.

In the High 
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(Cont'd)

Q. Do you know that Devan told me
 that he and you 

would like to stay in the propert
y for which he

(Devan) would pay compensation ? 

A. I do aot know.

Q. Do you know that a ''few days after
 the 30th

Devan told me that he was looking
 for buyer and 

if he could find one, he wanted t
he property

to be transferred direct to the b
uyer ? 

A. I do not know.

^. Do you know that I agreed to it ? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that some time before
 the expiration

one 
of/year from JO. 3. 74, I asked Devan whether he

would be re-purchasing the proper
ty, as the ono

year period, was coming to an end 
or find a buyer 

for it? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know Devan said he and 
you could not find 

a buyer and did not have the mean
s to purchase

the property? 

A. I do not know.

$. Do you know that Devan wanted to 
stay in the 

house up to the end of 1975 for w
hich he would

pay compensation ? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that he wanted to 
Cease operating

the said •*• account with Chung K
hiaw Bank ? 

A« I do not know.

Q. Do you know that it was agreed be
tween he and me 

that when he ceased to operate th
e said account

he would bring down the overdraft
 to 392, OOO/- ? 

A. I do not know.

Q. Do you know that the compensat
ion agreed between 

me and Devan at the beginning of 
February, 1975

was *6,180.20 ? 

A. 1 do not know.

20
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Q. Do /ou know that after I started to have the

property transferred to me ? 

A.. I do not know. 

Referred to para (b) 3 of D 9 - I cannot understand

this para.
To 8.JO a.m. 15.9.81

Intd. A.H. 
14.9.81

IN OPEN COURT
This 15th day of September, 1981 

Parties as before 
PW 1 - Tara Rajaratnam, on former oath states -

Cross-examination (Suppiah)

Q. I put it to you, you did not seek any verbal 

assurances, promises, undertaking of any sort 

at the premises on the 30th March, 1974 in

relation to the property ? 
A. I deny.

Q. I put it to you that the terms aa embodied in 

the manuscript was requested and it was your

idea ? 
A. I deny it.

^. I put it to you I did not give you any verbal 

assurances, promises or undertaking of any sort 

at the premises on the 30th March, 1974, in

relation to the property ? 
A. I deny it. You gavame.

(Shown B 16) - I remember Devan transferred the 

property to H.L. Tan for $30,000/-. It vras by way 

of security. The property was re-transferred to me 

for $30,0007- I paid 830,OOO/- to H.L. Tan. 

Cross-examination (Chin) 

(Notes of Evidence marked B)

Referred to exhibit B page 11 - He mentioned to me 

the lawyers he was going to see. Devan had a further 

discussion with me when he came back home.

In the High
Court____
No. 10
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Cross-Examination
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Q. I put it to you that when Devan told you he

wanted to go to Johore Bahru he never told you

the names of his lawyers ? 

A. He said he was going to see his lawyer. He

mentioned these names - Jagindar Singh & Suppiah. 

Q. I put it to you that Jagindar Singh & Suppiah

were not your lawyers at any time ? 

A. They were my lawyers. 

Q. I put it to you that Jagindar Singh andSuppiah

were never your husband's lawyers ? 10 

A. They were my husband's lawyers.

It is true that Devan was given overdraft facilities 

in respect of the three charges. I charged 'the 

property to Chung Khiaw Bank to allow the husband 

(Devan) to have the overdraft facilities - the over 

draft facilities were not given to me but to Devan. 

Q. I put it to you the value of the property on the

30.3-74- was 8220,000/- or thereabout 7 
A. No.

CroSB-examination (Arul Chandran) ^Q

Q. Gan you say what tae property was worth in 

March, 1974?

A. In my claim I stated the value to be more than

one million dollars. That was my own valuation. 

I agree that the valuer was asked to value the 

property in 1972, in order that Devan may get over 

draft facilities from the Bank. •• 
Q. Did D«van tell you that he was selling to 2nd

defendant before the 30.3.74 ?

A. No. We went to see the firm of Rodyak & Davidson. 30 

Devan and Dass and I went. No one else. I did not 

meet any lawyer in Johore Bahru from Singapore 

before going to Singapore. I saw three people at
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Rodyak & Davidson. They were together. No one 

made the appointment for us to see Rodyak & 

Davidson. We found out where Arul Chandran was. 

I had not not any of the three persons prior to 

that meeting. Now I know who they were - Potter, 

S.K.. Tan and Coomarasamy. My husband did the 

talking. 'I was there. Dass was there.

Q. What did your husband say to these three people?i
(Cashin; Objection.

It is not open to anyone to ask questions 

pertaining to what transpired between Solicitor 

and client, once it has been established 

that there was such a relationship. That 

point had to be cleared that such relation 

ship had been established.)

Arul Ohandran

I would also like to say that the objection

cannot be made unless Cashin has already been

instructed at that time.

Gross-examination (Arul Chandran)

/When we were called to the lower court and 

the 3rd defendant became the owner of the property, 

we found out who this 3rd defendant Arul Chandran 

was. W« felt that we had been cheated by Suppiah, 

Jagindar Singh and Arul Chandran. tfe went to 

Rodyak & Davidson to complain because we found

out where Arul Chandran was then. I saw three
«> 

people - Pott, S.K. Tan and Commarasamy. My husband

asked them whether they could help us. I do not 

think so, we were going to engage them as lawyers. 

Before seeing the three people I did not see any 

other lawyer in Singapore. I did not know Rodyak
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& Davidson before this. Devan would not have 

known too. Before I went to Singapore I did not 

meet Wong Kim Fatt. I have not seen Coomarasamy 

before that meeting, nor S.X. Tan. I did not 

know before we went to Rodyak &. Davidson whether 

you were a partner there. When wo arrived we 

did not ask to see you. My husband asked of 

something from a lady as we entered Rodyak & 

Davidson 1 s office. Then she showed us to a room. 

There was no one there. Then I think the three 

gentlemen came. Then my husband did the talking. 

I cannot remember whether there was any one in 

the room.

Q. I put it to.you that three of you arrived at
ushered 

Hodyak & Davidson and were/directly into

Coomarasamy's room without passing the entrance

to the firm 7 
A. No it is not true.

Q. I put it to you that having sat in Commarasamy's 

room, all the three solicitors came together and

saw you together ? 
A. No.

Q. I put it to you that the meeting between the

three partners had all arranged ? 
A. It is not true.

Q. I put it to you that this meeting had been

arranged among others by Coomarasamy? 
A. No.

To 2.30 p.m.

PW 1 - on former oath, states -

Cross-examination (Arul Chandran)

Q. I suggest to you that you had in fact seen Mr.

Coomarasamy on many occasions before you saw 
Mr. Pott ? 

A. No, not true.

10
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Q. I suggest to you that you were ia Singapore 
loolcing for a solicitor who would represent

you in the appeal in the Johore Bahru Court

concerning the land, before seeing the three 
lawyers in Singapore ? 

A. No, it ia not true.

Q. I put it to you, you were introduced by a 

solicitor either to S.K. Tan or Coomarasamy 

together and the introducer told you that

Coomarasamy and S.K. Tan would help you ? 
A. Ho, it is not true.

The 4ate of the visit and I saw the three lawyers 

was on the 25th January, 1977• I cannot remember 

at what time I arrived. I cannot remember how long 

I spent with the three solicitors. I cannot 

reaeiober how Long I stayed with the three lawyers. 

I cannot remember how long I spent with Murphy & 

Dunbar. I think w« spent longer £kxx tiiae with 

Kurphjr fc Dunbar. That includes the time the 

statutory declaration was being typed out. Mr. 

Pott was doing most of the talking. I cannot 

remember whether Coomarasamy took a great part, but 

he. took part. S.K. Tan also took part in the 

conversation. Ha did not say much as far as I can 

recollect. I cannot remember what Pott told Devan. 

Devan said to the effect that he wanted Pott to 

help us to talk to Arul Chandran. I cannot remember 

what alae was said by Devan. Neither did I or Das 

or Devan give any document to any of the solicitors. 

Devan showed tfr. Pott some documents. I cannot 

remember what documents. Pott took us to iiurphy 

and Dunbar' a room. He introduced us to Mr. Dunbar. 

Cashin was with us and Dunbar. tlr. Pott was doing 

the talking. I did not say anything at this meeting

In the High 
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with Dunbar and Cashin. Devon talked to Dunbar. 

I cannot remember whether any document was 

given by either the three of ua to Cashin, 

Dunbar or Potta. Uy statement was recorded 

at that meeting. By Dunbar. Statements were 

recorded, from Dass and Oevan, by Dunbar. Ihinbar 

did not tall me what he was going to do with 

the document. I do not know why the statutory 

declaration was made by me. They did not tall 

why. Thej did not ask. 10 

Q. Did it not occur strange to you tnat you had 

gone to complain to my partners at Rodyak & 

Davidson but you were taken to another firm of 

solicitors and being asked to sign a declaration? 

A.Je were not called by Pott, Coomarasamy and Tan

when we were there as far aa I know. But instead 

I was taken to Murphy & Dunbar.

Q. Did you ask them to call me to the room ? 
A. No.

Q. Did Das or Devan do so? pQ 
A. I cannot remember.

I have been to Murphy & Dunbar 2 or 3 times

after that. The subsequent visits were soon after

the 25th January. I saw Dunbar on these visits.

I saw Cashin as well.

Q. After the meeting in Rodyak & Davidaon did you

meet Coomarasamy or Tan ? 
A. No.

That was the only time I have seen Coomarasamy

after that quite some time - 4 or 5 months. I 50

cannot remember how many times. Twice at least.

I did not meet Tan again after meeting him at

Rodyak S& Davidson on 25th January. My husband

108.
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called me to go to Murphy & Dunbar after the 25th. 

Q. I suggest to you that you had met with Coomara-

samy several times before the 25th in connection

#ith my matter or land matter ? 

A. No. 

Q. I suggest to you that you had supplied copies

of documents to Coomarasany ? 
A. No.

Q. I suggest to you that there was also a solicitor 

in Johore Bahru who was supplying information

and documents to Cooinaraaaray? 
A.. I do not know.

Q. I suggest to you that you had been told that there
dispute 

Was serious partnership^ in Rodyak & Davidson

involving principally Ooomarasamy, myself and

Tan by Goomarasamy and a solicitor in J. Bahru ? 
A. Mo.

Q. I suggest to you that ths meeting between Gooma

rasamy and S.K. Tan had been arranged before hand? 
A. No.

(Shown D l^} - for the sake of convenience I use 

the word I.

Subra tfaicker

I should like to be given a ruling that unlass 

the evidence the 3rd defendant seeks to adduce has 

bearing on the transaction on the 30th March when 

bhe memorandum Was entered into and the 31s* July, 

1975. when the 3rd defendant became the registered 

proprietor of the land in issue, they must be 

excluded.' ' But the questions put to the witness have 

no apparent relevance to the issue before this 

Court. He must himself confine to his defence, 

if any.
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Arul Chandran

When fraud is pleaded then the defendant's 
hands cannot be tied up, where the defendant is 
trying to establish by evidence that the plaintiff 
herself with others had been conspiring against 
him. We have reached a stage where I an seeking
to establish that the plaintiff had conspired

former 
with two of my/partners in the firm with the
assistance of Cashin to prejudice icy position 
by alleging fraud against me.

(1 disallow this application) 
Cro s s-examinati on (Arul Chandran) (Continues)

I agree that all that was required was 
$110,OOO/- by Dr. Pas.
Q. I suggest to you that there would have been 
no difficulty in getting the I110,OOO/- by creating 
further charges on the land, if you say the land 
was worth more than a million dollars ? 
A. iVhy should I.

Q. I suggest that if that if tihut was possible, 
that Was exactly what your husband /rould have
done?
A. Why should he do so.

Q. Is it not natural that by doing that the land
would not be sold ?
A. tfe did not sell the land to any one.
Q. I put it to you that the value you put to the

land was not correct ? 
A. It is correct.

To 8.30 a.m. 16.9.81
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IN OPES coua-r in the High
This 16th day of September. 1981 Court _____

Parties as before. No *
Plaintiff 1^

Pro 3 3-e xamination (Arul Chandran) Evidence 

(Shown D 7) - The price paid for the land ,u,

appears in this document is $10,200/-. 16th <
September 

Q. Don't you agree that if it was intended for 1981

the transfer to b« in the form of a security on 

that there ought to have been, provision for

10 interest to b« paid ?

A. V/hy should 1 pay interest. I do not know why

interest was not charged. When they came to the

house that day they did not "talk about any interest.

Shown P JO - 31.

Q. I put it to you that there was an agreement

between the 2nd defendant and Pevan prior to the

30.3.74 to sell the land to Suppiah for |220,000/-?

A. How do I know.

Q. I put it to you that Suppiah went to your house

20 on the 30. J. 74- to carry out the terns of the prior

agreement?
A. No. I do not know.

Q. I put it to you that on the 30th March, 1974-

you requested Suppiah to give you one year to 

re-purchase the property ? 

A. No. I never made such request. 

Q. I put it to you because ae was sorry for you. 

he agreed to give you one year to re-purchase the 

property and dictated what is stated in the manu- 

jO script on P 31 ?

A. No, it is not true.

Re-examination Re-Examination

Before the 30th March, 1974- Devan spoke to me 16th September
1981 

about the loan of J3ass and we should put our property

as security for that loan, .'/hen I tvas given by

11V



In the High 
Court_____^

No. 10'
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Tara Rajaratnam
Re-Examination
16th
September
1981
(Cont'd)

the 2nd defendant the memorandum he said "I want 

you to sign some documents" and the 1st document 

he gave ma to sign was the memorandum. lie said 

sign here on the memorandum. Then I took the 

document from him and I read it. As soon as I 

saw the word' transfer I remembered vtoat Devan 

said that it waa a security. I cannot see the 

word security. I told tha 2nd defendant show me 

that it was a security. He then said all right, 

don't worry. Then h.« said don't worry this is 

Just a. security. Ha did not say anything about 

the land itself at that time. He then told the 

Indian gentleman present to take down the 2nd 

defendant's dictation. 2nd defendant then gave 

the memorandum with the manuscript to me. I road 

it. I saw he had written "one year"

Objection - By 3uppiah - These matters should

have arisen in the examination-in-chief. This is
in 

enlarging/the examination-in-chiaf.

Cashin

2nd defendant in his cross-examination Went 

into what happened at the houae with the greatest 

of detail. lie read out a prepared questionnaire. 

Counsel has put "^o the witness a series of questions 

such aa"I did not give you any assurances, promises, 

undertaking"and so on. The witness denied. Arising 

from that question and answer I am perfectly 

entitled to ask what were the assurances, promises 

or undertaking.

(Objection is disallowed) 

PW 1 - Tara Sajaratnam

iVhen I saw one year I questioned him, why one 

year, then he said"! do not want your land you can 

get it any time you like." Then I felt confident

10

20



_ 42 -

and my husband said help my brother (Dass). in the Hoigk 

Then I knew Suppiah and Jagindar Singh were - 9urt—————_

trusted M~ -JQ

lawyers. I/ggnBttaBi them and Mr. Suppiah said __ ..-,-,.,.

don't worry. Then I signed it. When I use the Evidence
Tar a Rajaxatnant 

word "our property", I mean this that when we Re-Examina.tion-

invite friends to the house, we usually say 16th
September 

"come to our.house". I would not say to them 1981

come to my toacmm land or -co come to my husband's 

house. • Devon borrowed $30,000/- from H.L. Tan 

10 and 810,QOO/- ac stated in D !?• I also repaid 

,130,OOO/- to H.L. Tan and not i$10,900/- as 

stated in i) 16. At the time wnen the land was 

transferred to H.L. Tan, it was not considered 

as being sold, to H.L. Tan. On ro-payiaenc to H.L. 

Tan I considered the land to b« nine. No interest 

was paid to H.L. Tan in respect of this J30,000/-. 

Shown D 6 — The signature on th« document is not 

my signature. At the meeting on the 3^-3«7/*- 

there was no mention by any one of iiedidata. 

20 On 30.3.7'<- Devon did not make any mention of it.

No. 11
PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 

DR. K.S. DASS 
EXAMINATION

In the High
Court____

P'.V2 PW 2 -Dr. K. S. Dass, affirmed, states in English: NoTTi————

Aged 53, I live at 25, Jalan Wanpada, Johorc Plaintiff's
Evidence 

Bahru. I obtained my qualification as a doctor Dr. K.S. Dass

„. v , , ,, . r "T Examination 
in Singapore. 1 had a spoil in London. I went to../-..

London in I960 to gain furthftr experience and do September
1981 

some further study in medicine. Whou I was in

London I met the 1st defendant. It was approxi 

mately in 1962. He was theu a luw student. Vie met 

a couple of tiiaes in London. In 196J I returned 

30 to Malaysia. I believe some ti»« after that the 

1st defendant returned to Malaysia also. He was

then staying somewhere in Century Garden in Johoro



In the High? 
Court_____

No. 11
Plainti'f f; 1 a-,.
Evidence
Drv K*S* Dass
Examination
16th September1
1981 (Cont.»ob>

- 4.3 -

Bohru. ;.'/e net occasionally. Then aome time 

in 1971 ho also moved to Jalan iV'aspada. I became 

more friendly then. He visited me and I visited 

him. I had a clinio in Johore Bahru, in 1973 « 

I conceived the idea of opening a computer centre 

in Singapore, a nodical computer centre. This 

was eventually called regional aedidata centre. 

Wodidata started in 1974, May- Initially it was 

a private company. Later on the instructions

of the Hank it was incorporated. That was appro-
t

Ximately in June, ?,. , 1974. Medidata required 

a lot of financing. I approached friends for 

finance. I also approached the 1st defendant. 

Ho \vas a jjood friend of mine, k good rnan. I had 

valued his friendship because I always thought 

and fait ho was one of the few who wished me well, 

and I was always happy to see him and when he 

prospered. The first time I approached 1st 

defendant for financial help in 1973. I specified 

to him that it was only for a very short period. 

He without much hesitation at all offered his 

help. He then took me to the llongkong & Shanghai 

Bank, Singapore *nd atood guarantee for me to 

draw a sum of approximately 3120,0007-. I believe 

the limit of my overdraft with Hongkong & Shanghai 

Bank was $120,0007- That was a personal overdraft. 

The Bank itself did not specify tne period, but 

I had told the 1st defendant that it was for a

short period. I am a little vague on the exact
• 

period because I do not remember whether it was

for 6 weeks or 6 months.- Since I had no address 

in Singapore, I gave the 1st defendant's office 

address in Singapore i.e. i?ar Hast Travel Organi 

sation at Stamford House, Statement of account was

20

30



issued by the Bank. The 1st defendant sent j^ thft High- 

some of them to me. I am the plaintiff's brother- our ^,_

in-law. Devan was my brother. Devan became the ' °*. .'
Plaintiff! 6

Secretary of Medidata after it was incorporated. Evidence
.Dr. K.S» Pass 

He was not a shareholder. He did not have any Examination—

financial interest in the Company at all, in any 
1 ^th September
1,981 (Copt'd)

form. As Secretary, it was merely a formal appoint 

ment. I drew upon the overdraft. I did not 

receive any letter from the Bank (Hongkong Bank)

no pressing for repayment, I cannot reaembor

receiving any communication from the Bank other 

than a few statements of account handed to me 

by the 1st defendant. The 1st defendant did press 

me to clear the overdraft. He started to press 

for it towarde the end of 1973- At first stage 

it was a friendly reminder. And he stressed that 

I honour my promise to him, that the loan was only 

for a short period. 1st defendant was never 

abusive. He was always friendly, concerned and

20 sympathetic, of 'my state. The other friends I 

approached did not come up with the financial 

assistance. I waa loft to finance the medidata 

concept on my own. 1st defendant's reminder in 

the beginning of 1974, became more insistant and 

frequent. The 1st defendant told me that the Bank 

was pressing him. I do not really remember whether 

the amount of the overdraft at the end of January, 

197* bad reached its limit. I was never shown any 

letter from the Hongkong Bank pressing for payment.

30 The 1st defendant's words were good enough. The 

1st defendant asked whether I o-ould put up any 

security for the sums that I owed.

To 11 a.m.
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1981 (Cont'd)

- 45 -

I told him that the house at Johore Bahru 

I waa living in and the shop-house were mortgaged 

to the Bank; Moscow & . Then I 

suggested the 2nd mortgage to the 1st defendant. 

He said he did not want it. The shop-house is 

where I have 017 clinic. He then asked me again 

whether I had anything else which I could offer 

as security, I told him that I have nothing 

else. He then asked me whether my brother K.V. 

Devon had anything. I told him that he had a 

house in Kulai which to the best of my knowledge 

was also mortgaged, 1st defendant told me to ask 

whether my brother was prepared to help me in 

providing Devan's house as security. I told him 

that I would speak to him and see whether Devan 

was agreeable to putting up the Kulai house as 

security. We then, Devan and I called at 1st 

defendant's office where the 1st defendant asked 

Devan whether Devan would help me. Devan replied 

that he was prepared to help me , but he would 

like to discuss with his wife; the meeting was 

then called off and Devan was asked by the 1st 

defendant to communicate with him. I andDevan 

called at 1st defendant's premises at Johore Bahru. 

That meeting with 1st defendant was some time in 

January, 1974. I and Devan together did not see 

the 1st defendant again after that in respect of 

this security. The 1st defendant after that 

meeting kept pressing me to clear the overdraft. 

The 1st defendant looked upon the overdraft as 

a personal debt to him. He asked me when I was 

going to repay his loan. That in my mind, I always 

agreed that it was a person debt of mine to him.

rtO
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I came to know that 1st and 2nd defendants had jn th£-ltigh

been to the house of Devan at Kulai. Devan Court — ..._

told me. Devan told me that the outcome of Pi " " n-tfitr f «"

the meeting was that the house was to be put up Evid£ne?e
Dr. -K«S. -Bass 

as a security for the loan by the 1st defendant. Exiifiinition

Devan told me this some time in February or March, g ® ? fT?tr 

1974. After that meeting with Devan, the 1st 

defendant kept on pressing me for the repayment 

of the loan. The 1st defendant did refer to me

30 the security given by Devan to him, as something
a 

which he was not really interested as/security.
what 

ButAe really wanted was for me to pay up the

loan. 

Suppiah

Objection - Unless the plaintiff amends the 

statemont of claim he cannot introduce evidence 

relating to para 22(2), (3) and (4) in the statement 

of claim in C.S. 261 of 1977. The issue before 

the High Court, Singapore which was the issue in 

20 G.S. 261/77 is not the issue here. It would be 

deemed to have been abandoned. Principle of 

election. That the 2nd defendant by taking judgment 

in Singapore in respect of the #110, OQO/- had 

elected to treat the payment as payment to the 

use of Dr. Dass and not as a payment by the 

plaintiff in accordance with the memorandum. The 

Singapore judgment was not an unsatisfied Judgment.

I should be given the opportunity to amend my
circumstance a 

defence to say the^^M? in which the court action

ia Singapore came about. In G.S. 261/77 the two 

payments were admitted. In the present one no 

payments had been admitted. If in a statement of

claim you do not admit any payment you cannot adduce
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Examination
16th September
1981 (Cont'd)

evidence that part payment had been made. If 

the Court holds paper Judgment wipes out 

part of the consideration in P 30-31. I would 

have any remedy against Dr. Dass.

Cashin

We are not relying on election. ,te are 

relying on as set out in statement of claim. 

See para 7 of statement of claim. On our argu 

ment for the present moment what they have done, 

was not done in accordance with the terms of 

the memorandum. They never relied on it, nor 

performed their part of the agreement. In 

order to show that they never relied, nor per 

formed their part of the agreement, I am entitled 

to adduce evidence to show this. .Ye would recall 

recounted the part of the overdraft. He has 

given evidence and objected to concerning his 

knowledge of the agreement (memorandum); he hus 

already given evidence that the 1st defendant 

was not relying upon the memorandum, but was 

looking to the witness's debt for payment. He 

was looking at the security at all. Our stand 

is different from the earlier action.

My client also points out that in the 

defence of all the three defendants they pleaded

as a fact, the repayment of the 3121,OOO/-. In
in actual fact 

para 15 they pleadedattio^^BM* of the payment of

i92,000/-. I am now attempting to adduce evidence 

to show that they are not relyins on the memorandum. 

(I disallow the objection).

PW 2 - Dr. K.. S. Dass
Examination-in-chief (continues)

The 1st defendant continued to press me for

10
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the loan. The request to settle the debt j 

went on, continuously. Sometime in 1975 I Court

negotiated with the tloscow Bank to give me 
°*

Plaintiff's

extra credit facilities. Later I talked to Evidenc*
-Dr. K-S. Dass 

the Accountant of the Moscow Bank and explai
ned

the situation where I need to pay a personal 16th 'September
198 ?V (Cent »d) 

debt to a friend of mine who had at the start

of the centre given me considerable help. I 

was obliged to settle this debt, to the 1st

16 defendant. The Accountant of the Bank appeared 

to allow me to use the extra credit, to settle 

the debt, because it was arisen in the proce
ss 

of setting up of the centre. I then told the 

1st defendant that the Bank appears amenable
 

to settle his debt. The 1st defendant then said 

that I should issue a cheque in the name of the 

gad- defendant. The amount due was calculated 

on the prevailing interest rates at that mom
ent 

and also the fact that in settling my overdr
aft 

20 with the Hontjkong Bank, tho 1st defendant had 

lost some money, in that he had to Ibreak the 

fixed deposit in the Bank. When the 1st defendant 

said he had paid the Bank I accepted the fac
t. 

How I know he settled the amount in April, 197^-- 

After April, 1974-* the 1st defendant continued to 

press for payment. He did not give me any reason 

to believe that he was relying on the securi
ty 

of Devan's house. He looked towards me. Devon 

and I worked out the amount due to the 1st

3P defendant on the basis gt interest then prev
ailing

and also the fact that the 1st defendant had
 lost 

some money. 1st defendant did not ask for the
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1981 (Cont'd)

money he lost, by breaking the overdraft, but I 

included it. I made out a cheque , in the name of 

the 2nd defendant. The cheque was not honoured 

by the Moscow Bank. I went and spoke to the 

Accountant and he aaid the Manager overruled 

(Suppiah and others have no objection to this 

evidence). 1'he 2nd defendant then issued a writ 

in the High Court in Singapore. He obtained 

judgment against me. In due course the 2nd 

defendant had the Singapore judgment registered 

in Johore Bahru Court and he obtained an order 

accordingly. That was in May, 1975. After the 

judgment 1 always met the 1st and 2nd defendants. 

They continued to press for payment of the judgment 

sum. They said they would execute it any time they 

please. I agreed. They did not execute it. 

After the judgment the 1st and 2nd defendants 

never referred me to the security on the house 

and the land. In August, 1975 I had a heart 

attack. About a year later Devan had a stroke from 

which he recovered to a certain extent. I

can recall coming to your office some time in
and 

early, 1977. I came with Devan/ the plaintiff. A

European gentleman I remember his name is Mr. Pott 

brought me to Murphy & Dunbar. At Murphy &. Dunbar 

I saw a short fat man. I was informed he was 

Dunbar. I saw Cashin and Pott. Then 

in due course I gave a statement to Dunbar. The 

plaintiff and Devaa were called separately and 

gave their statements. The statements were engrossed 

and I then went and swore my statutory declaration. 

Shown D IJ - Statutory declaration - At page 3 is 

my signature.

£0
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Referred to para 5 - I am not very aure now

whether it was six months.

Referred to para 9 - At the time when I swore

I did not know to whom the land belonged to.

I assumed it belonged to Devan. That is why

the paragraph took that form.

After I returned from England I saw Devan quite

frequently. I visited him and wife at Kulai.

I did not meet the plaintiff often. After the

Judgment was registered in Johore flahru I did not

tell the plaintiff about it, but I told Devan.

I did tell Devan when the judgment was entered

against me in Singapore about it and also when

it Was registered in Singapore. I know that

Devan and plaintiff had been evicted from the

Kulai house. That was at the later part of 1976.

I was aware of the proceedings of the eviction

for the plaintiff and Devan. After the eviction

I did not meet the 1st and 2nd defendants. I

was rather shocked and distressed. After the stroke

Devan was in hospital from 1977 onwards over and
*

over again. The mental capacity of Devan was 

decreasing. His capacity to comprehend was reduced. 

In February 1981 he was taken severely ill, from 

which he never really recovered. About Christmas 

1980 he had slurring of speech and occasioned loss 

of us« of his left hand. It was an indication 

that the blood supply to tisa brain was slowly 

constricted. He had blockage of the blood vessals 

leading to the brain. Before the plaintiff and 

Devan were evicted, I had been meeting them, until 

the early part of 1976. After the commencement of 

proceedings at the Sessions Court in 1976, I di<^ not 

see the 1st and 2nd defendants.

In the High 
Court________

No. 11
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Dr. K.S. Dass
Examination
16th September'
1981 (Cont'd)
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Cross-examination (Suppiah)

I have no idea how Devan paid for the 

property. He already had the property in 1963 

when I came back from England. When the 

pressure to repay the money was on me he wanted 

to sell the property. It was in 1975- He adver 

tised in the papers - Straits Times. He had 

some offers - $3 or 34- per sq. ft. He did not 

sell it. After a while he felt he could get a 

better price because the market was catching up. 10 

He was always making an attempt to sell. He 

stopped trying to sell when the notice to quit 

was given. He did not make attempt to sell in

1973- I do not think he made attempt to sell in

1974-. The plaintiff did not tell me that she was

aware that Devan was going to sell the property

in 1975- I know some documents were signed at

the plaintiff's house at Kulai. Devan did not tell

me who was present when the documents were signed.

He did not tell me the contents of the documents. 20

The plaintiff did not tell me the contents of any

document that was signed. Medidata was a 52

paid up company. Madidata functioned from May,

197* to January 1977. Devan was a dresser so he

knew something about medicine-. Before Medidata

he worked for me at my clinic at Kulai and Johore

Bahru. I spent $800,OOO/- on medidata, to set

it up. I got it from Uoscow Bank. No one else

other than the 1st defendant.

Referred to P 26 - I agree the asset of Medidata 50

was charged to the Bank on 27•10.73' I was given

overdraft facilities by Hongkong Bank on 8.10.73.

I drew about $100,OOO/-. Together with assets
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20

30

oT Medidata I also chargod the Clinic and house 

at Johore 3ahru. Tha $14-9,OOO/- was meant 

primarily for the 1st defendant. It'•is not true 

that I told you that the 314-9,OOO/- cheque was 

to be cs.shod by you and to be given to the 

plaintiff. I deny you said to me that was the 

sum that I owed tha plaintiff. I agree, I did 

consent to you taking judgment against me. It 

is not true that I on my own volition told you 

to take judgment against ma. I did not know 

the cheque will be dishonoured. I came to know 

when you rang me up. I did not tell you that 

if I had the judgment, I would be able to satisfy 

the judgment by drawing on the overdraft faci 

lities at the Lioscow Bank. I agreed to the 

judgment to be taken by you because in" my heart 

I always knew that I owed the 1st defendant. 

I do not agree that I agreed to the judgment 

because that would enable ma to get the overdraft 

from the Lioscow Bank and pay the plaintiff. I 

never said that if you took bankruptcy proceedings
»

against me, Moscow Bank would come to ay aid. 

• Referred to D 1J - Until the plaintiff and Devan 

were evicted I had assured them that the 1st 

defendant was a man of character and kindness 

who would not sink to the level of a petty money 

lender to hit us at the moment. I do not know 

at the time when I made the statutory declaration, 

what it was for. I came to know about it subse 

quently. I came to know that the declaration was 

submitted to the Law Society in Singapore. 

To 17.9.31

In the High 
Court______
No. 11 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence 
Dr. K.S. 
Cro ss-Examinati on 
16th c September 

1981 -(Cont'd)
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Dr. K.S. Dass
Cross-Examination
1?th September
1981 (Cont'd)

- 53 -

IN OPEN COURT 

This 17th day of September, 1981

Parties as before.

PW 2 - Dr. K. S. Dass, on. former oath, states:

Cross-examination (Suppiah) (Continuea)

Shown D 13 - I did say that after the eviction

of Devan and Tara they told me that they had

been listening to what I said about the 1st

defendant right from the start and now they say

you do what we tell you. I am vaguely aware 10

that the property waa changed to Chung Khiaw

Bank at Kulai before the JO.3.7^. I do not know

the particulars of the charges. I am not aware

that on or about the 10.3 • 74-, my brother wantedt

you and the 1st defendant to find out whether the

property could be charged for an increased amount,

in order to help me out. I am not aware that

only when the property could not be charged

for an increased amount did my brother agre« to

sell the property to you. 20

Cross-examination (Chin)

Q. I put it to you that that the 1st defendant

agreed to Stand as your guarantor with the Hongkong

Bank for a period of 3 weeks only as requested

by you?

A. I do not think that it is*true that it was for

three weeks. I did ask from the 1st defendant

for a loan before he agreed to stand as guarantor.*•

Q. I put it to you that after the 1st defendant

refused to give you a loan that he suggested that 30

he would introduce you to the Hongkong Bank to

arrange for the Bank to lend you the money instead?

A. The 1st defendant did not state that he refused
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to give me the loan but he said "I will arrange 

with the Bank to give you the loan." and he 

would stand as guarantor.

Q. I put it to you that the loan was required 

by you for three weeks because you told the 1st 

defendant that a house belonging to you in 

Singapore which was registered in your friend's 

name was in the process of being sold at the time? 

A. It is not true. I do not have a house in 

Singapore registered in someone else'3 name. 

Q. I put it to you that three weeks after the 

guarantee was given, the 1st defendant inquired 

from you about the guarantee and you told the 1st 

defendant that the property belonging to you, 

registered in your friend's name had been sold to 

a non-citizen and permission had to be obtained 

from the Government to enable the purchaser to 

own the property?

A. I do not know anything about this. 

^. I put it to you that after 3 or 4- weeks further 

the 1st defendant asked you about the purchase 

money in respect of your property and you told 

the 1st defendant that your friend in whose name 

the property was registered had disappeared and

you. were looking for him ? 
A. I deny that.

Q. I put it to you that after another 10 days or 

thereabout, that you told the 1st defendant that

you could not find your friend? 
A. I deny that.

Q. I put it to you that the 1st defendant then

asked you to lodge a Police report ?

A. No, not such suggestion was ever made.

In the High 
Court______

No. 11
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Dr. K.S. Dass
Cross-Exam ±nati on
1?th September
19ST'(Cbnt'd)
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Q. I put it you that you told the 1st defendant

that you would be in trouble with the Income Tax

authorities if you were to lodge a Police report,

as you were already having trouble with the

Income Tax authorities ?

A. It is not true, that at the time when the

question is referred to i.e. in late 1373 I had

no problem with the Income Tax Department. It is

not true that I told the 1st defendant that I

would be in trouble with the Income Tax authorities,

if I were to lodge a Police report. I had problem

with the Income Tax authorities in May, 1974.

They investigated me for a period of about 3>t years

going into the details of every aspect of my

previous earnings", bank account, properties and

investments.

Q. Is it not true that since you were investigated

upon in 1975 that you must have been anxious

about your tax situation ?

A. I have no reason to be anxious about in late

1973.

Q. I put it to you that you then told the 1st

defendant that you were looking for other sources

for financial -help?

A. I was always looking for financial help, not

in relation to the episode.

Q. I put it to you that you told the 1st defendant

that an Indonesian gentleman was going to l«nd you

some money?
A. I deny that.

Q. I put it to you later you told the 1st defendant

that the Indonesian gentleman's mnc son had been 
kidnapped in Singapore ?

10

20

30
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A. I have no idea about that.

Q. I put it to you that you told the 1st defendant
that the Indonesian gentleman had to pay ransom
for his son's release and as a result the Police
were investigating?
A. I have no idea about what he is telling about.
Q. I put it to you, you told the 1st defendant
that as a result of the Indonesian gentleman
having paid ransom money his bank account was
frozen?
A. I have no idea about that.

Q. I put it to you that about five months after

the 1st defendant had given the Bank guarantee

and after the events which I as aforesaid put to

you, the 1st defendant then asked you, what you

intended to do with regard to the overdraft with

the Hongkong Bank ?

A. Those events never occurred and he never asked

me as suggested by you.

Q. I put to you that after three sreeks from the

date of the bank guarantee the 1st defendant

pressed you for the repayment ?

A. No. It has not been a case where he has asked

me to settle with the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank 
but with him.

Q. I put it to you that the property that you were 

offering as security your house in Johore Bahru 

which at that time had been mortgaged to the Bank? 

A. It is true my house was mortgaged to the Bank. 

I agree also that I offered my house as - 2nd 

mortgage to the 1st defendant. 

Q. I put it to you that you offered a property 

belonging to your brother which was registered 

in his wife's name to 1st defendant ?
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A. It is not true that I offered the house nor
did I know that the house was owned by m7

brother's wife.

Q. I put it to you that you told 1st defendant,
you had spoken to your brother about the sale
of the property to anyone, to enable you to
settle your account with the Hongkong Bank ?
A. I did not say anything of that sort.
Q. I put it to you then your brother Devan came

to see the 1st defendant about his property in 10
Kulai?
A. I deny that ay brother went to see the 1st
defendant in that episode aa suggested by you. 
I agree that when the 1st defendant stood as' 
guarantor he did not ask for security.
Q. Bo you agree that he could have asked you for
security?
A. Tes, he could have.

Q. I put it to you that when the 1st defendant
stood as guarantor he did not know of the existence 20
of the property at Kulai ?

A. I do not know what the 1st defendant knew.
Q. Since the 1st defendant had been pressing you,
to settle the overdraft account, could you not
have got another friend as guarantor in place of
the 1st defendant?

A. The 1st defendant waa pressing me to settle the
loan, but not the bank. It is true 1st defendant
waa the guarantor. If there was any action to be
taken it should have been taken by the Bank and 30
not the 1st defendant.
Q. Do you realise that the Bank could have taken
action against the 1st defendant on the guarantee ?
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Caahin

I object. This is a question of law. The

Bank would take no action until the limit of
over 

the/draft mentioned in the guarantee had been

reached. Secondly, the Bank would go against

the principal before going to the guarantor.

It has not been put that five months after giving

the guarantee the limit stated had been reached

and the Bank had notified the principal i.e. the

witness.

Chin

There is no evidence before us as to the 

nature and character of the guarantee. As to 

whether the 1st defendant would stand to the 

position of a primary debtor. We do not Wve the 

terms under which the overdraft account was to be 

operated. It is a moot question as to whether 

the Bank could recall the facilities at any time. 

How could it be said therefore that since the limit 

had not been reached the 1st defendant or witness 

himself could be sued? 

Gashin (Reply)

If there were special terms in the guarantee 

or in the giving of the overdraft, contrary to the 

general principle, which would allow the Bank to 

go to the 1st defendant before the overdraft limit 

had been reached, then it is incumbent on the 1st 

defendant to do two things - (1) to produce the 

document that say so, and(2) to show that the witness 

knew of its contents at the material time.

(I disallow the question) 
Gross-examination (Chin) (Continues)

I do not remember that I drew a cheque for 

840,000/- against the Hongkong Bank in 1974.
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Shown D 18 - Q. Do you agree that you presented

a cheque for 840,OOO/- on three separate occasions

to the Hongkong Bank ?

A. I do not remember the exact details of that

incident. I agree that when I drew on the Bank

for $4O,000/- on the 2nd March, 197* I had already

drawn up to a sum of $119,689.95» which was almost

the limit of my overdraft short of $300/- over.

I agree if there was no money in the Bank the

cheque would not be honoured. I agree when I 10

drew the cheque, I had insufficient funds in the

Bank to meet it.

Q. Why nevertheless did you present the same cheque

for $4O,000/- to the flank ?

A. It was not presented by me. It was presented

by a friend of mine, one Dr. Nair, not a shareholder

of mine. Dr. Nair was the one who presented the

cheque to the Bank on the three occasions not by

me although written out by me. Dr. Hair did not

inform me about the dishonoured cheque when it was 20

presented for the lat time. He did not inform me

on the second occasion. Neither on the third

occasion. Dr. Nair came to see me about the

dishonoured cheque. I did not settle the account

with Dr. Nair.

Q. I put it to you that *• it is not true that

you approached the 1st defendant for a loan in the

middle of 1973 ?

A. I do not agree.

Q. I put it to you that you approached him in the 30

beginning of October, 1973 ?

A* I cannot remember the exact data.
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Q. I put it to you that when tha 1st defendant

rejected your offer of the house afl" a security,

he suggested,'to you that you should put it up

as security to'"the Hongkong Bank instead?

A. No, he did not say such thing.

Q. I put it to you that Devan and you did meet

the 1st defendant at his office in January,

1974- ?
A. It is not true. If that meeting at that

approximate period had not taken place, then the

concept of taking Devan's house would not have

arisen.

Q. Do you consider the sum of $220,000/-in 1976

was a petty sum ?

A. It is not a petty sum.

Q. >'/hy did you say yesterday that he was a petty

money lender ?
A. I did not say it.

To 19.9.81

Ifl OPEN COURT 
This 19th day of September. 1981

Parties as before

PW 2 ~ D**. K « S. Dass

Crosa-examination (Arul Chandran)

The Dr. was Dr. T.P.3. flair. He was not 

helping me in Medidata. He is a bankrupt. I do 

not know whether I owedto Moscow Bank on 31st 

July, 1971 an amount of S1,JOO,000/-. The figure 

today is $2,400,000/-. Prom January, 1974 I had 

not made any payment to Moscow Bank in repayment 

of the loan. '.Vhatever money Medidata received 

were all banked with the Moscow Bank. I have not 

paid the plaintiff anything. If I had the money
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in 1973 and the beginning of 197* I would atill 

have paid the 1st defendaat. I would equally 

have paid the Hongkong and the thing would have 

been discharged. 

Re-examination

I did not know that Dr. Nair had presented 

tho cheque for 840, OOO/- throe time a. I do not 

remember receiving the Bank statement from Hongkong 

Bank at the and of February, 1974. I had reason. 

to believe that there would be funda to meet the 

chaquefor 340, OOO/-. 1 had actually negotiated 

in the presence of my lawyer for the transfer of 

the rights of 20% of the company for the sum of 

^200, OOO/-. The money was supposed to be paid in 

the latter part of February. In the meantime, I 

issued the cheque anticipating the fulfillment of 

the agreement.

No. 12

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 

MD. KEPOL BIN BIDIN 
EXAMINATION

PW 3- Md. Kepol bin flidin, affirmed, states in Malay:

Aged 40, appraiser and auctioneer, residing 

at 37, Jalan aerdeka, Kampong tiajayu, Majidi, Johore 

Bahrui I have valued land before for the purpose 

of the High Court, Johore Bahru. I have been an 

appraiser and auctioneer since 1972. I was a land 

officer, before I became an appraiser. I 'valued Lot 

No. 6025Mukim of Senai, Kulai. I valued the land 

on the instructions of Devan. Tne instruction was 

given somewhere in the early part of July, 1975* 

I made a report dated the 7th July, 1975. The 

valuation was dated 5th July, 1975. Shown P 77 -

I think my valuation of the land at $4. 50' per sq. ft.
up 

which adds/ to $980, 100/- and the value of the

building at J126,000/- was fair and is fair - at 

5 acres.
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Cross-examination (Arul Chandran)

I started working at the Land Office, Batu 

Pahat between I960 and 1968 as a Settlement Officer. 

Then I retired from service in July, 1968. 

Gross-examination (Suppiah - 2nd Defendant)

I have done a course in valuation in land 

acquisition in the Government service in Johore, 

It was in early part of I960. It waa a government 

course. The course was conducted in the Survey 

Office, Johore Bahru. The course lasted 6-month3. 

It Was a full time course. After I960 I attended 

a- seminar in Kuala Lumpur in 1965* That was the 

only, seninar £. attended. It lasted for one week. 

I attended a course in London in May, 1981, for 

a month. I went on my ovm expense. The course 

was conducted in English. The course in London 

was in connection with estate management and 

valuation and also law in connection with land 

matters. The course has to So with land valuation. 

The course related to land in the United Kingdom 

and in general. I naiti will sit for an examination 

.in March next year. After the 1 month I followed 

the course by way of correspondence. J am also 

an auctioneer. I gave my valuation in High Court 

Johore Bahru in 1974. '-That was in 1974. I am a 

land assessor. I have sat before. The evidence 

I Gave was in connection with iand valuation. A 

lawyer called me to give evidence. It was in 

connection with sale of land. It was not an 

acquisition matter. I have never given evidence 

in court in connection with land acquisition. I 

have forgotten the value of the land. I do not have 

th» rile. It w*« aomewhore in Kulai. It ia quite
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far from the land in dispute now. I cannot 

remember the lawyar. It is quite a long tiae 

ago* I do not know who the Judge was. It was 

in Court 1. There was a dispute between the 

vendor and purchaser. I was for the purchaser. 

The purchaser took action against the vendor. 

I do not know the result of the oase. It was 

only laud, without house, ibout 5 acres. The

valuation was dated 5th July, 1975- Date was
was 

not given by any one. I/asked to value the land

in the early part of July, 1975. I was asked 

to value juat 3 days before the 5th July, 1975. 

I on my own Trent to the land and made valuation
/

on the 5th July, 1975. Because I visited the 

sits on 5th July, 1975 » thus the date of valuation 

was given as 5th July, 1975- My valuation report 

was dated 7th July, 1975- It took one to two days 

to prepare the report. I have been paid for the 

valuation, by Devan. I was not aware that the 

land had charges on it when I valued it. I did 

not look at the land, register. Subsequent_£o 

5th July, 1975, I did not visit the land office 

in connection with the land. I was not aware 

that the stamp office had accepted the consideration 

at 3220.000/- on the 5th July, 1975« Before paying 

stamp duty on the land the land ia usually valued 

first by the land officer or appraiser. Then the 

stamp duty is paid based on the valuation. I do 

not know whether the valuation department is 

referred to in this particular case. I used the 

comparative method of valuation. I compare the 

land with the land in the neighbourhood. I do

10
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not have the lot number of the lands I visited. 

It is not in 017 file. I asked from the neigh 

bouring land owners, the price they were prepared 

to sell. I do not have the names of these 

people. I did not go to the land office to 

check on comparison. The land office has no 

record of sales transactions. What I mean is 

that the land office has no record of valuation. 

There are records of land transactions. May be 

there are record of land transactions around the 

area in question. If you want to find out the 

land transactions of a particular case I would 

check from the register in the land office to 

ascertain the history of the land. I know what 

market value means. It is value based on the 

potentialities of the land, the location of the 

land and the size of the land. I have read a 

book on valuation (Witness now wishes to speak 

in English). It is a real estate valuation in 

Malaysia, I have read the book called Property 

Market Report, I960 by the Ministry of Finance. 

It was first published in 1973. I have read some 

other books* So many of them. Market value means 

there is at that particular time a willing buyer 

and willing seller for the land. There were 

willing buyer* for this particular land at that
9

price and at that time. Some developers of mine. 

Friends of mine. I did not convey the names of
•o

willing buyers to Dovan.

I have produced valuation report for public 

auaction and also for Capital Gains Tax for 

income tax purposes and also for getting loans
rtaanoial Inatitjutlona. 7or that purpose I
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had bean to land office to check the title of

the lands and the transaction of the surrounding

land. I did not go to the land office to look

at the title nor look at the transactions of

surrounding land because Devon did not specify

to ae what his intention was. Thia report P 77

was purely to satiafy Qevan. If I had to make

a report for Mr. X on 5th July, 1975 *or the

purpose of getting Bank facilities I would still

have given the same figure. But the report would 10

be more detailed. If it was for the purpose of

getting credit facilities then I would have

inspected th« title at the land office. I would'

most probably inspect with the Planning Department
t

and the valuation office to get some relevant 

facts of the surrounding area.

To 11 a. a. 

Cross-examination (2nd defendant) (Continues)

I say this property is a really high potential 

land. So I asked a few friends who were to be 20 

developers should it be offered for development 

they said thay *ere prepared to accept at W-/- to 

54.50 per sq. ft. I would mention in the report 

for/the Bank the offer. This report is based on 

comparablea. This report is not baaed on comparables. 

I was not aware that the report was to be used in 

a aourt case. Even if it was meant for the court

the figure would still have remained the same. I
• 

do not think by saying that the present value of

the land- and the projected market valua of the 50 

property •• determined by the comparative approach 

is wrong. Because my term of comparative study is
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Bade in general to other pieces of land nearby. 

I asked about 3 or 4 people. I derive my value 

through developers. They will offer to the 

owners at the rate of 20/6 to 30%, on the develop 

ment price. For example there is a property 

which has a potential value for houses in which 

the owner is willing to part with the property 

by getting about 20 to 30% of the development 

value after development. I arrive at the figure 

based on this oaloulation. In 5 acres 20 

terraced houses could be built in an acre. There 

would be therefore 100 terraced houses. Each 

house can be sold at &20,000/- to $30,000/-. It 

was an agricultural land. No sub-division approval 

had been obtained. I do not know whether Pevan. 

had applied to sub-divide tbe land. On the 5th 

July, 1975 when I inspected the land Devan and 

th« plaintiff were staying in the house. I met 

Devan. I did not see the plaintiff. 

(Referred to terms of reference ic P 77) - I 

agree one has to go by comparables to arrive at 

the right value. See page 2 - the assessment 

at $84/-> was given to me by Devan. For the purpose 

of selling the land, the house, and his value 

would be taken into account. It is quite fair 

to add on the sale price, the value of the house, 

because it has economic value. 

(Shown D 19 and D 19A - I am familiar with the 

surrounding. 19 miles from here. 

Shown L 6602. 

Proa9-examination (Chin)

I agree that for tbt purpose of development 

the land has to be set aside for road, drains, 

open spaces. ?or a land of 5 acres, I do not think
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2 acres would bo sat aside for the purpose. In

an acre half tha land would ba given, up for

drains and so forth. 94.30 is what developers

are proparod to sell. $4.50 is tha developed

price. Normally developers do not sell the

land; they sell the houses in which the price

of the land ia included. I mean the value at

$4.50 is the value of the land after conversion

and sub-division. I say the price at 84.50 is

reasonable because there is a buyer, should it 10

be offered to them.

Arul Chandran

$4.50 per set. ft. on the whole land. The 

minimum price per sq. ft. the developer has'to 

sell without -Taking a profit, is $9/-. If the 

developer has to improve on the land by putting 

houses and levelling it, then the n-t^-innim the 

developer has to sell without making a profit is 

more than 89/-» The sub-divided lot can be sold 

at 814,OOO/- to 815,000/- where the area is 20 

1,400 sq. ft to 1,500 sq. ft. How a terraced 

house there can be sold for about 850,OOO/-. I 

do not agree that the cost price is 813»50Q/- 

It should be around 828,OOO/-. The sellin? price 

should be around 830,OOO/- One has to take into 

account also the possibilities of shop houses 

in the front portion. A shop house would sell at 

about 870,OOO/- in 1975* I am aware that there 

is a State Government ruling that 40# of the 

sub-divided area must be set aside for low cost 30 

houses where each house would not be sold for more 

than 815,OOO/-. The Government would allocate
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the purchasers. (See page 3 of P 77) - What 

I said regarding sales transaction is more 

an. opinion. I do not know whether there ;vas 

any transaction in 1975 at $4.50. I 4o not 

think my Valuation is completely wrong. I do 

not agree that 84.50 ia wall above the market 

value.
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20

50

Ra-exaaination - None. 

(.fitnaas released)

PW '*» - M. Coomaraswamy, affirmed, states in English:

Advocate & Solicitor, in Singapore. 

Residing at 6E Gallop Road, Singapore. I am 

presently a partner in the firm of Kumar, Lau and 

Low, Singapore. Up to Juno, 1977 I was a partner 

in RoAjalc & Davidson, Singapore. The 4 senior 

partners at the end.of 1976, were - G.H. Hill, 

Pott, S.K. Tan and myself. 1'he partners held 

regular meetings. I was the managing partner of 

the firm at that period of time. I am aware of 

whatf this case is about. There was a meeting 

of the senior partners of all the four I mentioned 

about the end of 1976. At the meeting one of the 

partners brought to the knowledge of the three 

other partners that there was an allegation that 

one of the Junior partners one Arul Chandran, the 

3rd defendant here, was involved in what was 

described aa scandalous land deal, by the 3rd 

defendant, in Zulai. A/a .a result I was instructed 

lay one of the senior partners to investigate into 

the allegation. I did. On the 3.2.77 Hill had 

retired from the partnership. On that day Pott
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was the senior partner. On the 3.2.77 he 

called a meeting or all the partners of Rodyak
M

& Davids on. There was a meeting on that day. 

At that meeting I was present. The 3rd 

defendant waa also present. Mr. Pott also was 

present. Mr. Pott handed certain documents to 

the pamters present. Mr. Pott took notes of

the questions and answers given and the questions
3rd 

were directed at the 3rd defendant. The/defendant

replied to those questions. On the 4th February, 

the next day there was a further meeting. It 

was a continuation of the earlier meeting. 

To 2.30 p.m.

PVJ*-
(Examination-in-chief ) ( continue a)

At the meeting on the 4th February, 1977 

the first thing that happened was to go over the 

notes of the 3rd which had been typed, which had 

been distributed to the parties. As these were 

read over, there were corrections made by Pott, 

in his own hand. I knew the handwriting of Pott 

very well. After the corrections, the notes were 

rephotd'stat'ed on the subsequent day. The partners 

were then given a copy. In the notes the chara 

cters in the story were abreviated by giving 

them letters. The key to the abreviations was 

written out by me in my own hand. Notes were 

also taken of the meeting of the 4th February. 

These notes were typed out and photostated. I 

was given a oopy of the photostated notes. Mr. 

Pott is now in the U.K. I do not know precisely 

where he is. He retired in June, 1977 and he 

emigrated. He had left Australia and gone to the 

U.K. These are the photostat copies of the notes.
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Aral Chandran

I object to the production. 1st ground - 
I do not mind it going on. They should be put 
in together with the complaint by the witness 
and S.K. Tan and drafted by Cashin, together 
with my reply. Then it will be complete. The 
other objection - these are partnership minutes ' 
which were recorded and treated confidentially 
which one must attribute to such minutes. Neither 
there, nor now, have I as a partner given my 
consent. I can say there are also other partners 
who have not given their consent. So the Court 
is entitled to use, especially this is not a 
claim by the witness against me, its discretion. 
Especially use the witnesses appearing as a 
witness for my adversary. I am prepared to let 
it go in. I have a copy of the complaint and 
reply and the notes. 

Cashin

I am not going to produce the complaint to
t

the Law Society of Singapore by the witnesses and 
S.K. Tan because they are completely irrelevant 
to this trial. There has already been a lengthy 
cross-examination of the plaintiff by the 3rd
defendant, directed towards trying to discoversome of 
how/the partners got the informatioa which formed
the basis of the complaint. The*Court has already 
ruled that this is all irrelevant and it was also 
ruled that they have not pleaded it. The complaint 
and the 3rd defendant's reply to the complaint are
completely irrelevant to these proceedings, except

as 
statements made by the parties/to the facts, so
far as the event concerning the statement of claim 
and the defence are concerned. That is why I did
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not object to the statutory declaration, of

the plaintiff, Devan and Dr. Dass going in.

In the same way what the 3rd defendant said

at these meetings is irrelevant because it

relates to the event pertaining to the statement

of claim and the defence. So far as the 2nd

objection is concerned, I know of no Law on

decided case which makes admission made in such

meetings privileged. The ordinary rules of

evidence of those meetings must apply. I seek 10

to have the statement admitted under section 32 (b)

and (h) of the Evidence Act.

Reply

I require the complaint to come in because 

they match up with the notes. Lindley on Partner 

ship. Page 335 •••• Edition. 

Suppiah

I refer to para 28 of the defence. The 

defence says the allegations were made by the 

plaintiff only after 9-8.76. So what ig being 20 

sought to be introduced which is well after 

9.8.76 is therefore irrelevant. 

Caahin

.'/e have looked at the defence - Tar a, Devan 

in the eviction proceedings. I have already 

drawn the Court's attention to the fact that 

the fraud is spelled out in that defence in the 

Sessions Court action in May, 1976 although the 

word fraud not used. So it is quite wrong for 

the present defendants to say that the allegation 30 

of fraud and undue influence were made only after 

the 3rd defendant obtained an order to evict the
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plaintiff and Devan. The plaintiff hag made 

these allegations from the very beginning.

(The documents are admitted as P 78 and P 79) 

PW V- (Examination-in-chief) (Continues) 

(Referred to page 1 on the lefthand aide) - The 

writing in ay hand was done by me. 

A. refers to Pott 

B. refers to S.K. Tan

C. refers to Arul Chandran (3rd defendant) 

0. - Dass 

E. - Devan

f* - Pathmanathan, a Junior partner. 

J. - Jagindar Singh (1st defendant) 

S. - Buppiah (the 2nd defendant) 

T. - Tara (the plaintiff)

Pott started off by explaining the purpose of the 

meeting.

(Referred to page 2) - The 3rd defendant asked 

whether there are allegations of fraud - the word 

340 in long hand at page 3 was in Pott's handwriting 

"against me" were also in Pott's handwriting. All 

the other corrections made thereafter were 

made by Pott. The answer at page 6 - "I do not

want" was in Pott's handwriting.
e 

Cross-examination (Arul Chandran)

The meeting in which S.K. Tan said the 

allegation was scandalous - (3rd>» defendant has 

no objection to what was purported to have been 

said by S.K. Tan).

I and S.K. Tan could have discussed about your 

scandalous act before the meeting of the senior 

partners. S.K. Tan got the information about the 

alleged misconduct from a solicitor1 in Singapore. 

That solicitor was consulted by a Johore Bahru

In the High 
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Gross-Examitiati on
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lawyer whose name I do not know. '.Te did not 

call you in the first instance because we had 

to discuss it among the senior partners. I

obtained certain documents from Johore Bahni 

solicitor - from Ho Thiam Cheh. I also 

obtained some Court documents and some documents 

relating to transfer of property. I handed them 

to V\r. Pott. It took some time. Could be a 

month or so. Then all the parties excapt the 

5rd defendant had a lunch meeting, at vihich 

Mr. Pott distributed copies of the documents 

I handed to him earlier. The meeting was at 

Raffle's Hotel, at a private Hotel. Between 

the handing o,vor and the meeting at Raffle's, 

it was a short time. It was one or two weeks. 

I cannot remember anything specific I did. I 

cannot remember, but there could have been a 

meeting of the four senior partners before the 

meeting at Raffle's. By that time the four had 

been reduced to three with the retirement of Hill. 

I received the'-document from Ho some time in 

January,. 1977- The meeting at Raffle's could 

have been on one Jlst January, 1977. - cannot 

remember vrheiher I met the plaintiff with or 

without Pott and S.ft- Tan before the meeting at 

Rodyak t Davidson. The first time I met the 

plaintiff was when she arrived at Rodyak & 

Davidson with her husband. 

Q. I put it to you that you are lying that you

had seen the plaintiff the first time only when 

she came to Rodyak & Davidson with her husband?

2C
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A. I am not lying. I still believe that was the In the High
Court- 

first time I met her. The meeting at Rodyak & ————————-
No. 13 

Davidson could have been at one of the conferen
ce pia£ntiff*s

rooms we had in Pott's room. There were two Evidence
M. Coomaraswamy 

reasons why I did not call you when the plainti
ff ."Cross-Examination

19th September 

Dasa and Dev--n and the three of us th-» partners
 1981

were discussing about you. One was that Potts 

(3rd defendant has objection to what Pott said)
 

being the senior partner advised that Tara, Das
s

10 and Devan should be taken to see Cashin first s
o 

that he could objectively ascertain the facts f
or 

ua. He thought it was fair for Arul Chandran to do 

that first. Secondly Pott said it is no use asking 

Arul Chandran because he would deny it any way.
 I 

was guided by the senior partners, We agreed to 

the step taken. I do not know that Cashin and you 

were bitter enemies. I know Arul Chandran and 

Cashin were in Court in Singapore and in the co
urse 

of Court proceedings there used to be fights - 
I

20 mean unfriendly words exchanged in the heat of 
the 

moment. I had bitter fights with Cashin myself 

in Court. And in fact for some time we stopped 

talking to one another. I do not regard him as an 

enemy or did he. There was no hatchet to burry 

as far as you are concerned. We believed in taking 

any other solicitor who strived to protect our 

respective client's rights. We had very good 

relationship with every law firm in Singapore 

including Drew & Nappier. In fact Drew & Nappier

30 acted for Eodyak & Davidson. We used Donaidson & 

Burkinahaw in some matters. We retained David 

Marshall's firm in some cases.
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In the High 
Court
No. 13
Plaintiff's
Evidence .
M. Coomaraswamy
Cross-fcxam inat ion
20th Septemoer
1981

IN OPEN COURT 

This 20th day of September, 1981

Parties as before

PV k - on former oath, states:

Cross-examination (3rd defendant) (Continues)

Pott accompanied Devan and Dass to Murphy 

& Dunbar. Cashin then did not revert to me 

after that. I am not aware of any document 

handed to me by Pott at that stage. I cannot 

pin-point to the precise time when the statutory 

declarations were received by Rodyak £ Davidson. 

There was a time when the senior partners 

decided to take counsel's opinion in Malaysia 

and for a ^.C. who was then in Singapore, .'to 

may have then received the declaration by the 

plaintiff. 

Caahin

What is the relevance of all this. See D5. 

The plaintiff had made the allegation against the 

3rd defendant before the meeting with the witness. 

3rd defendant - There is no allegation of fraud 

in the affidavit of 26th July, 1976. It is but 

a fact that the affidavit by the plaintiff D 5 

had been served on me. We are not even sure 

whether it was served on my solicitors. On the 

6th of September there was a hearing before the 

High Court, Johore Bahru where the plaintiff was 

represented by Majid and P.K. Nathan. Suppiah 

represented me. That hearing lasted three days. 

I have the notes of evidence, there was no alle 

gation of fraud canvassed by the plaintiff. Two 

counsel at that hearing. That hearing before the

High Court was in respect of notice for stay of

10

20

30
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execution of the Sessions Court order for 

eviction. Alias affidavit of the 29th August, 

1976 in support of the Motion does not allege 

fraud. The affidavit by the plaintiff made on 

26.7.76 was in respect of the extension of the 

caveat which she had filed against the property. 

It wa.« not served on me - (Subra Naicker says 

that the application 95 of 1976 for the extension 

was not pursued because the hearing was fixed 

after the time for applying to extend the caveat 

i.e. one month had expired). (Suppiah says he 

cannot remember (since he was acting for 3rd 

defendant) whether the affidavit was served on him). 

In this affidavit D 5 there is no allegation of 

fraud against ma. '.That I am trying to establish 

from this witness is that this witness had the 

statutory declaration of the plaintiff, Dass and 

Devan in his possession, soon after they had

been made. And these statutory declarations were
complaint 

being used not to make a/MMMB against me at

that stage, but to expel me from "the partnership 

of Rodyak & Davidson. tfhen he (the witness) 

failed to do that the statutory declarations were 

used to make a complaint against me to the Law 

Society of Singapore. They also used the Notes 

P 78 and P 79. The Court will recall when the 

plaintiff gave evidence, she said she did not 

know the reason or purpose for which the statutory 

declarations were required, or going to be used. 

What I am leading to is that; this witness was using 

the plaintiff against me, rather than for any other 

purpose at that stage, One must remember at that

In the High 
Court____

No. 13
Plaintiff's
Evidence
M. Coomaraswamy
Cross-Examination
20th September
1981 (Cont'd)
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Cross-Examination
20th September
1981 (Cont'd)

time the defence in the Sessions Court case 

was in the witness's possession. In the defence 

in the Sessions Court, it was said I was not a 

bona fide purchaser for value. The witness was 

attempting to obtain from me evidence to suppo
rt 

that fact, i.e. that I was not a bona fide purchaser 

for value, by convening the meeting where I Wa
s 

questioned about pajr.enta made by me for the 

land. Reading through those minutes, one would 

see that the witness and Pott were merely 

concerned about" probing whether I had paid for
 

the land rather than for any scandalous conduc
t. 

I am taking the line to establish from the wit
ness

4

all these statutory declarations and others an
d

meetings were directed for this main purpose i
.e.

for providing evidence for the plaintiff in this

case. At that stage there was a bitter dispute

among the partners, mainly between the witness
 and

myself.

Reply - Caahin

The record from the Court show that the 

motion and affidavit were served on Suppiah. 

3rd defendant says there is no allegation of 

fraud against him in the affidavit of the plai
ntiff 

D 5. But see paras 12, 13 , 1* and 15 as underlined 

as early as 26th July, 1976, six months before 

the events related by this witness. We now know 

the affidavit D 5 as served on 2nd defendant. 

From what was alleged to the defence in the 

Sessions Court suit where fraud was indirectly
 

alleged (see para 7 of the defence in relation
 to 

section 340) enlarged by D 5» it is unbelievab
le 

all the defendants did not know, that fraud wa
s
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being.alleged against them as early as July, 
1976, well before the event the witness is 
talking about. The 3rd defendant is saying 
he is trying to attack the credibility of the 
witness. If he left it at that it is Just 
possible, that the questions he asked would be 
relevant; but he do«a not leave it at that. He 
goes on' to explain but what he io trying to 
show is that the motive of the witness and Pott 
vra.8 ta get him out of the partnership of Rodyak 
and Davidson. He is also trying to show that 
Pott and the witness were trying to help the 
plaintiff by getting the 3rd defendant to make 
the statement regarding the paymeut by the 3rd 
defendant for the land, in respect of the transfer 
to him (3rd defendant) all of which is irrelevant. 
It will be relevant if he alleges that Pott and 
Cooraaraswamy for the purpose of expelling him 
from Rodyak and Davidson fabricated P 78 and P79 
and he denies having said he did not pay. In 
thof case it is relevant all that is being asked. 
Suppiah

See para 7 of the defence, in the Sessions Court 
case. Para 7 does not suggest tKat the defendant 
is pleading fraud; it is suggesting that the 
transaction was void because it vraa obtained by 
improper means. 

Arul Chandran

I am not denying that the meeting took place 
and I was questioned, and the answers were given 
by the questions were put as in that document - 
P 78 and P 79. I am not saying that P 78 and 
P 79 were fabrioations by Pott and the witness. 
But I want to impeach his credi-t'. But I can impeach
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his credit unless I hivo certain liberty in 

cross-examination of the witness to establish 

those areas of fact which would permit me to 

impeach his credit. 

Court

Q. flhat is the effect of having impeached his 
credit?

A. Twofold - one to use the evidence to show the 

contradiction between the witness's evidence 

and his complaint to the Law Society of Singapore 

and secondly to light up the contradictions 

between his evidence and the plaintiff's evidence 

to enable me to submit that the plaintiff's 

evidence should be believed by this Court, but 

the effect"of that impeachment is not intended 

to affect the statement made by me in P 78 and 

P 79 where I had admitted that I did not make 

any payment to Suppiah in respect of the transfer 

to me. 

Cross-examination (Chin)

Ho Theam Cheh gave the documents. 

Re-exg™ination - None. 

(Witness released)

10

20

No. Ht
PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 
DAVID FCO YONG SIAH 

EXAMINATION

No. 14 PW 5 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence 
David Foo 
Yong Siah 
Examination 
20th September 
1981

PW 3 - David Foo Yong Siah, affirmed, states in 
English:

I am with Chung Khiaw Bank, Kulai. Reside 

at 87, Jalan Kedidi, Taman Damai, Kulai.. In 1974 

and 1975 I was not with Chung Khiaw Bank. I waa 

there only since May, 1980. I have brought with 

me the correspondence regarding the land at Kulai 

the subject matter of this case. I obtained the 

letters from the Bank's official record. I am

150.
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supposed to represent the Bank and they have 

authorised ma to produce the relevant documents. 

Shown P 27 - I have received thia letter. 

Shown P 28 - We sent this letter. Shown P 29 - 

We received this letter. Shown P 32 - Vile sent 

this letter. (The date is 10.6.74). Shown P 33 - 

We received this latter. Shown P 80 - We sent 

thia letter. Shown P 34 - Vfe sent this letter. 

Shown P 81 - We sent this letter. In spite of 

the correspondence between our solicitors and 

Suppiah & Singh there was no discharge made. 

Shown P 82 - We sent this letter. We were 

prepared to give a further charge up to 330,OOO/- 

on the 16th September, 1974. Shown P 83 - .'/e 

received this letter from Devan. Shown P 84 - 

We sent this letter.te Shown P 35 - I see this 

letter. We received the letter. P 36 - I received 

this letter. Shown P 37 - '^e sent this letter. 

Shown P 38 - I sent this letter.

To 2.30 p.m.

PW 3

Shown P 39 - We sent this letter. Shown P 40 - 

We received this letter. I do not have the post 

script typewritten referring to the ... 

Shown P 41 - We sent this letter. Shown P 42 - 

tfe received this letter. Shown P 4-3 - We received 

this letter. Shown P 44 - We sent this letter. 

Shown P 85 - We sent this letter. Shown p 86 - 

We r«c«ived this letter. Shown P 87 - Y/e sent this 

letter. Shown P 88 - We received this letter. 

Shown P 89 - We sent thia letter. Shown P 46 - 

We received this letter from Suppiah. It is dated

In the High 
Court

No. I** 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence 
David Foo 
Yong Siah 
Examination 
20th September 
1981 CCont'd)
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22nd June, 1975 - (Suppiah concedes the correction

was made by him). 5hovm P 47 - >Ve sent this

letter. It can be inferred that the overdraft

had been reduced to 390,893-49, that payment

had been made earlier to reduce the overdraft.

Shown P 90 - I have seen this letter. We

received it. I am not sure about the enclosures.

But it would appear on the face of it that we

have received. Shown P 53 - I <io not have the

documents here. Shown P 91 - We sent this letter. 10

Shown P 58 - #e received this letter from Yow .&

Chin. Shown P 60 - We sent this letter.

Cross-examination (Suppiah)

Shown P 43 - We sent this letter. The over 

draft on the 26.6.75 was 390,OOO/- We will be 

able to say by looking at the ledger how the over 

draft was reduced. There were shares pledged by 

JJevan as collateral security. I have the document 

to short the amount of shares which had been returned 

to Devan. This is the document - D 20. I believe 20 

the shares were pledged to cover the overdraft. 

The amount of shares pledged with us co$ld be more 

than what is stated in 0 20. D 20 may represent 

only part of the shares pledged with us. Shown 

P 45 - I agree that P 45 suggests that a fourth 

charge was rejected by the land office because of 

the caveat by Suppiah. Shown P 49 - We received 

a copy of tiia letter. Shown P 47 - 

Q. Why was it that in P 47 the overdraft was shown 

to be 590,8937- whereas in P 49 it waa shown to be -JQ

ft. It could be the overdraft limit in June, 1975 

was 480,OOO/- so together with the 4th charge plus

152.
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another limit of 830,OOO/- against the shares 

pledged the amount was raised to 8140 $ 000/-. The 

registered owner on the 28th June, 1975i when 

P 49 was sent was the plaintiff. I believe 

that when P 49 was sent only three charges were 

created up to the amount of 880,OOO/-. Generally 

the Bank would give loan to the extent of 60% 

of the value of the land. This is only a guide 

line. But the percentage of advance aay never 

theless be increased to 70% to 80% depending upon 

the financial standing of the borrower. It would 

even go up to 100% depending upon the financial 

status of the borrower. Before we issue the loan 

we make our valuation of the land. The land 

charged to the Bank was about one mile away. 

Devan's aocount was closed. I do not know when. 

The borrower himself can bring a valuation report. 

We have a panel of valuers. At the moment it is 

G.H, Williams, Jordan Lee and Jaafar. They are 

chartered surveyors. 

Cross-examination (Arul Chandran) -

.Shown P 49 - There is nothing in my file to 

indicate that the Bank Manager has requested for 

redemption of the sum of 3140,OOO/-. Originally 

the limit was 880,OOO/-. '<Ve advanced a further sum 

of 830,OOO/- against the shares but because the 

stock market price at the end of 1973 had gone 

down so the shares pledged to us were therefore 

below th« original limit, We therefore might have 

suggested to Devan to have a further charge of up 

to 830,OOO/- to cover the stock in the stock market. 

In April, 1973 the total value of the shares
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pledged was 8110,OOO/-. This is shown in D 22. 

I have the number of shares pledged to 
the Bank 

in October, 1974. It is shown in D 2J.

Caoaa-examination (Chin) - No questions. 

Re-examination (Cashin)

It is true that although the person may
 

aak for an overdraft of $30,OOO/- agai-
^t the 

security of his property, it does not n
ecessarily 

reflect the overdraft as 6056 of the val
ue of the 

property or to put it in another way a
 person 

may'put up a security for a loan, altho
ugh the 

value of the land far exceeds the amoun
t of the 

loan. No professional valuation was made of 
this 

land in respe'ct of any of the ohurgea. 
We only 

have the Manager's own .valuation, which
 may not 

necessarily be correct, at 8258,OOO/- The 

Manager's valuation tends to be on the 
conservative 

side. Thare was no separate account for the 

shares pledged. The 4-th charge was requested 

by us purely for the purpose of coverin
g the 

excess and interest on the overdraft. 
I stated 

that expressly in the letter. It is plain 

conjecture to suggest any reason why Ye
ow & Chin 

asked for. 5140,OOO/- at P 49.
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No. 15

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 

CHONG AH KIN 
EXAMINATION

No. 15 PW 6
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Chong Ah Kin
Examination
21st September
1981

IN OPEN COURT 
This 21st day of September,_ 1981

Parties as before

PW 6 - Chong Ah Kin @ Chong Kin Seng, affirmed, 

states in Eagliuh:

Auctioneer and Valuer, Aged 44, Residing G.04 

¥«J4n.T9Wi Johore Bahru.

On 26.2.72 at the request of Devan I produced 

a valuation of the plaintiff and her husband's
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property at Kulai. This is the report - D 1. 

Before I made the report I went to the land 

in question. I made this valuation in 1972. 

I made another valuation report on the 15th 

October, 1979- This is the report - P 92. 

(Referred to "category") - The category of land's 

use in re'apect of thia particular land at the 

time of my valuation was "building". The gazette 

notification No. 99 dated 9th September, 1965 

was to bring the land within the local authority 

of Kulai. The original category of land use 

before it became "building" was "agriculture". 

By virtue of the gazette notification above, 

the agriculture land became building land, but 

the title of the land remains agriculture. Until 

the land is formally converted into building land 

one continues to pay the premium as agriculture 

land. In 1975 I knew that the Senai airport was 

going to be built. The land in issue is about 

7 miles from the airport. My valuation at $3/- 

is fair. 

Crog's-examination (Arul Chandran)

I am objecting to the admissibility of this 

report because it has not been pleaded. They have 

only pleaded that the land was only valued at 

51,000,0007-. 

Caahin

It is true that we have pleaded the property 

was worth 81,000,000/-. This is still our stand. 

We are perfectly entitled to adduce evidence if 

tht evidence does not support our stand that the 

Valuation is $1,200,OOO/-. This report is merely

In the High 
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21st September 
1981
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eridence which we are entitled to adduce to 

support our stand that the valuation at the

material time was $1,200,000/-. In the same way
that
the defendants are going to call Mr. Param to

give his valuation; I am not going to object 

to it because they are perfectly entitled to the 

$1,200,000/- and to say that it waa the proper 

value at the material time. We have already 

admitted D 19 - Param'3 schedule of prices and 

the plan. 

Arul Chandran

If a solicitor wishes to rely on a report 

then he is calling evidence to produce the report,
/

it must be made available to the other side before 

the close of pleadings. I have no authority to 

support this contention either under the rules 

or the decided cases, now. Are they producing 

evidence to support the valuation of 81,200,0007- 

or to contradict it, because this report does not 

support their valuation.

(I disallow the objection)

The Court adjourned at this stage for half-an- 

hour to enable the parties to have a look at the 

valuation report. Suppiah also at this stage 

tenders his valuer's report. 

Cross-examination (Suppiah)

I am a licensed appraiser and auctioneer. 

I am giving a valuation. I am termed as 

"pentaksir" in the licence. D 24. It is for 

this year. I obtained my licence in 1971• Before 

1971 I was manager of a finance company. I was not 

a government servant. I was a land owner. I was

10

20
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X was the proprietor as wall as the manager 

of the company. The finance company bought

and. sold land. I havo not attended special
not 

course. I have/attended any course at all. I

am a B.Sc - Science Hanyang University, Singapore. 

Uy qualification as a valuer i» essentially one 

of experience. I have no paper qualifications. 

I am an auctioneer as well. I have nut given 

evidence in Court at any tine. I prepared P 92. 

It was prepared on the 15th October, 1979- I 

was instructed by Subra Naicker on behalf of 

Davan to make the report and I used the 

comparative method. I checked up with surrounding 

lands. I compared with a land C.T. 13809 Lot 

6017 Mukim of Senai, Kulai, covering an area of 

4ac. 5rd. 37 poles - half-a-mile from the subject 

land on the same side of the road as the subject 

land. It is further away from Johore Bahru than 

the subject land. I have not checked with the 

land office regarding this land. -The owner of 

the J.and is one of my clients. It is Tai Kuay 

Enterprises Sdn. Had.. The company's director came 

to me te ask me to make a valuation of their land. 

1 have the sub-divided lot report of these com 

parable lands with me. I am not sure whether I 

can produce the report of the 4 acres. The 4 acres 

had been sub-divided into 32 lots. It does not say 

in my report when it was sub-divided. The date 

of the report is 29th iiarch, 1975. '-Hae land was 

sub-divided in 1973 - 7*. Buildings had come up 

some time in 197^. It was compl«t4d by 1975. Not 

more than Wfa was set aside for public purposes.
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1 valued it at 815/- P^>r sq. ft. for shop house

on the 29th March, 1975. At that time there was

no setting aside for low cost. I had 20 units
of shop houses. The others were terraced houses

double-storey. There were altogether 32 units

including shop-nousss. I valued the terraced

houseg at fr4/- per sq. ft. The building area

of the shop-house is 23 ft X 46 ft. The land area

for eadishop house is 20?0 sq. ft. including the

building area. I have not mentioned in vsj report 10

the area of the terraced houses. Usually the

terraced houses the total land area is smaller

than the total area of a shop-house except corner

house. I cannot remember tho value of the land

before the sub-division. Shown D 19 - The land

I referred to is marked X in P 19. This was

formerly Lot No. 6017- The owner developed the

land. Ify valuation in P 92 is baaed on the land,

not sub-divided and I gave the value in 1975 as

at 83/~ per sq. ft. I have no comparables. I 20

cannot comment on the sale of 6021 and 6022

because I do not know the condition of the land.

I cannot remember whether I went to the land

office. I do not have the notes. I threw away

the notes mostly. The report was only meant

for Devan, plaintiff and Subra Naicker. If I had
to make a valuation for the Bank, I would have

given the same valuation. By saying that this
report shall be utilised for private reference
purposes only, I am not saying ay report is 30
false. If it had been for the Bank I would have

said ao for the mortgage purposea. I would have

158.
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given the sane valuation report even if it is 

for mortgage purposea. Shown 1st paragraph - 

it is 31st July, 1975• The annual rent is 

valued at tflOO/- per annum. Referred to 

"Category" at page 1 - I have not seen the 

gazette notification. I came to know of it on 

the 15th October, 1979- See neighbourhood data - 

See page 4- of valuation. The offset of the 

Town Planning Act is good. I have no evidence 

of transaction for land. I know Kepol. I have 

not spoken to him. I referred also to the 

legal firm of my brother for transactions and 

other legal firms. I cannot remember what 

transactions I had checked with the legal firms. 

The 32 or 83 was based on transactions on Lot 

6017 and other lands. I have also gone to Kulai 

to make other investigations. I cannot remember 

the people I met. I cannot remember the lot 

numbers of other lots. Shown D 1 - I recommended 

development. I based it on a potential for 

building. VThen I gave the report, the land was 

not gub-divided. I valued the land at $210,OOO/-. 

The l^ouae has got no value, for the purposes of 

development. We have to demolish it. 

Cross-examination (Chin) - None. 

Cross-examination (Arul Chandran)

tfhen I made the 1st report D 1 I already 

knew about the gazette in 1966. After the sub 

division and building of ths terraced houses, I 

valued the land only at 34/- per sq.. ft. for the 

terraced house lots. But I valued the land for 

the shop-houses lot (for the land:only) at 815/-

per s«j.. ft.
to 2.30 p.m.
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Re-e xaminati on
Referring to the comparable lands - I agree

that about 2/Jrd of the total units could

consist of the shop-houses and 1/Jrd of the

terraced houses. Now I saj the average prices

per sq. ft. of the sub-divded area would be

$8/- per sq. ft. If we have to surrender 40#

of the subject lot for public purposes, leaving

60ft, the average value per sq. ft. for the

balance on the basis of 83/- P«r sq. ft. would 10

be about 34.80 per sq. ft. for the subject

matter land. That ia before sub-division.

I have already said that the value per sq. ft.

in comparable land after sub-division ia about

S8/- per sq. ft, without the houses.

In P 92 there ia mention of Johore Land 

Gazette notification. In D 1 there is uo mention 

of the gazette. I first came to know about the 

gazette notification on 15th October, 1979 but 

it came into existence in 1965« I came to know 20 

about the gazette notification only cfter I 

made the search in 1979 regarding the subject 

land. I did not make the search in 1972 because 

it was a simple report, only two sheets. The 

difference in value between 1972 and the report 

made in 1979 was $443,400/-. There is a difference 

of $443,400/- between the two reports, because 

of the booming period of the market of the 

property. The notification which brings the area 

of the subject land has also a bearing on the 30 

enhancement of the value. If the developer is 

going to develop the land he has to pull the 

house down. So for the developer the house has
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tooi no value. But if tiia plaintiff and. Devan 

wished to oontinue living in the house. I 

agree that a potential buyer who ia buying a 

building land with a house on it, would pay 

for the value of the land as building land as 

well for the value of the house.

(Witness released)

No. 16

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE

LIM SENG BOCK 
EXAMINATION

In the High 
Court

No. 15. 
Plaintiff's,- 
Evidenoe 
Chong Ah Kin 
Re-Examination 
21st September 
1981,(Cpnt'd)

PW 7

10

20

30

PW ?'- Lim Seng Book,- affirmed, states in English: 

Advocate & Solicitor, No. 4, Lorong 1, 

Jalan Tainan Melody, Johore Bahru. 

I am the sola proprietor of Yeow &. .Chin. In 

1974- and 1975 I was an assistant in the firm. 

Yaow was a senior partnar. In end of 1974 and 

1975 I cannot recall having geen 1st defendant 

at the office of Yeow &. Chin. I have been sub 

poenaed to give the file in connection with 

the chargea by the plaintiff on the land. Shown 

P 85 - I have this letter. We received it on 

the 8th February, 1975 from Chung Khiaw Bank. 

Shown P 93 - tfe sent this letter." Shown P 86 - 

:'/e Jent this letter. Shown P 87 - ^e received 

this letter from the Chung Khiaw Bank. Shown 

P 88 - We sent this letter. Shown P 94 - We sent 

this letter to Devan. Shown P 95 - This was 

sent by us to the Pesurohjaya Tanah dan Galian 

(P.T.G.). This is forwarding the titles for 

registration. Shown P 4-5 - This letter was 

received by us from the.^P.T.G. saying that the 

registration is rejected. I do not know the reason 

why it was rejected. Shown P 4-7 - Me received 

this letter. Shown P 48 - We received this letter 

from Suppiah & Singh. Shown P 49 - This is sent

No. 16
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Lira Seng Bock
Examination
21st September
1981
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by ua. I do not know why our firm wrote asking

$140,OOO/- when in P V? the amount owed was

890»000/-. The matter was handled by my late

partner Mr. Yeow. I cannot reoall having sean

the plaintiff before. I do not know £. V. Sevan.

Our firm waa^ on the panel of solicitors acting

for Chung KM aw'Bank.

Q. If XTZ goearto your firm and you are going to

attest the signature of that person on a charge

where you are acting for the Bank, do you regard 10

yourself as acting for the testator?

A. Prom my experience, we act for both parties.'

If the client requires the charge to be explained,

we would read the contents of the charge to the

client. We would send a bill for attestation or

the charge. In such circumstances the Bank would

look towards the chargor to pay the fees in any

event. The fees would be on the full scale for

the charger as well as the chargee. Even though

I have not seen the chargor and of the instructions 20

for the preparation of the charge came from the

chargee and the only occasion we saw the chargor

was at the attestation by the chargor, we would

still send the bill for the full scale fees based

on the amount of the charge to be paid by the

chargor. This is the bank policy. It is the

normal practice for the chargee's fees to be paid

by the charger. Shown P 49 - I do not know of

my own personal knowledge whether a'copy was sent

to the plaintiff. Shown P 50 - 'ffe received this 30

letter. I know what telephone conversation

transpired between Teow and Suppiah. I do not know
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of any incident where the Bank would be prepared 

to transfer property to a 3rd party subject to 

existing charges by the transfer with the Bank. 

Normally there would have to be a discharge. If 

the transferee wishes to borrow, ha has to make 

a fresh charge.

IN OPEN GOUBT 
This 22nd day of September, 1981

Parties as before. 

PW 7 w °a former oath, states 

Examination-in-chief (continues) 

Shown P 37 - My firm sends the letter. I do not 

know at all whether Devan attended to my office 

in response to this letter. \Ve have no record 

of his attendance. If he had not attended, in 

the normal course of events, we would have sent 

another letter. But there is no record. This 

is just an assumption. Shown P 52 - Us sent 

this letter - (Suppiah concedes he received 

this letter). I do not know what transpired 

between Yeow and Jagindar Singh o"n the telephone. 

Between 28th June and 1st July - (See P 49, P 52) 

there was no record of my firm having received 

any instructions from the Bank clarifying what 

was in fact done on the overdraft account. It 

seems that by the 1st July, 1975 the $92,000/- 

in P 52 is the actual amount of the debt due from 

the plaintiff to the Bank. 'The 3140,OOO/- is 

supposed to be the actual amount owed. Shown 

P 54- - I do not have any record that this letter 

had actually been received. But the letter is 

in our file. I mean actually received - I refer 

to the date and time normally stamped by us on

In the High
Court
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Evidence
Lim Seng Bock
Examination
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1981 (Cont'd)
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Examination
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receipt of the document.

(Shown P 91) - This letter was not endorsed

by us, but it is in our file. We knew at all
relevant
•••MM/times that the chargor was the

plaintiff. I do not know why in P 91 the Bank

has asked me to collect the money from Devan,

when all the time the correspondence disclosed

that payment was to come from Suppiah and Singh.

Shown P 35 - This letter was not endorsed but

it is in our file. This letter must have been 10

received because I can recognise my late

partner's handwriting underneath. There is

no record to say that P 35 A was sent back to

Suppiah. There is no record that it was

received by me a second time. There is no

record that either Suppiah & Singh were in the

office of Yeow & Chin to Sign at the bottom of

the manuscript. What we have is an acknowledgmeat

in P 55 by the firm of Suppiah. Referred to

P 58 - ,Ve sent this letter. Shown P 59 - this 20

receipt for S90/- had never been given to Devan.

If Devan had called at our office we would in

the normal course of things, have given this

receipt to him. this is my personal view - (The

receipt is marked P 59A) - Shown P 60 - My firm

received this letter and the cheque for 891i910/-,

and it has been stamped as having been received

on the, 12th July, 1975.

Court

It is our Bank's policy that we would not 30 

4M^BHV the statement of account of the 

customer, unless it is specifically asked by the 

client or it is asked by his solicitors. Uy
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understanding of the correspondence was that 

Suppiah. & Singh *as acting for the plaintiff. 

Shown P 22 - We were already acting for the 

BaaK at this stage. I only came to know 

about this letter now. (Shown P 51) I infer 

£ron> this letter that Suppiah &, Singh were 

acting for th* plaintiff. Thia ie another 

Letter from which that inference is drawn. 

So 19 P 30. We had given the information to 

Suppiah & Singh thinking that they yr«re the 

solicitors for the plaintiff. Shown P ^9 - We 

are acting for the plaintiff only Ln respect 

of -the charge or discharge only and not in any 

othar capacity. I do not know whether DeVan 

or the plaintiff had ever told us that they are 

retaining us a$ their solicitors. In the circum 

stances in which we acted for the BanK in respect, 

of the charges, we deem the plaintiff also Co be

our client. Shown P 43 - I have no record of
appear 

this letter. Heading the letter it would/as if

suppiah is the purchaser of the property, 

completely and finally. If I had known that the 

property had not been sold to Suppiah I would not 

have handed over the docun»*nt to Suppiafe. 

Cross-examination (.Suppiah)

Shown P 4} - When it says sold subject to the- 

three charges, it mean3 someone hag to pay before 

the charges can be discharged. Jt can be. paid 

by the pxurchaser on behalf of the registered owner. 

Shown P 53 - This is a banlc statement. I believe 

this is a statement ot account showing the actual 

of account of L4€. t Sant Jt91,gi0/- to

In the-High 
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Chung Xhiaw Bank, Kulai. The 25 cents in P 53

is the commission by the Bank. As a result of

the 391,909.75 paid in, Jevan had a balance of

5782.13 as to his credit. /Yhen the charges

are to be discharged, only the Bank attorney

has to sign the discharge of charge, not the

char^or. Sho-.m P 47 - .^e received this letter.

According co this letter, 1 understand it to

mean Devan owed the Bank 390,893-49 on 26.6.75-

Devan was operating the account. It was in his 10

name. Shown P 4-9 - Our firm had asked for

31^0,OOO/-. I knew the registered owner to be

the plaintiff. I do not know why the 3140,OOO/-

was asked by my firm. According to P 47 I am

supposed to collect only 390,OOO/-. P 50 - 'This

is query why we asked for 3140,0007— According

to P 55 we received 392,OOO/-. This is slightly

more than what the Bank asked me to collect.

Shown ? 59 - 'ibis is dated 8th July, 1975- This

is after P 49 was sent. The record of the file 20

does not show anything else in connection with

Devan after the payment of 392,OOO/- was made.

Shown P 43 - It would be that subsequent letters

were also written on behalf of the purchaser.

Grossr-examination (Chin)

It was an inference made by me that Suppiah 

St Singh were acting for the plaintiff. Shown 

P 59A - Sometimes client may come to the office 

and not ask for the receipt. Sometimes even 30 

offered the receipt they are not interested in it. 

Shown P 49 - I do not know whether the inference 

to be drawn is that Devan had asked £or some money 

from the Bank. Bank normally instruct by letter.
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Shown P 83 - I do not have a copy of this latter. Court _____

The Bank did not writs to us aa a result or No. 16

this letter;, The over-payment was about 81.000/- - . , 8JLviaence
after a difference of 6 days after P 4-7 was Lim Seng Bock

Cro se-Exaroinati'on
aont * 22nd 'September' 

Re-examination (Cashin) - Hone. 1 9S1 (Cont'd')

(Witness released)

No. 17

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 
DATO HAJI ABDTJL KADIB 
EXAMINATION

PW 8 PW & - Dato' Haji Abdul Kadir bin Haji Sam Onn, No. 1?
affirmed, states in English: Plaintiff's

Evidence 
IQ Director of Lands & Mines, Johore, Johore Bahru. Dato Haji Abdul Kadir

This is the office search made- by our Depart- _.
22nd September

ment. This is a certified copy - P 96. The search 1981 

report contains all the dealings in respect of 

land C.T. 13818 Lot 6025 Mukim of Senai. On 

7.2.77 a caveat was imposed on this land, by 

Tara Rajaretnam. Shown at page 5- I have letter 

dated 22nd Uarch, 1977. This is letter - P 97. 

This letter was sent to the Collector. I know that 

before P 97 was sent the land had been surrendered 

20 by the last registered proprietor i.e. Arul Chandran 

to the government, the Collector, for aub-diviaion. 

This' letter says to the Collector- not to do anything 

to the land without first obtaining from the said 

Tara Rajaretnam i.e. caveat or consent in writing 

to surrender the land to the government, for sub

division, I have no such written consent from
Tara 

the said/Ra Jar atnam, the caveator. Neither has

Arul Chandran handed one to us. But we sent this 

letter to the said Tara Ra jar atnam on the 24th Uay. 

•ZQ In the letter we said that the land in question 

had been surrendered to the government and new 

title had been issued. Therefore the caveat that 

impound by bar on the ?th February, 1977 ia
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CroBS-Examination 
22nd September 
1981

thereby rescinded. I do not know what had 

happened but the State Le_gal Adviser's 

opinion had been sought. His opinion was 

given a day before P 98 was sent. I do not 

know under what authority the caveat was 

rescinded. The State Legal Adviser's opinion 

was given after P 97 vaa sent. This land was 

eventually sub-divided. These are the certi 

fied copies of the caveat lodged by Suppiah 

and the statutory declaration by Suppiah - P 99. 10 

Cross-examination (Suppiah) 

Shown P 99 - There was a caveat by me on the 

Jrd February, 1975. There is a notice of caveat 

to the plaintiff, on the 1st July, 1976. Now I 

say it was on 17th February, 1975* A. copy was 

sent to Suppiah.

Cross-examination (Chin) - No questions. 

Cross-examination (Arul Cnandran)

After sub-division it is a re-alienation. 

It is a fresh grant sent to the owner. It is a £0 

new grant. According to the State Legal Adviser 

the plaintiff was not the caveator at the relevant 

time. The date of the application for the 

surrender was 23.1.76. The caveat by the 

plaintiff was imposed on the ?th February, 1977. 

If thera is already a caveat on the land, when the 

application Tor" sub-division is made, if the consent 

of the c&veator does not accompany the application, 

I will not entertain the application under section 

136. 30 

Re-examination (Cashin) - None.

(Witness released)
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No. 18

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 
MOHD. HASHIDI 
EXAMINATION

- 98 -

PW 9 - Uohd Rashidi bin Mohd. Nor, affirmed, 
states in English:

Collector of Land Revenue, Land Office, 
Johore Bahru, aged 34.

I have the file in connection with the 

sub-division of piece of land C.T. 1318 for 

Lot 6205. The application to surrender the 

land was made by Arul Chandran. It was made 

on the 28th January, 1976. It was processed in 

the P.H.T's office first. The application had 

to be sent up to the P.D.G. It was sent on 

29-11.76. The approval for sub-division was 

made by Executive Council. The approval was 

given on the 26.1.77. The approval was cowmuni- 

cated to the applicant on 8.2.77- $.T. were 

issued. The land was sub-divided into 70 lots - 

10 were shop lots and 60 for dwelling house. 

Q.Ts ware issued for the 70 lots on the 20th 

llay, 1977. They were issued in the name of 

Arul Chandran. At present. They have all ceased 

to be in the name of Arul Chandran. They were
*

transferred to Jet Age Construction at different 

times. 1st on 16th May, 1978. 10 lots were 

transferred. On the 30th Hay, 1978, 60 lots 

were transferred also to Jet Age Construction Co. 

The communication of the approval for sub-division 

was made to Arul Chandran on the 8th February, 

1977. -Ve received a letter from Suppiah &. Singh 

on the 51st Jan. 1977. This is the letter -

P 100. I do not know Suppiah & Singh came to
pending 

know of the/approval. Shown P 97 - The letter is

dated 22nd Maroh, 1977. In the light of the 

fact that the approval for sub-division had been
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made already by the government earlier, this

letter was of no consequence whatsoever. I

do not know why this letter P 97 was sent by

them. Shovra P 100 - I agree that by 31st January

1977, the title deed had already been received

by us. I am also the Chairman of the District

Council, Kulai. I have the file relating to

house known as KLB SK Kulai Baaar, Kulai. This

situated on land held on the land in question.

It is true that all house owners have to register 10

their ownership with the District Council. The

owner of the house must register his ownership

although the ownership of the land is in someone

else. Originally the house on the land in* issue

was registered in the name of Devan. It was

transferred on the 29th July, 1975 from Devan

to Suppiah. For the purpose of registration

the new owner has to fill in form D. I have the

form. This is the form filled in by the new

owner in the District Council office - P 61. 20

This is the original P 61A. I do not know who

signed it, because there was no name to it.

Pemindah milik in English means the tranaferor.

The name under the 3rd column "Nama pemindah

milek" should be the registered owner of the

house. In this case it should be Devan and not

Tara Rajaratnam. The 5th column to the right

is supposed to state the proof of the sale i.e.

a letter from the owner saying he has sold the

house to so and 30 or a copy of an agreement of -,Q

sale where I expect the name and signature of

the transferor and the transferee to be shown.
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The 6th column states the date when the agree 

ment was registered. The document which was 

stated in column 5 was a copy of form A of 

National Land Code. It is a transfer form. 

Under normal circumstances that was one of the 

documents permitted. Although Form 14A did 

not specify that the house had been sold by 

Devan to Suppiah we also received a letter 

signed by Tara Hajaratnam, confirming that the 

land transaction includes the house. There is 

nothing in this document to say that Devan had 

sold the hous« to Suppiah. :Ve have no other 

document other than form 14-A and P 56 3 so 

support our decision to register the house. I 

won't know whether I would have registered the 

house in the name of Suppiah based on P 14A. and 

P 56 alone, if I had been the Collector. I 

was not the Collector. We received i?orm D, 14A 

and P 56 on the 26th July, 1975. On the same 

day it was filled in. Shown P 563 - I agree 

this is merely a copy. Subsequently the house
/

was transferred from Suppiah to Arul Chandran. 

That transfer was also made and registered by 

another i?orm D. Shown P 64A - This is the 

original. There is nothing filled up in columns 

5 and 6. The document accompanying .Form 0 were
*

a copy of JPorm 14-A and a letter of confirmation 
signed by Suppiah. This is the confirmation - 
P 101. This is the original. Shown P 73 - I 
have this letter, tfe got a reply in P 76A. 
There w«r« no documents enclosed with this letter. 
Shown P 103 - \1s received this letter. In this
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latter we asked for all documents filed in 

connection with Devon's house transfer and 

I then replied in P 103 • I sent to Subra 

Naicker two copies of Form D. '9a did not

send F 56B, although we had it, in possession,
a 

and although we had received/letter P 102

from Subra Haicker. I do not know why it was 

not sent.

IN, OPEN COURT 
This 25rd day of September. 1981

Parties as before.

Pw""9 " on former oath, states -

Examination-in-chief (Continues)

There was a gazette notification in 19&5

to include the area in which the land in question*
was situated within the local authority limits 

of Kulai. The effect of this gazette notification 

is to extend the jurisdiction of the local authority 

(local council); it has no effect on the condition 

and use of the land. 1 would not know whether 

it would be easier to change the user from one 

category to another. The land would now have 

services provided by the local council - garbage 

collection, public street lighting, water supply. 

The electrical supply would be" under the control 

of the local council. If the criteria is based 

on whether the land is inside or outside the 

local council area I presume it would ba easier 

to change tfie category from agricultural to 

building. The effect of bringing the land within 

the township is to enhance the value of the 

land. I would take into account the fact that 

there are social services provided like water

10

20
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and electricity and other services to the

area gazetted.

Croas-examination (Suppiah)

I would not know whether there would be 

water and electricity supply to this house 

in 1975. The supply of water is made by 

Public '.Vorks Department (J.K.R.). But whether 

it is to be provided or not, was to be decided 

by the local authority. I do not have the 

particulars of the gazette. It can be obtained 

from the Local Council. 

Cross-examination (Chin)

10 lots were shop houses. The area of 

each shop lot - 9 lots are of 1,54O sq. ft. 

each and one lot was 1,910 sq. ft. There were 

28 lots for terraced houses and another JO lots 

for lo.v cost. I do not know the price paid by 

Jet Age Construction Co. for the purchase of 

the shop-lots. These are at the Registry of 

Titles. I have no figures as to how much was 

paid for the terraced houses and the low costs.
/

I know that government has set limit on low 

cost houses, but I do not know what was the 

limit in this particular case. 

Gross-examination (Arul Chandran)

2 lots were set aside for semi-detached 

houses. Shown P 92 - Under "Category" - As far 

as I know there has been no gazette notification, 

which automatically converts agricultural land 

to building land. User of land can only be 

converted under the provisions of the National 

Land Jode. I used the transaction recorded at 

the -i-"aud Office for my valuation, of the same size 

qualities. I do not have the record
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of whether water and electricity and other 

services hud been supplied to this house in 

1972. In the letter of approval for sub 

division of this land, the limit of the price 

of the low cost house was fixed at $15,000/-.

Re-examination

The majority of each of the 28 terraced lota 

is about 1,54O sq. ft. in area. The other lots 

were a bit larger. The majority of the low cost 

lots were 1,04O sq. ft. and 1,080 sq'. ft. I do 

not have the exact figure for the two semi-detached 

house lots.

The 1,540 sq. ft. in respect of 9 of the 

shop lots were for the whole lot. I do not 

have the size of the built-up area of the shop 

lots or any of the buildings.

(Witness released to produce later the 

gazette notification referred to earlier).
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No 19

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 

DATO HAJI A3DUL KADIR (RECALLED) 

EXAMINATION

No. 19 (He-called) 
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Dato 1 Haji Abdul
Kadir
Examination
23rd September
1981

PW 8 - Dato' Haji Abdul Kadir bin HJ. Sam Onn

(Re-called) on former oath, states - 20

The application for surrender and sub-division 

was already approved by the Executive Council on 

the 26th January, 197?. This approval was conveyed

to Arul Chandran by letter on the 8th yebruary,
•

1977. The old title deed to the land had been 

surrendered to the land office on the Jlst January, 

1977. Shown P 97 - Before this letter was written 

the P.T.G. was of the opinion that.the applicant 

should get the consent of the caveator Tara Haja- 

ratnam. Subsequently the State Legal Adviser -JQ 

reversed our opinion. -Then the land was sub-divided 

it had not been approved by my Department yet as
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far as tho surrender is concerned. But we 

would normally abide by the decision of Ex.Go. 

and would formally approve the surrender to 

Arul Ghandran. I mean the owner was Ami 

Chandran.

0.. rVhat is the reason why P 97 was sent to the 

plaintiff then aslcing for her consent ? 

A. I do not know why. This was not done during 

my time.. I quite agree that the P.T.G. should 

have got the written consent of the land owner. 

Shown P 100 - I do not know how Suppiah & Singh 

came to know about the1 lix.Co's decision before 

it was conveyed to him. It appears strange to 

me. The decision of the Ex.Go. is conveyed to 

the P.T. &. through the Clerk of Council and the 

decision would be conveyed by it to the 

Collector. And only the P.T.G. and the Collector 

would know.

Cross-examination (Suppiah) - No questions 

Gross-examination (Chin)

The date the land was surrendered and approved 

by <he Commissioner was 4th April, 1977- Between 

the date of the surrender and the date of issue 

of Q.T. the land had reverted to the State. I 

agree that after surrender Arul Chandran became 

the registered proprietor only after,tho issue 

of the new Q.T. 

Arul Chandran

The old title has been destroyed. I do not 

know when new title had been issued. Section 31 

of the National Land Code would take effect.

In the High 
Court____

No. 19 (Re-called)
Plaintiff's
Evidence.
Dato Haji Abdul Kadir
Examination
23rd September
1981 (Cont'd)

Cross-Examination 
23rd September 
1981
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Shown P 97 - I received a letter from Sub
ra 

Naicker on the 7th February, 1977.
No.19 (Re-called)
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Dato Haji Abdul Kadir Re-examination - None

.

Cross-Examination To 2 -5° P- m -

23rd September
1981 (Cont'd)

No. 20

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE 

MANAPALLY ANANDAN 
EXAMINATION

PW 10 '- Manapally Anandan, affirmed, states in 

English:

Aged 62, He siding at Rengara Estate, Kluan
g. 

Chief Clerk.
No. 20
Plaintiff's 
Evidence
Manapally Anandan 
Examination 
23rd September 
1981

I. have known Devan since 194-3. We were 

very close, very close friends. He has helped 

me financially. In about May, 1975 he approached 

for financial help. He told me he had an over 

draft at the bank and the bank was pressing him 

to reduce it. I agreed to help him. I managed 

to loan 5*0,OOO/-. I withdrew my provident fund - 

Malayan listate "Staff Provident Fund. It was 

865,OOO/-. Out of the 365,0007- I bought a car. 

The balance I ke.>t in the Hongkong Bank, 
Johore 

Bahru. From the current account I transferred 

the amount of 330,OOO/- to one deposit ac
count 

and another 810,OOO/- to another deposit 
-account 

in the same bank. I gave Devan a crossed cheque. 

I withdrew the whole amount of the deposi
t account 

and re-transferred it into the current ac
count. 

I gave a crossed cheque drawn on my current 

account. I gave the cheque on the 28th May, 1975« 

I got a receipt for the $4O,OOO/- from De
van. 

This is the receipt - P 104-. I do not know 

what the rubbing at the bottom of Devan'a
 

signature was about. It would be that the stamp 

had come off. I suspect Devan put a stamp- to 

it. Devan paid some money back. It made no 

difference to me, if there had been no receipt

10
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No. 20

at all. We were such good friends. Plaintiff' s- Evidence
Manapally Anandan

Cross-examination (Suppiah) Examination (Cont'd) &
Devan might have an office in Johore Bahru. Cross-Examination

23rd:September 
I know nothing about it. Receipt was in my 1981

handwriting - $24,000/- had been repaid - In 

several stages. Dates I cannot remember. 

85,000/- about 1963. In cash. Next was 

810,OOO/- cash and cheque. Cheque my name - 

1979. Another 82,000/- By cheque. Cannot 

remember date. About 1979. By last year the 

balance was $16,000/- The rest ha had been 

paying $600/- monthly from 1978. I have not 

kept any record of the repayment. I did not 

give him receipt for the repayment. I did- not 

make any claim for the balance of $16,000/-, 

because Davan was a good friend. I may or may* 

not have the bank statements. Cheque was 

debited to my account at the Hongkong Bank. It 

would have shown or must show in the account. 

I was asked to give evidence on Sunday. That 

was^ the first time 1 was approached to give 

evidence by the plaintiff. I was employed in 

the same Rengam Estate for 37 years. I retired 

and was re-employed. Devan helped me before 

financially. The cheque was a single cheque. 

Cross-examination (Chin) - No questions. 

Cross-examination (Arul Chandran)

There was no agreement as to the payment 

of interest. No mode of repayment was agreed 

upon. The period of repayment was not specified. 

He could have taken as long as he wanted it. 

There was no security taken. Beyond the fact that

Cross-Examination 
2Jrd September 
1981

177.
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In the High 
Court____
No. 20
Plaintiff's 
Evidence
Manapally> Anandan 
Cross-Examination 
23rd September 
1981 (Cont'd)

Re-Examination 
23rd September 
1981

he had a house and a compound I do not know 

whether Devon had any other property. At no 

time did I know whether he had stock and 

shares. The receipt was taken from Devan's 

house at ICulai. Sometimes Devon did not pay 

the 3600/- He might have paid this and next 

month and then there would he a break for a 

month. In a year he would have paid on an 

average 7 months. When he had money he paid, 

when he did not hava money ha did not pay, 

until he died. In 1978 he paid 32,000/- or 

83,000/-. The monthly instalment started in 

1978 October and he last made in 1981. In 

1974- he did not approach me to borrow money. 

Re-examination (Cashin)

The loan'was in 1975* * made a mistake 

regarding the payment of $5»000/- in 1963. 

It must be in 1976 or 1977- * can authorise 

any one to get a statement from the Bank.

(Witness released)
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No. 21

PLAINTIFF'S EVIDENCE
DAVID FOO YONG SIAH (RECALLED)

EXAMINATION

No. 21 (He-called) 
David Foo 
Yong Siah 
Examination 
23rd September 
1981

:PW 5- (Re-called) - David foo Yong Siah, 

on former oath, states -

I have the bank statement of Devan for 

January, 1973 to October, 1975, except "that 

part of the 6 monthly ones January — July an
d 

July - Dec. 1974. These are the statements 

for January 1973 - October 1975 inclusive. 

These are the documents - P 105. (Referred to 

May and June 1975) - There was payment of $4
-0,OOO/- 

on the 2nd June, 1975- Ifwas an outstation 

cheque. It was a bank cheque drawn on the bank 

outside Kulai. On payment of the $4-0,OOO/- to

the credit of Devan's account, there was left 
a
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balance of 883,623.85 overdraft. 

Groas-Qxaiaination (Suppiah)

I would not know which outstation bank. 

Cros3-9xamination (Chin) - No questions. 

Gross-examination (ATU! Chandran)

I cannot get tha record for the 6 months. 

Thore is no central registry where the statements 

of account are finally kept. The remarks made 

in the remarks column refer to stock and shares 

pledged to the bank for overdraft. The value 

written to it represents I believe 

50 or 60/6 of the value of the shares pledged 

to the bank and tha date refers to the date they 

were valued. Based on D 22 it represents 60% 

of the market valua. D 22 is the bank's own 

document, not given to Devan. On 24-th ilay, 1975 

the value of the stock was J19,?82/-. Tha actual 

amount owed on tho 24th Uay was 3122,34-9.39 

The facilities give°- to Devon was 380,OOO/- 

againat the legal mortgage of the land and 

330*.OOO/- against shares pledged to us. He had 

exceeded the limit by 310,0007-. There were 

two ways in which he could reduce the overdraft 

and bring it? back within the limit of the facilities 

i.e. to sell the stock and shares or to pay the 

money into the account. 

Re-examination - None.

(Witness released)

In the High Court 
No. 21 (Re-called/ 
Plaintiff's Evidence 
David Foo Yong Siah 
Examination (Cont'd) 
Cross-Examination 
23rd September 
1981

No. 22 

PROCEEDINGS

Gashin

That is the plaintiff's case short of re 

calling P'<V 9 to produce the document. That is 

the plaintiff's case.

CASE fOR THE PLAINTIFF

In the High 
Court____
No. 22 
Proceedings 
23rd 
September 1981
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Arul Chandrnn

I wish to make an application
 to be 

non-suited because from the e
vidence adduced 

for the plaintiff herself it 
is clear that 

I was no longer the registere
d owner of the 

land, at the data of the writ i.e. 
10th 

September, 1979• The application for surrender
 

and sub-division of the prope
rty under sections 

135 and 136 of the National L
and Code was on 

the 28th January, 1976. The application for 

aurrender and sub-division was
 granted by Ex.Go. 

on the 26th January, 1977, th
rough the letter 

informing me of the fact was 
despatched on the 

8th February, 1977- The title had already been 

surrendered on-the 31 ot Januar
y, 1977. There 

was evidence that titlo was d
estroyed on the 

4-th April, 1977- A. nev? title was issued on the 

26th May, 1977. There was a transfer of '-i.T. 

to Jet Age Construction Sdn. 
3hd. on the 16th 

and 25th May, 1978. Kven though my application 

for aurrender and sub-divisio
n was made on 28th 

January, 1976, a caveat wao lodged on the 7t
h 

February, 1977 irrespective of section 196 o
f 

the National Land Code. In other words what I

am saying is that on the date 
of filing the
• 

action I was no longer the re
gistered proprietor

of the land in question. I should never have 

been brought to the suit in t
he first place. 

There has been no evidence of 
fraud against mo. 

I have been scandalised in thi
s case.

Gashin

I do not know whether the 3rd defendant 

is ifrrry^j serious about his application. It

10
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is obviouti from the pleadings that we are 

not going against him as the registered owner 

of the land. It is also clear from the 

pleadings that there is privity of contract 

between 1st and 2nd defendants particularly 

the plaintiff and 2nd defendant. What we are 

a-lleging is that tha 3rd defendant is outright 

fraud and the pleadings makes it clear. 

Refer to paga 9 of the pleadings - Para 8. 

Our allegation of fraud is at page 16. We 

are not asking for land; but asking for money. 

Allegation of fraud. He admits he was a 

friend of the 1st defendant, in the statement 

he made to Rodyak & Davidson.

Arul Chandran

The very fact of your applying for sub 

division of the land shows in itself is fraud. 

It is a question of time, that I have to be 

registered owner for him to be justified in 

proceeding against me. He mentioned Jet Age 

but'not pleaded. I have never said I am a bona 

fide purchaser, for value. 

Chin

Gaahin said there wan clearly a privity 

of contract between the plaintiff and 1st and 

2nd defendant and between the plaintiff and 2nd 

defendant.

(Application is dismissed)

To 24.9.81

In the nigh 
Court____

No. 22
Plaintiff's
Evidence
Proceedings
25rd
September
1981 (Cont'd)

3d: Abdul Razak J. 
23.9.8!
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IN OPEN COURT 

This 24-th day of September. 1981

Parties aa before.

Arul Ghandran the 3rd defendant absent.

No reason given.

Chin

I wish to call Param the valuer first. 

He is tiie common witness for all the three 

defendants. 

(Cashin objects)

It is convenient for him to call him 

first, apart from the fact that further expense 

would be involved to both parties, if he is 

30 required to wait his turn. He has been in 

court for the Last two days. His report has 

already been submitted to the Court and Counsel 

•for the plaintiff has also been supplied with 

a copy. If the witness is not called to give 

evidence first, we may have difficulty in 

securing his presence at a later staga. He is 

a professional man. Y/e do not know what his 

commitments are. The evidence of the witness 

is entirely independent in nature and oannot be 

suggested of the defendants that they are 

attempting to sit in to listen to the testimony 

of the witness, before they give evidence, themselves.

(Court receives a message from the S.A.R. 

saying that Aral Chandran is sick, with a bad 

case of food poisoning and not able to attend 

Court. Court notes that the note does not say 

that a medical report will follow in due course). 

The witness was present in Court when the evidence 

of the two appraisers called by the plaintiff was 

given. -Vhat the witnesses have said in Court is

10

20
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still fresh in hia mind. Refer to section 

135 of the Evidence Act. Refer to Sarkar on 

Evidence 12th Edition Page 1257 - touches on 

section 135 of our Act. I have not been able 

to find any rule regarding the order in which 

witnesses are to be called. See Page 1261 of 

Sarkar - "It is no duty of the Court to direct 

a party as to the order in which ho is to lead 

his witnesses? But the Court has always power 

to direct the order in which witnesses shall 

be examined....." If there is any doubt as 

to the meaning of these two premises, we will 

have to fall back on section 135 of the Evidence 

Act. Therefore sincfl there is no civil procedure 

laying down the order in which witnesses are to 

be called, the parties have a complete discretion 

in the matter. The Court's discretion in this 

particular area can only be brought out, if the 

Court holds that there hus been impropriety in 

the order in which he produces his witnesses. 

Even in accident cases before a claimant gives 

evidence, the Court has always given experts 

opportunity to give evidence first whose evidence 

is entirely independent. This has no doubt been 

done according to the dictate of common 

sense and convenience. 

Cashin

It is not a question of choice between 

witnesses "in the order in which they shall be 

examined. This is a quostion of whether a 

defendant or a witness shall be called first and 

and I am quite certain, that the rule of practice

In the High 
Court _____

No. 22 
Plaintiff's. 
Evidence 
Proceedings

September 
1981
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In the High 
Court____

No. 22 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence 
Proceedings 
2^th September 
1981 (Cont'd)

in this Court is as exactly the same as the

rule of practice in courts in every Jurisdiction

which inherited the British procedure i.e.

that the defendant must give evidence first.

Thereafter Sarkar's note applies, it is

counsel's privilege to decide on the order,

in which he will call his witnesses. The Court

always has a discretion even then to order that

one witness should be called before another.

Sarkar'g note at page 1366 merely goes to the 10

order in which Counsel asks his questions.

That is a question of prerogative. But Sarkar

says the Court shall always direct the order

in which witnesses are to be axamined. Section

135 of the Evidence Acfc - 1 cannot believe tha-t

Chin really means what he means and what he says.-

Section 135 clearly says that in the absence of

any such law to that effect ^| the discretion

is that; of the Court. It has bean the practice

in the Courts that the parties themselves are 20

called first, whereas in accident cases witnesses

had bean called before tha party and it had

always been done with the consent of the other

party. If the other party doa-s not consent,

then section 135 does not give the Court any

discretion. I cannot believe if this expert

witness had been subpoenaed and counsel requests

him to appear in Court on a particular day and

at a particular time, <•*)•••*•* this witness

will not appear. Question is coats. I have reason 30

why the parties should be called first. We have

waitsd for three weoks or more. The value of

the land at any particular time is on the edges



10

of the case. We are making not 

complete yet regarding this vritneaa. 

Chin

A party to an action Is also 3. witness 

on its own behalf. Section 135 of the Evidence 

Act equally applies to the. point Involved. It 

is only in cases where non-expert v»itneea«s 

ar» involved that tha parties are priaarty 

required to give thair evidence first. It is 

the cage where flonsant 13 of the abhar party- 

is required, I venture to say is baaed on the 

Tact. \JI/e have only a day. Counsel -for plaintiff 

3ays he has been anxiously waiting to state his 

Extenuating factor-.

In the High 
Court______

No. 22 
Plaintiff's 
Evidence 
Proceedings 
2*+th September 
1981 (Cont'd)
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